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Abstract

H. Julian Allen made an important observation in the 1958 21st Wright Brothers Lecture [1]:
"Progress in aeronautics has been brought about more by revolutionary than evolutionary changes
in methods of propulsion." Numerous studies performed over the past 50 years show potential
benefits of higher speed flight systems - for aircraft, missiles and spacecraft. These vehicles will
venture past classical supersonic speed, into hypersonic speed, where perfect gas laws no longer
apply. The revolutionary method of propulsion which makes this possible is the Supersonic
Combustion RAMJET, or SCRAMJET engine. Will revolutionary applications of air-breathing
propulsion in the 21st century make space travel routine and intercontinental travel as easy as
intercity travel is today? This presentation will reveal how this high speed propulsion system works,
what type of aerospace systems will benefit, highlight challenges to development, discuss historic
development (in the US as an example), highlight accomplishments of the X-43 scramjet-powered
aircrak and present what needs to be done next to complete this technology development.

1.0 HIGH SPEED AIRBREATHING ENGINES

1.1 Scramjet Engines

The scramjet uses a slightly modified Brayton Cycle [2] to produce power, similar to that used for
both the classical ramjet and turbine engines. Air is compressed; fuel injected, mixed and burned to
increase the air - or more accurately, the combustion products - temperature and pressure; then
these combustion products are expanded. For the turbojet engine, air is mechanically compressed by
work extracted from the combustor exhaust using a turbine. In principle, the ramjet and scramjet
works the same. The forward motion of the vehicle compresses the air. Fuel is then injected into the
compressed air and burned. Finally, the high-pressure combustion products expand through the
nozzle and over the vehicle after body, elevating the surface pressure and effectively pushing the
vehicle. Thrust is the result of increased kinetic energy between the initial and final states of the
working fluid, or the summation of forces on the engine and vehicle surfaces. This is a modified
Brayton cycle because the final state in the scramjet nozzle is generally not ambient.

Engine specific impulse, or the efficiency of airbreathing ramjet, scramjet and turbine engines,
compared to the rocket is illustrated Figure 1. Specific impulse is the thrust (Nts) produced per unit
mass flow (Kg/s) of propellant utilized, i.e. propellant which is carried on board. For the rocket,
propellant includes fuel and oxidizer; for the air breather, fuel is the only propellant carried. Note
the significant improvement in efficiency of the air breather vis-t-vis a rocket. For example, the
scramjet is about 7 times more efficient than the rocket at Mach 7. The revolutionary aspect of the
scramjet is extending the airbreathing engine way beyond traditional aircraft limits. Subsonic
combustion in the ramjet produces high static pressure and temperature and high heat transfer
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(heat load) to the engine combustor structure - especially at higher flight Mach number. These
static temperature and heat loads place a practical upper limit on ramjet operation somewhere
between Mach 6 and 8. The scramjet overcomes this limit using supersonic combustion. The
scramjet has no nozzle throat at the end of the combustor. Supersonic combustion occurs at

significantly reduced static pressure and temperature and hence combustor wall heat load. Reduced
static temperature allows the practical upper limit of the scramjet to be somewhere between Mach
13 and 15. At the lower limit, the scramjet can be operated below Mach 6 using mixed-mode
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Figure 1. Hypersonic Engine Efficiency

combustion. At these speeds fuel is injected near the exit of the expanding combustor.
Combustion pressure rise disturbs and separates the inflowing boundary layer. This disturbance
propagates upstream through the boundary layer, creating a large recirculation region. The
supersonic inlet flow is farther compressed by this separated/recirculating flow to Mach 1, which
then persists through the initial combustion region, before again accelerating supersonically
through the remaining combustor and nozzle. Combustion in this process occurs both in the
recirculating flow and in the sonic/supersonic core - hence the term mixed mode combustion.•
The fact that a scramjet can be designed to operate in both pure supersonic or mixed combustion
modes, covering both the ramjet and scramjet operating speeds, led to the label dual-mode
scramjet.

1.2 Combination/Combined Cycle Engines

The dual-mode scramjet can operate over the ramjet and scramJet speed range, from about Mach 3 !
to at least Mach 15. Any application of the scramjet will require an alternate means of accelerating
to scramjet takeover speeds. For an aircraft application alternate power will be required to allow p
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efficient operation below Mach 3-4 for take off, acceleration, and deceleration to powered landing.
A study [3] performed by Marquardt, Rocketdyne and Lockheed, in the early 1960's, provided a
low-level (of fidelity) assessment of numerous propulsion options for space access. In all, 36
potential rocket/airbreathing systems were compared. These combined cycle engines included
rocket, air-augmented rocket, ramjet, and scramjet cycles. In addition, various "air compression"
concepts for low-speed operation were considered, including ejector, fan, and the liquid air cycle
(LACE). These studies evaluated as a figure of merit vehicle capability (payload to space for a 1-
million pound vehicle). Two conclusions from this study are: Scramjet operation to high Mach
provides a significant increase in payload capability; Lox usage below scramjet takeover Mach
number greatly lowers the payload capability. Three engines were recommended for additional
study: Turbine-scramjet combination engine; ScramLACE; and Supercharged Ejector Ramjet
(SERJ). The ScramLACE is an ejector-scramjet with real-time liquid-air collection and
compression feeding a hydrogen-air rocket ejector. The SERJ is an ejector ramjet with fan for
operation during acceleration to Mach 2 and cruise. The three systems were studied in the USA, and
only the turbine-scramjet approach was carried forward. For airbreathing launch vehicles, an
additional propulsion system is required for higher-speed operation to achieve orbital velocity, and
rockets are the only option. Because the rocket is required for high speed and orbital insertion for
single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) concepts, several studies have also reconsidered it for low-speed
operation (albeit inconsistent with the previous [3] conclusions). The resulting engine is called a
rocket-based combined cycle engine. Dashed lines in figure 1 illustrate the potential efficiency of
the turbine-scramjet-rocket combination (TBCC) engine and the RBCC engines studied extensively
in the late 1990's by NASA.

The RBCC design challenges include rocket placement, rocket fuel-oxidized mixture ratio, and
the impact of rocket integration on scramjet performance. One RBCC concept is illustrated in
figure 2. This concept [4] operates in air-augmented rocket (AAR) mode from Mach 0 to about 3.
This mode includes some ejector benefit by entraining air into the dual-mode scramjet duct.
Above Mach 3 the rocket is turned off, and the engine operates as a dual-mode scramjet. The
final mode of operation, rocket, begins at Mach 10. In rocket mode the engine inlet is eventually
closed before the vehicle leaves the atmosphere.
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Figure 2. - RBCC Operating Modes Figure 3. - Typical TBCC

NASA and the USAF have studied turbine-based "over-under" combination engine (TBCC)
approaches at a low level for over 40 years. Most of the studies use "simple" over-under designs
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[5], as illustrated in figure 3. These designs all utilized variable geometry inlet and nozzles which
can fully close to seal off either engine.

2.0 AIRCRAFT APPLICATIONS

Numerous studies performed over past 50 years show potential benefits of higher speed flight 3
systems - aircraft, missiles and space craft. Potential airbreathing high speed/hypersonic vehicle
applications include endoatmospheric and space access. These vehicles may be military or civilian,
manned or unmanned, reusable or expendable, hydrocarbon or hydrogen fueled. Potential
applications include tactical supersonic cruise-hypersonic dash, hypersonic cruise strategic
aircraft, hypersonic tactical or strategic missile, hypersonic transports, and fully or partially reusable
single or two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) launch systems.

2.1 Military Applications

Military benefits of hypersonic vehicles are versatility, response time, survivability, and unfueled
range [6]. Civilian benefits are long range rapid commercial transportation and safe, affordable
reliable and flexible transportation to low-earth orbit [7]. One example of a potential hypersonic
cruise military aircraft is the Dual-Fuel Global-Reach concept shown in Figure 4. It would employ
hydrocarbon-fueled turbo-ramjet engines for low-speed flight (Mach 0 to 4.5) and liquid hydrogen-
fueled scramjet engines for high-speed flight (Mach 4.5 to 10). This vehicle concept was developed
to perform two candidate operational scenarios. The baseline mission involves takeoff, climb to
cruising altitude and Mach number, complete a cruise to a mission range of 15,000 Km, followed
by a 2.5 g turn at the target at minimum power, and unpowered, maximum L/D descent for
rendezvous with a tanker, and a subsonic return to base. The vehicle contains sufficient hydrogen to
reach and engage the target, turn, and begin the unpowered descent. Sufficient hydrocarbon fuel is
retained on board to allow a 10 minute loiter waiting for the tanker. An alternate mission scenario is
a first stage platform for satellite launch. The resulting vehicle is comparable in size and weight to
today's air liners, as illustrated in figure 4.

2.2 Space Launch Applications

Benefits [7] of air-breathing launch systems are improved safety, mission flexibility, vehicle design
robustness and reduced operating costs. Air-breathing vehicles, capable of hypersonic speeds, can
transform access to space, just like turbojets transformed the airline business. Rocket-powered
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Figure 4. -Strategic Hypersonic Aircraft Table 1. Attribute of Space Launch Systems

vehicles are approaching their limits in terms of these parameters [7]; switching to a new approach
is the only way to achieve significant improvements [5].
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Safety benefits result from characteristics such as enhanced abort capability and moderate power
density. Horizontal takeoff and powered landing allows the ability to abort over most of the
flight, both ascent and decent. High lift/drag (LID) allows longer-range glide for large landing
footprint. Power density, or the quantity of propellant pumped for a given thrust level, is 1/10 that
of a vertical take off rocket due to lower thrust loading (T/W), lower vehicle weight and higher
specific impulse. Power density is a large factor in catastrophic failures. Recent analysis [8]
indicates that safety increases by several orders of magnitude are possible using air-breathing
systems. Mission flexibility results from horizontal takeoff and landing, the large landing
(unpowered) footprint and high L/D. Utilization of aerodynamic forces rather than thrust allows
efficient orbital plane changes during ascent, and expanded launch window. Robustness and
reliability can be built into airbreathing systems because of large margins and reduced weight
growth sensitivity, and the low thrust required for smaller, horizontal takeoff systems. Cost
models [7] indicate about one-order magnitude reduction in operating cost is possible, vis-A-vis
the space shuttle. Attributes for selected air-breathing assisted launch systems categorized by
staging Mach number and reusable or expendable second stage are listed in Table 1.

NASA's Next Generation Launch Technology Program identified and quantified these attributes
[7, 8]. For example, staging at Mach 7, and using an expendable second stage allows nearly an
order of magnitude gain in safety (loss of vehicle/payload), with a small improvement in payload
fraction and operating cost, compared with current systems (Space Shuttle or ELV's). Increasing
staging Mach number (the fraction of airbreathing contribution to orbital velocity) plus adding a
reusable second stage and more advanced engine and airframe technology, increases the payload
fraction and reliability, and reduces both loss of vehicle (LOV) and operating cost. The most
significant benefit is in safety, quantified by the attribute "Loss of Vehicle."

Airbreathing hypersonic flight is truly the next frontier for air vehicle design, and continues to
excite and challenge the next generation of engineers and scientists. What will be the first
application?? That depends on political forces more than on technology development challenges. In
terms of difficulty, easiest first: hypersonic cruise missile; supersonic cruise - hypersonic dash
tactical aircraft; Mach 7 first stage launch vehicle; Mach 7 hypersonic cruise strategic aircraft; Mach
10-15 first stage launch vehicle; Mach 10 cruise; and finally single-stage to orbit launch vehicle.

3.0 CHALLENGES

Challenges facing development and applications of scranijet engines to hypersonic airbreathing
propulsion systems are technical and political. Political challenges are beyond the scope of this
discussion - but must be seriously addressed in any effort to apply this technology. Technical
challenges can be divided into the following categories: Flow physics; Experimental facilities and
test methods; Design methods; Scramjet propulsion-airframe integration; High/low-speed engine
integration; Flight testing; and Technology development tracking.

3.1 Airframe Integrated Scramjet Design Challenges
The most significant challenges facing design and development of a hypersonic vehicle are
propulsion related: scramjet engine design; scramjet-airframe integration; integration of the
scramjet with a Mach 4 capable low-speed engine. Effective utilization of scramjets requires careful
integration of the airframe and engine. This is required because of the large airflow requirements at
high speed. As flight speed increases, the air flow enthalpy approaches, then at about Mach 8
exceeds, the incremental enthalpy increase from combustion, so thrust per unit air flow decreases.
This effect is captured by Aaron Auslender's "rule of 69": T- mar * SQRT (69 / M2) for Mach
numbers greater than 7.
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With a high degree of propulsion-airframe integration, vehicle flight operations affect the engine
operation, mostly through changes in air mass capture. Conversely, engine operation affects vehicle
performance, such as lift and trim. Challenges in design/development of airframe integrated I
scramjets are illustrated using the 2-D cross section of the X-43 scramjet-powered research vehicle
in figure 5. The X-43 was a sharp-leading edge lifting body configuration. That is, vehicle lift is

Design Machn e nlow eeorn zzeg

Number (shock on/ ,__I
lip--full capture) / .

iForbo o mre on, Aftb y U
ExternaE inlet Issues and Challen.es

* Short internal engine length - weight, thermal

• Engine design requirements vary with Mach I
• Vehicle trim - varies over Mach, throttle range
N Maneuver and off design conditions

• Low thrust -to- drag at high Mach

Figure 5. Airframe Integrated Scramjet Design Challenges

generated by the vehicle fuiselage and engine, not wings. The vehicle wings were really all moving
elevon surfaces for maintaining and controlling vehicle pitch and roll attitude. The entire lower
surface of the X-43 was designed to perform scrajet functions, within the limit of acceptable
hypersonic aerodynamics, stability and control. The top surface was designed to minimize form
drag, enclosing the vehicle between the inlet leading edge (vehicle nose), and the nozzle trailing
edge (vehicle tail). Generally good scramjet cycle performance requires that the nozzle is about
30% larger than the inlet capture cross-sectional area. Much of the scranjet inlet compression and
nozzle expansion is performed on the vehicle forebody and after body respectively, so that the
engine module can remain as short as possible. Short internal engine length is desirable because it is

the densest structure on the vehicle, and large surface areas will drive up weight and cooling

requirements, potentially exceeding fuel flow requirements. The engine cowl, or lower surface is
positioned to capture all of the flow compressed (behind the bow shock wave) on the lower surface
at the most critical flight condition, or design point. For hypersonic cruise the design point is the
fully loaded cruise condition; for an accelerator it is somewhere close to the peak airbreathing Mach
number. 3
Airframe integration and scramjet engine design is challenged because the vehicle must operate
over a large Mach number range, and be capable of maneuvering. Airframe integration includes the
effect of the vehicle on the engine performance, as well as engine on the vehicle. At lower than
design Mach number the shock waves and hence the compressed flow moves away from the
vehicle, so some compressed air is not captured. As the vehicle maneuvers, the shocks move closer
on the lifting side, again changing the air capture. Conversely, the engine performance affects the
vehicle design and operation. One significant integration issue is the vehicle pitching moment
change with flight Mach number. Generally the higher mass capture at high Mach number allows

6
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the engine to produced higher pressure on the external nozzle than that on the forebody produced by
aerodynamic compression, so the vehicle tends to pitch down. At lower Mach number, much of the
air compressed by the forebody is not captured by the engine. Fortunately, the combustor pressure
rise is greater at lower Mach number, but generally not sufficient to make up for spilled air mass
flow. So, at low Mach the vehicle tends to have a nose-up pitching moment, which is balanced by
the control surfaces. Clearly, as the thrust requirement from the engine changes, the nozzle pressure
will change the vehicle pitching moment and trim requirement, because the inlet forces are
essentially constant.

In addition to these challenges, even the engine flowpath design requirements vary with Mach
number. For example, the inlet compression, expressed by contraction ratio, must be smaller at low
Mach number, and increase nearly 1:1 with flight Mach at constant flight dynamic pressure. This is
required to allow the inlet to start and function at lower speeds, and provide adequate static pressure
in the combustor for good combustion at higher speeds. The shape of the combustor and/or fuel
injection location must vary with Mach number to assure good combustor operation. Combustion
must start close to the combustor entrance for very high Mach operation, and the combustor must be
short. For low speed, the fuel must be injected at a point in the combustor where sufficient
expansion has already occurred to minimize the potential for un-starting the inlet. At low speed, an
inlet isolator is critical for good performance, at high speed it is a serious detriment to performance.
These challenges are addressed by variable geometry, multiple fuel injection stations, or both.

Many different shapes of scramjets were studied in the USA and around the world. Many have
focused on the quasi two-dimensional shape selected for the X-43 engine. Others utilized swept
sidewall compression [10], conical axisymmetric [11], inward turning axisymetric [12] (with and
without a centerbody), and fully three-dimensional [131. These concepts all share the same
challenges in regards to high speed/hypersonic physics - and they all have about the same
performance at the design point. The discriminator between competing configurations has generally
been off design performance, operability and weight. Performance issues are often associated with
combustor flow distortion. For operation over a significant flight envelope (more than a range of a
few Mach numbers), variable geometry is inevitable. Generally this is limited to inlet contraction
and throttling the air flow to the inlet, for inlet starting, thrust control and inlet close-off. This
variable geometry is accomplished by linear movement of body panels, engine cowl, center body
plugs, or fuel injectors.

Hypersonic propulsion physics challenges include: Natural and forced boundary layer transition;
Boundary layer turbulence; Separation caused by shock-boundary layer interaction; Shock-shock
interaction heating; Inlet isolator shock trains; Cold-wall heat transfer; Fuel injection, penetration
and mixing; Finite rate chemical kinetics; Turbulence-chemistry interaction; Boundary layer
relaminarization; Recombination chemistry; and Catalytic wall effects. Each of these phenomena
must be understood and either modeled or avoided, to successfully develop a scramjet engine.
Models for these phenomena are usually developed from test data gathered in "unit" experiments

which isolated and focus on the phenomena.

Integration of the high speed scramjet with the low speed engine - such as a turbo-ramjet - requires
blending/sharing structure, systems and flowpaths where ever possible. Interestingly, many studies
have shown the major design consideration is thrust per unit volume, not per unit engine weight for
TBCC engines. Another challenge is flight acceptance testing of these propulsion systems.
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3.2 Design methods

Systems studies are required to identify potential vehicle configurations, and focused technology
development. For an airbreathing vehicle, systems studies are complicated by the highly integrated I
and coupled nature of the airframe and engine [14]. Integration aspects previously discussed
confirm the need to develop the engine in concert with a specific class of vision or reference
vehicle. "Coupled" means that performance of each successive component is dependent on
performance of the previous components. For example, the nozzle component efficiency can not be
independently determined; it is dependent on flight Mach number and vehicle attitude, as well as
inlet, isolator, and combustor design, operability and performance. Therefore, the vehicle and
engine are designed together, using sophisticated analysis methods. A typical design process is
illustrated in Figure 6. This process requires a vehicle characterized to the point that meaningful
analysis can be performed. Engine and aerodynamic performance, structure, weight, systems and
packaging, and thermal management are iterated as the vehicle is "flown" to determine the volume
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Figure 6. - Hypersonic Vehicle Design System Table 2. - Design Methods and Vehicle Level I
of Fidelity Assessment. I

of propellant "required". Finally, the vehicle is resized to package the propellant required to meet 3
the mission, thus defining a "closed" configuration.

Systems analysis methods for airbreathing vehicles have evolved dramatically, yet a wide range
in usage remains. These methods can be executed at several levels [14], as noted in Table 2. This
discussion will focus only on propulsion tools. The lowest level scramjet design tool is ideal or
approximate cycle analysis. The next level is cycle analysis using plug in efficiencies which are
externally estimated or determined for a particular configuration as a function of flight Mach
number only. The next level is CFD - which has its own sublevels. If the CFD analysis is
validated by comparison with representative unit and engine component test data, it represents a
step up in fidelity. The highest fidelity is obtained by engine tests in a wind tunnel, or preferably I
in flight. The wind tunnel tests are a lower fidelity than flight because the results must be scaled
by analysis to flight conditions. Uncertainty in predicted performance and operability decreases
with higher level analysis methods. At the lowest 0 level performance could easily be off by 50-
100% or more, and the engine not operable. At the highest level, performance within 1-2% is
anticipated. This table is presented as a guide to help assess the large disparity in analytical
results and projected vehicle capabilities. A good design process requires synergistic utilization of
experimental, analytical and computational analysis. Configurations discussed in section 2 wereI
developed using level 2 methods, and uncertainty on the order of 10% is expected. In fact, the
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payload fraction for the Mach 15 first stage vehicle in Table 1 is approximately 50% of the
payload fraction estimated in the original Oth level 1965 study [3] discussed in section 1.2.

3.3 Design Optimization.

Due to the relatively small excess thrust generated by a scramjet, some method is needed to refine
designs to improved performance and to define operability limits. Scramjets are particularly
benefited by a formal optimization process because of significant propulsion-airframe
interdependence, large number of independent variables, large potential range of variables,
significant interactions, non-linearity and the current low level of design optimization. In addition, it
has been clearly demonstrated that component optimization does not provide the best engine or
vehicle. Figure of merit (FOM) in this optimization can be engine thrust, but vehicle level FOMs
are better, such as minimum vehicle size/weight for mission, cost, safety, or other system level
factors.

Several optimization approaches were considered for hypersonic systems. Design-of-experiments
(DOE) [15, 16] was selected by the USA hypersonic community because it can be used with
existing analysis and experimental methods. By using DOE, a large number of independent
variables can be investigated efficiently. DOE uses statistical methods to build polynomial
approximate models for the response (component or system performance) to multiple independent
design variables. Because of the analytical nature of these models, multiple regression analysis can

be used to evaluate these models. The performance model can either be optimized or quantified to
determine most significant design variables.

Design-of-experiments (DOE) studies within the Hyper-X community utilized the central
composite design (CCD) approach [16] to define an experimental test or analysis matrix. The
CCD technique is a part of response surface methodology [17] by which the relationship between
the response (dependent variable) and a set of independent variables can be established.
Responses are generated for all points in the test or analysis matrix. For Hyper-X, this was
accomplished either by CFD, analytical, experimental, or complete system analysis. Response
surfaces are then generated for the individual responses.

For a complicated system such as a scramjet or hypersonic vehicle, non-linearity and strong two-
parameter interactions are expected. Thus, at least three levels for each of the design parameters
are required in order to capture nonlinear effects. Therefore, a second-order model as shown in
eqn. (1) is essential: xi terms are the independent design parameters that affect the response
variable y, and the b terms are regression coefficients.

3 n

1 near non-linear tw c-p3arre-t9r
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The number of analyses or experiments for the CCD method compared to those for a full factorial
design is illustrated in Table 2 of reference [18]. Many studies focus on 8 variables, which
represent 6587 points in a full factorial design, but only require 81 points in a CCD.

An example application for design of flush wall fuel injectors [18], included the following
independent variables: 0, Injection angle (90 degrees is normal to the wall); Ptj, Injector total
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pressure; 4, Fuel equivalence ratio; FS, Fuel splits (film fraction of total injectant); HS, Injector
spacing to gap ratio (h/Gap - where Gap is the smallest dimension of the combustor cross section at
injector plane); M, Flight Mach number; and Xc, Combustor length (Normalized by Gap). The N
CCD matrix was solved using 3-D CFD in the combustor and nozzle, and 2-D for the forebody and
inlet. Responses extracted from the solutions and modelled included mixing and combustion
efficiency, total pressure recovery and entropy, combustor wall heat transfer (peak and total),
combustor shear drag, one-dimensional variation of pressure, temperature, Mach number and flow
distortion [9] through the combustor, nozzle thrust coefficient, and combustor thrust potential [2].
An example of the response models - the fuel mixing efficiency is: 3
rmix = 0.0364±0.5668*(FS)±0.249*(HS)±0.2223*($D)+0.0002026*(O)-0.2973*M+0.00001 1925*]T,J
+0.0002031 *(0)*M-0.349 2 *(FS)*(( -0.2133*(FS)*(HS)-0.003980*(FS)*(e)-0.0857*(HS)*($)+ 1.696*Xc
-0.1103*(Xc^3)-0.00588*(FS)*Xc^2-0.3104*(FS)*Xc-0.4134*(HS)*EXP(-24*EXP(- 2 *Xc))
+0.0376*((D)*EXP(-20*EXP(-2*Xc))+0.063*M*((Xc-2)^2) -0.00035 *()*XCA 2+0.00004*PTJ*(Xc-0.5)^0.6 (2)

This study was performed without a complete vehicle design team, so it used combustor thrust
potential to define the optimum flush wall injector design. Thrust potential is the best estimate of
engine thrust resulting from changes in fuel injector design. Figure 7 illustrates the best engine

_ _ ........ I

Combustor Length Gap

Figure 7. Typical Result from DOE Study: Combustor Thrust Potential

thrust potential from this study at Mach 10 with 4. = 1.0. Characteristics of the "best" fuel injector 3
are presented in figure 7. Note that thrust potential peaks at a combustor length of 18 gaps, then
decreases if the combustor is extended. This is a result of slow fuel mixing/combustion adding less
energy than that removed by friction, heat transfer and nozzle energy lost to combustor dissociation.
The corresponding fuel mixing efficiency for this "optimum thrust" design is about 80% at a
combustor length of 18 gaps. A combustor length of about 35 Gaps is required to achieve 95%
mixing with this injector, and the thrust loss incurred by extending the combustor is large. This
example illustrates the necessity of designing each component to benefit the system, not just the I
component efficiency itself. Comparison with high quality non-reacting data has shown that the
CFD prediction of fuel mixing for this study is accurate to within 5% [19]. (This is an example of
design tools, not a recommended design solution).

3.4 Experimental facilities, measurements and test methodology

Scramjet engine and hypersonic vehicle development requires an integral design and systems
engineering approach. Experimental testing is utilized for developing an understanding of physics,
developing models, and validating design concepts and design tools. The enthalpy and pressure
requirements for hypersonic combustion simulation are summarized in [9]. The sensible total I
enthalpy of flight increases from 6 to 12 MJi/kg as flight Mach increases from Mach 10 to 15. The
forebody flow field and inlet compression process reduce the local Mach number and raise the flow
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static pressure along a nearly constant total enthalpy path. The combustor entrance Mach number,
stagnation temperature, and stagnation pressure for Mach 10 flight simulation are 3, 3800 K, and
100 atm, and for Mach 15 are 5, 7000 K and 2000 atm. respectively. As pointed out above,
combustion heat release produces about the same energy increment as the air kinetic energy at
Mach 8. Thus, simulation of supersonic combustion flow conditions for propulsion studies in
ground test facilities often utilizes so-called direct-combustion heating with oxygen replenishment
as a means of generating the test environment. Other sources of energy such as storage heaters,
electric arc heaters, or shock compression can also provide the required energy and pressure levels
for some tests. Combustion heated facilities and combustion heated storage facilities are capable of
generating enthalpy and pressure requirements for simulation to about Mach 8. Arc heated facilities
are capable of extremely high enthalpy, but are limited to 50 atmospheres pressure, about Mach 8
requirements. Shock heated wind tunnels are required for higher flight Mach simulation. Reflected
shock tunnels, with stagnated test gas expanded in converging-diverging nozzle, are capable of a
few millisecond test time, at up to about Mach 10 flight simulation; expansion tunnels are capable
of flight simulation to over Mach 15 with less than one millisecond test duration.

Four types of scramijet testing are generally performed: Unit problems - to understand the
hypersonic flow field physics; Component tests - to verify inlet, isolator, combustor or nozzle
component performance and operability before testing the complete engine; Integrated flowpath
(inlet, combustor nozzle including or not including vehicle effects); And engine tests - to verify the
thermal management heat exchanger durability, engine structure, and systems.

Some unit experiment simulations require full enthalpy. Boundary layer transition, shock
impingement heating, and fuel mixing simulation requirements do not necessitate full enthalpy.
However, combustion and recombination finite rate chemistry unit studies require full enthalpy.
Component testing of inlets, isolators and nozzles to some extent, allow partial simulation of
enthalpy at full Mach and Reynolds number. Simulation of the combustor, or the nozzle
recombination chemistry, or component integration requires full flight enthalpy. Four methods of
scramjet engine and/or flowpath testing are typically utilized: direct-connect, semi direct connect,
semi free jet, and free jet tests.

Direct-connect tests are utilized for combustor or combustor nozzle integration studies and
combustor nozzle thermal/structural validation. The scramjet combustor (or inlet isolator) is
connected directly to the test gas heater by a supersonic facility nozzle, to provide the correct Mach,
total pressure and enthalpy of the air flow. This approach allows the highest flight Mach number
simulation for any pressure-limited heater, by bypassing inlet losses. Semi-direct-connect
experiments are similar - although the combustor does not capture all of the heated airflow. This
approach is useful to bypass hardware development. These two approaches are useful for combustor
development, but do not provide the inflow required to refine the combustor design, or assess inlet
interaction (issue only at lower Mach, M<8). Integrated flow path or engine testing is generally
performed using the semi-free-jet approach. The engine module (internal flowpath) is fully
replicated, but the external inlet and nozzle parts of the vehicle are only partially or not at all
included, allowing a larger scale test. This approach has been used extensively in the USA, and is
discussed in numerous papers [20-22]. Free-jet testing includes the entire length of the engine
flowpath, generally from the vehicle nose to tail. This type of test can only be performed at small
scale or for small engines. The NASA Hypersonic Research Engine, the Central Institute of
Aviation Motors (CLAM) scrainjet [23] and the X-43 full vehicle were all tested in this fashion.

Measurements in high enthalpy and pressure supersonic or hypersonic flow are difficult. Therefore
measurements are generally limited to pre combustion flow surveys, forces and moment, wall
pressure and temperature, and non-intrusive optical approaches. Much of the information of interest
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must be deduced from measurements which are sensitive to competing unknowns. Wall pressure,
the easiest measurement, is dependent on combustion, shear, heat transfer, fuel injection, mixing
and shock entropy losses. Some of these effects can be measured, others modeled, but the net effect
is increased uncertainty on combustion efficiency deduced from wall pressure measurements. Never
the less, this deduced combustion efficiency has proven adequate at lower Mach numbers, in
continuous flow facilities. At higher speeds this deduced combustion efficiency becomes large, as U
the impact of combustion on pressure rise becomes smaller. An in-depth study of measurement
requirements was performed by Bittner [24, 9]. This study showed that for flight Mach 10-15
scranjet designs, fuel mixing and combustion efficiency are the most important combustor
performance parameters (i.e., engine thrust is about proportional to combustion efficiency).
Considering the measurement uncertainty and sensitivity of indirect measurements for deducing
mixing and combustion efficiency, Bittner concluded that these performance parameters must be
directly measured. The best experimental measurement for determining combustion efficiency is I
combustor exit water mass fraction (determined by line-of-sight laser absorption), and for mixing
efficiency, is fuel mass fraction distribution. Bittner demonstrated, by evaluation of typical CFD
solutions, that 3 or 4 - 0.50 mm diameter laser absorption paths for a combustor with 3 cm gap are I
adequate to resolve the combustion efficiency at any cross section to +/- 5 percent uncertainty. To
isolate finite rate chemistry from fuel mixing completeness, a measure of fuel mixing is also
important. Bitmer's recommendation was to use the process Rogers [25] defined as fuel plume
imaging, by tracing the injected fluid with very small (0.2 microns in diameter) particles.
Illumination of a cross plane in the flow with laser light can then produce a Mie scattering image of
the particles which can be recorded with a fast electronic camera and thus visualize the fuel
distribution in the experiment. The local amount of reflected light in each image, normalized by the
average reflected light in each plane, becomes a measure of the local fuel concentration relative to
the average concentration in the overall bulk flow. Thus, this technique allows a quantitative
measure of the fuel distribution to be determined with successive pictures at successive planes I
downstream from the injection location in the duct. This method has been shown consistent with
CFD to less than ± 10% uncertainty.

3.5 Flight Testing

Flight testing remains an important element in hypersonic propulsion and vehicle development.
Flight not only provides the real environment, it also requires a different look at priorities. In wind
tunnels, fuel equivalence ratio is important and thrust produced is secondary - in flight thrust is the
priority, and how you get it is secondary. In the wind tunnel testing, engine pitching moment and
lift are interesting concepts, and occasionally measured. In flight pitching moment is critical to
vehicle survival. In the wind tunnel, inlet starting is an exercise about the ideal design condition - in
flight it is a multidimensional challenge involving not only the current flight condition, but the flight
history. Flight is expensive, and the benefits are not fully known. Flight testing immature concepts
is expensive, high risk, and gives flight testing a bad reputation. But flight testing previously
developed and wind-tunnel tested concepts is essential to completing the technology development.

3.6 Technology Development Tracking. I
Significant advancements in hypersonic technology were made over the past 50 years. These
technologies address hypersonic airframe, engine and systems development. The state of techno-
logy, expressed by Technology Readiness Level (TRL), was documented by the National I
Aerospace Plane Program [26] (NASP), NASA Langley Research Center [27] (LaRC), NASA
Space Launch Initiative's Next Generation Launch Vehicle Technology program [28], the 2004
National Research Council (NRC) review [29] of The National Aerospace Initiative (NAI) I
Hypersonics Pillar, and Boeing [30]. A typical vehicle-based work breakdown structure (WBS)
used to guide TRL tracking [28] of hypersonic launch vehicle technology development progress is
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presented in Appendix A of reference [31]. A work breakdown structure (WBS) is required to
define the system elements or needed products to assure that the reported TRL is relevant. Tracking
technology development is important to help focus development. It is also important for the end
user to assure technology is truly ready for application to his needs. NASA research was established
to elevate the TRL to "6", i.e. test of integrated system in a relevant environment - at which point it
may be considered for system development [32].

Technology status for the Mach 7 first stage of a two stage-to-orbit launch system and estimates to
complete the technology will be discussed in the final section of this paper.

4.0 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Early history of scramjet development is documented by Curran [33] and Anderson [9]. A well
known Air Force view of what followed the early feasibility studies is of cyclic "fits and starts"
[34]. This resulted from over zealous efforts to simultaneously develop and apply hypersonic
technology to programs which were on a classical 5-year development cycle. NASA perspective is
of an incremental development process, which benefited from the "fits and starts" to fund major
advancements.

NASA has, for nearly 50 years, funded hypersonic airbreathing vehicle technology development,
aiming at futuristic space launch capabilities. NASA's activities can be divided into five generations
of technology development. The first was associated with the DOD Dyna Soar/Aerospace Plane and
NASA's focus on developing hypersonic vehicle technology. This phase included hypersonic
airframe and engine, aerothermodynamics, structures and propulsion performance. The propulsion
focus was proof of scramijet cycle efficiency, flight weight engine structure, and engine system
integration. Starting in the mid 60's, NASA built and tested a hydrogen fueled and cooled scramjet
engine [11] which verified scramjet cycle efficiency, structural integrity, first generation design
tools and engine system integration. The axisymmetric engine selected allowed a low risk approach
to validate the scramjet cycle and elementary design tools of the day.

NASA's second generation hypersonic technology starting in the early 1970's focused on scramijet-
airframe integration [10]. NASA designed and demonstrated, in wind tunnels, a fixed-geometry
airframe-integrated scramjet "flowpath" and companion vehicle capable of accelerating to Mach 7.
In the process, wind tunnels, test techniques, leading-edge cooling, and analytical methods were all
advanced, and 3-D CFD was first applied to the scramjet reacting flow.

Starting in the early 80's, NASA teamed with the DOD in the National AeroSpace Plane (NASP)
Program to advance and demonstrate hypersonic technologies required for a scramijet based
combined cycle powered, single-stage to orbit (SSTO) launch vehicle. Under the NASP program
NASA focused on technology development and risk reduction, including: system analysis,
aerodynamics, flight controls, high temperature structures, aerothermodynamics, hypersonic
physics, scramjet engine detailed analysis and testing, hydrogen cooled engine structure, and
hypersonic flight testing.

Following NASP, NASA's fourth generation hypersonic technology development focused on flight
validation of hypersonic technology and evaluation of alternate concepts (rather than SSTO) for the
next generation of space access. Flight tests included a scramjet [23] designed and flown by the
Central Institute of Aviation Motors (CLAM), a low-speed takeoff and landing version of the X-43
[35], and finally the X-43 at Mach 7 and 10. Highlights of the X-43 flight program are presented in
the next section. All of these tests demonstrated the need for flight testing to re-focus technology
development. They also prove that flight testing does not have to be expensive. Evaluation of
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alternate, near term space access configurations was instrumental in developing advanced system
analysis methods, particularly assessment of system level benefits, and system engineering tracking
of technology development status and requirements.

Fifth generation hypersonic technology development within NASA started in 2005. President
Bush's unfunded redirection of NASA to manned space exploration resulted in significant
programmatic changes within NASA aeronautics and sciences. NASA management was required to
maintain NASA's unique hypersonic capability (manpower and some facilities), and did this by
refocusing on low-cost in-house low-TRL research studies [32, 36], avoiding even low-cost high
payoff higher TRL efforts such as developing a durable metallic scramjet combustor as mentioned
in section 6.0. Fortunately, DOD is continuing hypersonic technology advancements within some of
the National Aerospace Initiative (NAI) [6] programs, and some NASA's expertise is being applied
to support these DOD programs, particularly the USAF X-51 missile research demonstrator [37].

5.0 X-43 FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS

5.1 Hyper-X Program Development

NASA developed the concept for the Hyper-X Program and X-43 vehicle in 1995/96 in response to
several "blue-ribbon" panel recommendations that flight demonstration of airframe-integrated
scramijet propulsion be the next step in hypersonic research. The experts agreed that at a minimum
and as a first step a vehicle must fly with scramjet power to validate airframe-integrated scramjet
performance and design methods. A two-phase flight and ground based research program was
approved by the NASA administrator in 1996: focus of the first phase was the X-43; focus of the
second phase was to be development and flight test of the "low speed" turbojet engine integrated
with the scramijet forming a complete hypersonic propulsion system. This section discusses
accomplishments of the Phase I program. The next section presents results from the planning for
the Phase 2 program.

The NASA Hyper-X Program employed a low cost approach to design, build, and flight test three
small, airframe integrated scramjet-powered research vehicles at Mach 7 and 10. The Hyper-X team
developed the X-43 phase 1 vehicle [38] as a small-scale, hydrogen-fueled research vehicle to
provide flight data for an airframe-integrated scramjet engine flowpath. (The engines were heat sink
cooled to meet program budget and schedule. Regenerative cooling was not needed due to the short
test times afforded with a small vehicle.) In addition, data were obtained for aerodynamic, thermal,
structure, guidance, flush-air-data-system and integrated system analysis design method validation.
Test plans called for boosting each of three X-43 research vehicles to the required test condition by
a drop-away booster. The research vehicles were dropped from the NASA B-52, rocket-boosted to
test point by a modified Pegasus first stage, separated from the booster, and then operated in
autonomous flight. Tests were conducted at approximately 30 kilometre altitude at a nominal
dynamic pressure of 0.47 atm (1000 psf). The resulting vehicle was 3.7 km long and weighed about
1270 kg. Development of the X-43 and its systems are well documented [23, 38-49]. The first Mach
7 flight was attempted June 2, 2001. This flight failed when the Pegasus booster went out of control
early in the flight. The second and third flights were successfully conducted March 27 and
November 16, 2004. This section provides an overview of results (with engine focus) from the
second and third flight of the X-43. Details of the launch vehicle development, verification,
validation and integration, flight operations [50-54] and other results are well documented.

5.2 Flight Test Trajectory

For the second (Mach 7) flight (F2) the launch vehicle was dropped from the B-52 flying at Mach
0.8 and 12.2 km altitude. The booster ignited after a 5-second free fall. The launch vehicle executed
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a 1.9g pull-up, followed by a 0.7g pushover to achieve nearly level flight at 30 km. altitude.
Following burnout, stage separation, and X-43 vehicle stabilization, the engine cowl was opened for
about 30 seconds: 5 seconds of fuel-off tare, 10 seconds of powered flight (at about Mach 6.83 and
dynamic pressure of 463 atm), another 5-seconds of un-powered steady tare, followed by 10
seconds of Parameter IDentification (PID) maneuvers [55]. The PID maneuver was designed to
quantify the aerodynamic stability and control parameters for the vehicle, including drag, to allow
more accurate estimation of the engine thrust. After the open-cowl PID maneuver, the engine cowl
closed, and the vehicle flew a controlled descent over 560 km to "splash-down" in the Pacific
Ocean. PID maneuvers were flown at various Mach numbers as the vehicle slowed and descended.

The third flight (F3) trajectory was somewhat different. The B-52 flight conditions were the same.
However, the launch vehicle executed a 2.5g pull-up to a flight path angle of over 30 degrees,
followed by a 0.5g push over to achieve nearly level flight at 33.5 km altitude. Following burnout,
stage separation, and stabilization of the X-43 vehicle, the engine cowl was opened for about 20
seconds: 3 seconds of fuel-off tare, 11 seconds of powered flight (at about Mach 9.68 and dynamic
pressure of 0.439 atm.), and another 6-seconds of un-powered steady tare. (No cowl open parameter
identification maneuvers were performed due to cowl survival concerns that necessitated closing the
cowl immediately following the cowl open tare.) The engine cowl closed, and the vehicle flew a
controlled descent over 1600 km to a "splash-down" in the Pacific Ocean. During the descent PID
maneuvers were successfully performed [56] at successive Mach number as the vehicle slowed
down.

5.3 Instrumentation, Measurements and Data

The X-43 vehicles were well instrumented. Instrumentation included over 200 measurements of
surface pressure, over 100 thermocouples to measure surface, structural and environmental
temperatures, and discrete local strain measurements on the hot wing and tail structures. The flight
management unit included accurate 3-axis measurements of translational acceleration and angular
velocity, along with Global Positioning System and control surface deflection measurements.
Instrumentation density is illustrated in figure 8 by external and internal wall pressure and
temperature on the lower body surface. Internal engine instrumentation, within the cowl on the body
side is denser to capture internal flow details (shock waves) within the engine.
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Figure 8. X-43 Instrumentation and Measurements (Circle - pressure; Square - Temperature)

All of the data from the X-43 flights were successfully telemetered and captured by multiple air
and ground stations. The instrumentation health and performance were excellent: very few lost
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instruments/parameters; very low noise content; no significant calibration issues; no significant
delay or time lag issues; and extremely limited telemetry stream drop outs. Accuracy of these
measurements benefited from day-of-flight atmospheric measurements by weather balloons.
These measurements were used in flight trajectory reconstruction [57], and resulted in a small
change in calculated Mach number and dynamic pressure vis-A-vis real time values determined
from atmospheric tables and winds from historical atmospheric tables. Flight 2 best estimated
trajectories (BET) resulted in higher dynamic pressure and Mach, but only a trivial change in
AOA. Flight 3 BET resulted in lower dynamic pressure and higher Mach and AOA. The flight
test data from both flights F2 and F3 fully satisfied the Hyper-X Program objective to validate
experimental, analytical and computational design methods, plus demonstration of positive
acceleration under scramjet power.

5.4 Stage Separation

Following the rocket motor burnout, the launch vehicle targeted flight conditions for stage
separation: 00 angle of attack (AOA-alpha) and yaw (Beta); zero pitch, yaw and roll rates; and
dynamic pressure of 0.47 atm. The indicated Mach was slightly low for flight 2. Post test analysis
indicates that off-nominal rocket motor propellant temperature was the major factor affecting
burnout and hence the reduced Mach number at F2 stage separation. The research vehicle
separation from the booster was executed cleanly [57]. The X-43 attitude was within less than I-
sigma uncertainty from the predicted nominal by pre-flight Monte Carlo analysis.

5.5 Scramjet Powered Flight Control

For flight 2, the X-43 was commanded to fly at 2.50 angle of attack during the cowl-open portion of
the flight. However, as the fuel was turned-on/off, and throttle adjusted, the engine pitching moment
changed significantly. Figure 9a illustrates the measured angle of attack-from cowl open to fuel
off and the start of the Mach 7 PIDs. During the scramjet-powered segment, the AOA was
maintained at 2.50 ± 0.2', except during flameout, which occurred as the fuel was shut off. (The
flight control system included some feed-forward control). For flight 3, the vehicle was commanded
to fly 1.00 angle of attack during the cowl open segment. The vehicle control was about the same, as
illustrated in figure 9b. For both F2 and F3 the fuel sequencing for powered flight started with a
silane/hydrogen mixture to assure ignition, then transition to pure hydrogen fuel. The ignition
sequence for F2 required about 1.5 seconds. With transition to pure hydrogen fuel, the engine
control was designed to ramp the throttle up (increase fuel mass flow) to either a predetermined or
controlled maximum value (limited by inlet unstart monitor), and then decreased as the fuel was
depleted. The resulting vehicle performance is characterized by vehicle acceleration, as shown in
figure 9. The ignition sequence for F3 was different--the silane remained on for the first two fueled
conditions, requiring 5 seconds of silane pilot. Then the same fuel equivalence ratio conditions were
tested with only hydrogen. This cautious approach was taken because it was not possible to
transition from piloted to unpiloted operation in the short test time available in shock tunnels, andsome unpiloted wind tunnel data had poor combustion.

5.6 Scramjet Engine Performance

Gray bands in figure 9 illustrate pre-test Monte Carlo predictions of acceleration and angle of attack
about the nominal prediction (dashed line). The heavy solid line depicts flight data trends. The
vehicle deceleration is greater than predicted [58], both with cowl closed and open. This is because
of two factors: actual flight conditions (2/3 of the difference); and vehicle drag was higher than
predicted (1/3 of the difference). However, the drag was within the uncertainty associated with the
aerodynamic database. The uncertainty was not resolved before flight because it did not threaten the
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outcome of the engine tests. Under scramjet power the F2 vehicle acceleration was positive, and
varied with throttle position. The increment in acceleration is about as predicted, which confirms
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A) Flight 2 at Mach 7 b) Fight 3 at Mach 9.73 Figure 9. X-43 vehicle acceleration and angle of attack (AOA)

the predicted engine thrust to within less than 2% (ref. 5 and 6). It should be noted that the engine
throttle was varied over a large range without incurring engine "un-start" or "blow-out." Under
scramjet power the F3 vehicle cruised (thrust = drag) at the reference fuel equivalence ratio with 2%
silane pilot, and the engine force was in agreement with predictions [58].

5.7 Validation of Scramjet Design Analysis

Predicted scramjet performance is also confirmed by the excellent comparison of pre-test
predicted and flight scramjet flowpath wall pressure (fig. 10). Data are presented from vehicle
nose to tail for F2 (fig. 10(a)), and from cowl leading edge to cowl trailing edge for F3 (fig.
10(b)). Mach 7 data showed the scramjet operating in "dual mode," with sonic flow in the isolatordissipating the inlet shocks at the design throttle position. Mach 10 data exhibits classical puresupersonic combustion mode, i.e. the combustor pressure is shock dominated. The pre-test

prediction for Mach 7 was made using the coupled CFD-cycle code SRGULL [59-61], with
combustion efficiency determined by analysis of multiple wind tunnel tests, most notably the 2.5
meter diameter test section of the 8-Foot High Temperature Tunnel (HTT) test [46] of the Hyper-
X Flight Engine (HXFE) on the Full Vehicle Simulator (FVS). The Mach 10 pretest prediction
was performed using a combination of CFD tools, with the SHIP code [62] used for the
combustor. The SHIP code is space marching with uncoupled reaction modelling - both to reduce
solution times and allow very fine grid resolution for the complex shock structure. The reaction
efficiency used in the SHIP code was derived from analysis of engine tests conducted in the
HYPULSE and LENS reflected shock tunnels. Storch [59, 63] and Ferlemann [64] present a
detailed discussion of these codes and the pretest predictions for F2 and F3 respectively
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Figure 10. Comparison of engine body side wall pressure with pre-flight predictions

Post test analyses of the flight data model the "as flown" trajectory to assess thermal loads, inlet
mass capture, boundary layer state for boundary layer transition assessment, and to assess the
overall vehicle drag, engine force, and vehicle acceleration at exact flight conditions/control
positions. Complete nose-to-tail CFD solutions for the actual F2 flight condition include solutions
for closed cowl, cowl open, and powered operation, (fig. 11). These solutions show excellent
agreement with flight acceleration data.
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Figure 11. Post Test CFD Analysis

5.8 Validation of Scramjet Experimental Methods

Flight 2 (F2) data compare favorably with measurements made in four separate wind tunnel tests
[63] and F3 flight data compare favourably with results from both the HyPulse and LENS shock
tunnel tests [64]. Tests with nearly identical values of fuel equivalence ratio were selected for
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comparison. Wind tunnel wall pressure measurements were scaled by air mass capture ratio to
flight conditions. Flight air mass capture is calculated by 3-D CFD analysis of the forebody.
Figure 12 illustrates the resulting comparison of internal wall pressure for the 8-Foot High
Temperature Tunnel test of the Hyper-X Flight Engine (HXFE) on the Full Flight Vehicle
Simulator (FFS). Similar agreement was noted between flight data and data produced using semi-
free jet engine module tests in shock heated, combustion heated and electric arc heated wind
tunnels. Storch [59] discusses the implication of this agreement, and the impact on observed
combustor performance.
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Figure 12. Comparison of flight and Wind Tunnel Data.

Rogers [65] reported a similar trend for the Mach 10, flight 3 data. Results show that ground tests
are representative of flight when careful attention is paid to modeling the important flow
phenomena. The most significant issues identified for shock tunnel testing are cold wall temperature
limitation and attention to correct shock position entering the combustor for the shock-dominated
"pure" scramjet operation. This means that the vehicle/engine geometry may have to be changed for
tests in typically non-uniform shock tunnel flow fields to truly represent important flight features.
This was successfully demonstrated by Rogers [65].

5.9 Hypersonic Boundary Layer Transition

Design of the X-43 research vehicle structure and thermal protection system depended greatly on
accurate estimation of the aerothermal environment, which required understanding of the boundary
layer state during the entire flight. For good engine operation, boundary layer flow entering the inlet
cannot be laminar. For the X-43, boundary layer trips were required to insure the inlet boundary
layer was turbulent to limit flow separations due to adverse pressure gradients. A substantial
research and design effort [45] was executed to ensure proper sizing of boundary layer trips with
minimum induced trip drag, excess vorticity and induced heating. The vehicle upper surface,
however, was predicted to be laminar during the scrairjet test, based on a pre-flight trajectory, using
a classical transition methodology (momentum thickness Reynolds number over the boundary layer
edge Mach number of ReWKM = 305). Figure 13 provides upper surface temperature time histories
during the first 350 seconds of flight 2 trajectory from the point of release from the B-52. The three
upper surface thermocouples were evenly spaced along the vehicle centerline starting about
midpoint for T/C#19 and ending near the trailing edge for T/C#21. Note that by the time the cowl
opens and the scramjet is ignited, the entire upper surface appears to be laminar, as indicated by the
dramatic temperature decrease that begins at about 70 sec. Likewise, at about 240 seconds the
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boundary layer transitions from laminar to turbulent as the vehicle slows. The pre-flight predictions,
using the classical approach, were accurate (300-±12) in estimating these latter transition points
along the flight trajectory. However, the transition from turbulent to laminar earlier in the flight
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Figure 13 - Natural Boundary Layer Transition

occurred at a local R.O/ M, = 400. Thus the laminar to turbulent and turbulent to laminar transition
criteria are not the same, and the X-43 measurements provide flight data that quantify the hysteresis
effect [66]. The first transition, from turbulent to laminar, represents the condition for which the
transition model was developed - the high heating condition encountered as the hypersonic vehicle
accelerates within the high dynamic pressure airbreathing corridor. These results show that the
classical boundary layer transition model was not appropriate for application to the boost trajectory.
It is hoped that the new, more advanced "physics - based" methods for boundary layer transition
can be applied correctly to this problem.

Post test analysis determined the engine efficiency (specific impulse) achieved in the X-43 flights,
and "scaled" that value to a vision vehicle performance, by removing effects of small physical
(viscous dominated) scale, cold fuel, cold engine wall temperature, off-nominal fuel equivalence
ratio, operating dynamic pressure, etc. The scaled specific impulse is within the capability band
projected for scramjet engines, as indicated by the square symbols in figure 1. The specific and
effective impulse demonstrated by the X-43 has set the bar for follow-on vehicle configurations.

5.10 Validation of Vehicle System Analysis

As discussed herein and in [67], most of the measurements and performance results from the two
successful flight tests confirm the design methods, test methodologies, and capabilities of proposed
hypersonic air vehicles. Most of the measured performance values were within predicted
uncertainties. This included propulsion performance and operability, aerodynamic forces and
moments, stability and control, aero thermal heating, structural responses, and the complex
mechanics of high Mach, high dynamic pressure, non-symmetric stage separation. Included in this I
hypersonic environment are many physics challenges, discussed in section 3.1. Most of thesephenomena were modeled in the design tools. Others were avoided by application of a large
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uncertainty. Success of the X-43 demonstrates an engineering level understanding of the hypersonic
physics. A better understanding of the physics might be beneficial for reducing the uncertainty in
optimization of vehicle performance-but the current understanding is clearly adequate to continue
higher-level technology development and integration. Design and analysis tools demonstrated in the
Hyper-X program are clearly adequate for hypersonic vehicle development.

5.11 Technology Achievements

Technology achievements [67] of the X-43 include the first ever test of a scramjet-powered vehicle
in a wind tunnel and in flight. The flight also proved the performance, operability and control of an
airframe integrated engine - vehicle system. In addition, these results provide information which
will allow higher fidelity (i.e. reduced uncertainty) in future system studies. Data and performance
from the flight test verified engineering application of the NASA - Industry - University
hypersonic vehicle design tools. To support this development, NASA's HyPulse facility at GASL
was modified to be the first facility capable of operation in both reflected and expansion tunnel
mode, allowing scramjet testing from Mach 7 to Mach 15 plus in a single wind tunnel.

5.12 Lessons Learned

Lessons learned from the Hyper-X Program's X-43 flight are infinite and remain a permanent part
of the experience base of each participant. From a management perspective several lessons should
be noted. First, a lesson handed down over generations - build on the shoulders of Giants, not
babies (the "not invented here" approach). This includes selecting the team to execute the program,
as well as selecting the configuration and approach to minimize new technology development
requirements. Second, plan the program to fit budget and schedule, with a healthy reserve of both.
Next, fight requirements creep. Fourth, utilize a small team of 'hands-on' experts, and empower
them, but maintain good communication (even co-location) with and between them. Finally, beware
of outside experts and strap hangers, carefully consider recommendation before including them in
program changes.

From a technology perspective the major lesson is that a scramJet powered vehicle performs as
advertised. A close second was that going to flight required all disciplines to sharpen their pencils.
For example, early NASA predictions for scramjet pitching moment were off by over 25%, and
the first prediction of stagnation heating did not include real gas effects. Regarding scramjet
technology, flight performance was better than obtained in reflected shock tunnels - probably due
to the higher wall temperature in flight. Combustor isolator pressure rise was slightly greater in
wind tunnel than in flight. The biggest surprise came from the most mature technology -
boundary layer transition. Hysteresis effects had not been considered in the classical boundary
layer transition modelling. So, in effect, the boundary layer transition models developed over the
past 40 years for the server ascent flight of airbreathing hypersonic vehicles were shown to be
only appropriate for re-entry vehicles, not the airbreathing hypersonic vehicle flight corridor. A
similar lesson was learned from the ClAM/NASA scramJet flight test [68, 69]. Analysis at the
design Mach 6 flight test condition (top and left side of figure 14) predicted excellent inlet flow
despite rather strong internal shock waves. Flight data and post test analysis showed that the inlet
starting process created a large separation bubble (right side of figure 14) at lower flight Mach
number, and the separated flow remained at the design point.

6.0 FUTURE NEEDS AND CHALLENGES

This section addresses the question: "After the successful flight test of the X-43 scramjet-powered
vehicle, what is the TRL for a near term hypersonic vehicle, and what needs to be done next?"
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Technology status for the Mach 7 first stage vehicle of a TSTO system is summarized in figure 15.
Clearly the technology set for a Mach 7 vehicle is less challenging than for the SSTO or higher

Mach air-breathing first stage of a two-stage-to-orbit concept. For example, all of the airframe
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technologies are at least TRL 5-6 and required propulsion performance is at least TRL 5-6.
Programs to complete the technology to TRL 6 were recently estimated by a NASA planning
activity for the Hyper-X Phase 2 Program. Details of the airbreathing propulsion technology
shortfalls (TRL < 6) for the first stage Mach 0-7 vehicle are discussed in the following sub-sections.
Other technology short falls not included herein - High Temperature Materials and Thermal
Protection System (TPS); Propellant Tanks; Integrated Vehicle Design and MDO Tools; and
Expander Cycle Linear Aero-spike Rocket - are discussed in reference [31, 67].

This propulsion discussion continues to assume that the first application space access vehicle will
incorporate the turbine-based combination cycle engine system - i.e. a two-flowpath engine in
either an "over-under" arrangement or separately integrated into the airframe. The low-speed engine
is assumed to be the NASA/GE Revolutionary Turbine Accelerator (RTA) [70] or equivalent
hydrocarbon-fueled turbo-ramijet engine, with uninstalled thrust-to-weight (T/W) of about 10. This
engine must dash to Mach 4, with about 2-minute full power operation required above Mach 2.

The high-speed engine is a quasi two dimensional hydrogen-fueled and cooled dual-mode scramjet.
Extensive databases exist for flowpath designs for good engine performance and operability, from
Mach 4 to 7. Key technical challenges for the dual-mode scramjet are low Mach number (M<4)
performance and operability (TRL 4-5); demonstration of durable fixed or variable geometry
metallic structure and seals (TRL 5); development and demonstration of robust engine controls for
large operating range; optimization of aero-propulsion integration, and development of a 2000 psi
expander cycle hydrogen fuel pump. The limited vehicle flight envelope may allow fixed geometry
within the ram/scram flowpath, but variable geometry approaches are at reasonable levels (TRL 4-
5) if needed. A hydrogen fuel-cooled flight-weight engine must be tested to verify engineering
prediction of system durability. These experiments will provide a test bed for instrumentation to
support future integrated vehicle health management. This development testing should be possible
at small scale in an existing wind tunnel. Based on lessons learned in these systems tests, methods
of testing critical flight-weight components at large or full scale using existing facilities must be
developed. This will likely be direct-connect tests of the integrated isolator, combustor and nozzle,
because the inlet shock structure is not critical to thermal loads and combustor performance at these
lower Mach numbers. By limiting the maximum Mach number, this approach may be possible with
existing facilities, whereas it will not be possible for Mach 10-15 concepts. By limiting the Mach
number to 7, existing ground test facilities may be used to bring durable scramjet engine component
technology toward TRL 6. Life cycle can be demonstrated at modest scale in combustion-heated
facilities (like the 811. HTT), which allow sufficient test time for the structure to reach near
equilibrium Mach 7 temperature. Flight mission-length duration tests can be performed at smaller
scale. If the flight engine is broken into small enough segments it may be possible to actually do
these full-mission simulations in wind tunnel tests.

Two additional propulsion technical challenges must also be addressed. Integration of the turbojet
and scramjet into a TBCC engine system (WBS 2.06) is a significant technical challenge (TRL 3-4).
Integrated propulsion-airframe design/performance evaluation and thermal management (WBS
1.03) are also at a low TRL. This integration should be verified by tests in wind tunnels-a
"relevant environment." Wind tunnel tests of turbojet engines are acceptable system demonstration
for TRL 6. The Mach 7 flight of the X-43 demonstrated that wind tunnels are a relevant
environment for scramjet demonstration to TRL 6. Therefore TBCC engine tests in wind tunnels
meet the TRL 6 (relevant environment) requirement. However, continual variation of flight Mach
number from sea-level-static to Mach 7 can only be performed in flight. Also, flight forces closer
attention to details often overlooked by "physics based" analysis and wind tunnel tests. Low cost
methods of testing and/or demonstrating these technologies may be possible. The simplest may be
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to fly the integrated system on a rocket booster, like the Russian Central Institute of Aviation
Motors scramjet flying laboratory. However, a recovery system will be needed due to engine cost.

Integrated TBCC powered hypersonic vehicle TRL level of 6 cannot truly be achieved without a
near-full scale flight test vehicle. However, completion of the above technology development
provides a strong case to move to a large-scale research or prototype vehicle. Without first
completing the above technology development and ground tests, a large scale research or prototype
vehicle program may be doable, but it will be high risk.

Flight-testing is a natural evolution of any new aeronautical technology. Flight drives integration of
all technologies required to complete a system which are generally developed separately before
going to flight. Flight identifies challenges not generally known beforehand (unknown-unknowns).
Flight generates customer, political and public interest. When to introduce flight-testing into a
technology development program is an issue for thoughtful discussion. If funding is not highly
constrained, flight-testing can move technology at a system level forward at a faster rate than
possible without flight testing. If funding is constrained (as usual), careful consideration must be
given before committing to flight research, or calling a technology development program a flight
test program too early in its development. Whatever budget unfolds, flight must be a part of
hypersonic air-breathing technology development. The challenges and successes associated with
flight-testing will continue to attract bright students into the sciences and engineering. Flight-testing
will be required for a few of the technology needs discussed.

7.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Technology advances within the USA and around the world prove that efficient hypersonic flight is
possible. The greatest benefit to mankind will be in space access applications. Development of safe,
affordable, reliable, and reusable launch vehicles holds great promise as the key to unlocking the
vast potential of space for business exploitation. Only when access to space is assured with a system
that provides routine operation with orders-of-magnitude increased safety and at affordable cost will
businesses be willing to take the risks and make the investments necessary to realize this great
potential. Other applications - to military missions - are inevitable, and may be required to complete
the transition from research to the commercial sector, and to convince the remaining sceptics.
Exciting challenges remain, both technical and political.
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ALS - air liquefaction system MIPCC - mass injection precompressor cooling
AspiRE- aspirating rocket engine MTB - MIPCC test bench
ATRDC - deeply cooled air turbo NEPP - NASA Engine Performance Program
rocket RASCAL- Responsive Access, Small Cargo,
ATREX - expander air turbo ramjet Affordable Launch
CIAM - Central Institute of Aviation Motors RBCC - rocket based combined cycle
DC - direct cooling SC - staged combustion
DCTJ - deeply cooled turbojet SFC - second fluid cooling
GG - gas generator SLS - sea level static
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ISAS - Institute of Space and Astronautical T/W - thrust-to-weight ratio
Science (Japan) TBCC - turbine based combined cycle
KLIN - thermally integrated deeply cooled TFC - third fluid cooling
turbojet and rocket engine TJ - turbojet
LRE - liquid rocket engine TRL - technology readiness level
LRE - liquid rocket engine TSTO - two stage to orbit

1.0 INTRODUCTION: OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT
CYCLES

The present lecture relates to high-speed aircraft and space-launch vehicle propulsion, specifically to
methods of the performance and thrust enhancement of turbojet engines and combined-cycle engines
(when they are used in such vehicles). Methods for enabling these engines to operate effectively at
higher speeds and higher altitudes will be examined.

Missions for trans-atmospheric vehicle include high-speed, long-range transports, military strike and
reconnaissance aircraft, as well as orbital space transports, Reference 1. These extreme missions place
severe demands on propulsion systems. They must deliver very high performance to efficiently
achieve high velocities. They must also function from very low velocity during takeoff at sea level, to
orbital velocities beyond the atmosphere.

Trans-atmospheric vehicles generally use a combination of air-breathing and rocket propulsion. Air-
breathing systems are valuable since they gather a significant fraction of their propellant from the
atmosphere. This reduces the quantity of propellant that must be stored onboard and increases overall
vehicle efficiency. Consequently, air-breathing propulsion is often used to the maximum extent
possible before exiting the atmosphere, where acceleration to final velocity is under rocket power.

Turbojet engines are attractive for such applications due to their high efficiency, as well as their
operational flexibility. They are particularly valuable during takeoff and landing where their high
efficiency at low speeds is critical. However, conventional turbojets are limited in their ability to
operate at the high speeds and altitudes associated with trans-atmospheric flight. To extend the
velocity and altitude that can be reached using air-breathing engines, a series of combined-cycle
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approaches have been suggested. These cycles combine the positive attributes of turbojet engines with
rocket engines or other air-breathing cycles, including ramjets and scramjets. Some of these cycles are
considered in this lecture.

Usually, air-breathing cycles are characterized by relatively low thrust-to-weight ratios. This is
acceptable for missions where propellant economy during long periods of atmospheric cruise is
important. However, trans-atmospheric and space-launch missions are generally dominated by
acceleration requirements where high thrust is often more advantageous than specific impulse. This is
due to the increase in gravity and drag losses during extended acceleration periods. Consequently, an
increase in engine thrust, even at relatively low specific impulse, can result in decreased overall
propellant consumption since acceleration time decreases out of proportion to the increase in
propellant flow.

To address the problem of low engine thrust-to-weight, several concepts have been proposed which
utilize pre-cooling to increase the density of the inlet air. This increases the engine's power density and
permits it to operate at higher Mach numbers. These engines generally use liquefied hydrogen for fuel.
Before entering the engine, the cold hydrogen is circulated through heat exchangers ahead of the
turbojet inlet to cool the incoming air. A broad class of propulsion systems utilizing air precooling in
air/hydrogen precoolers is presented in this lecture.

The propulsion systems addressed in the previous paragraph are those generally using liquid hydrogen
fuel. On the other hand, turbine engines based on hydrocarbon fuels can utilize very efficient thrust
augmentation concepts which do not require significant modifications of the basic turbomachines,
such as MIPCC and rocket-augmented turbine engines.

This lecture also covers examples of other synergetic cycles, namely, second fluid-cooled scramjet
engines and third fluid-cooled liquid rocket engines. The common feature of all these synergetic cycles
is that the working fluids do more than one job and/or hardware is adjustable for more than one
operating mode.

The next section gives a brief overview of eight different synergistic cycles and Section 3 provides
greater details of the MIPCC engine.

2.0 OVERVIEW: SYNERGISTIC PROPULSION CYCLES

This lecture covers eight original synergetic cycles including four TBCCs (ATREX, ATRDC, MIPCC,
rocket augmented turbine), two RBCCs (KLIN, AspiRE), scramjets and rocket engines. Four of these
cycles must have liquid hydrogen as a fuel (ATREX, ATRDC, KLIN, AspiRE), while the others are
intended for hydrocarbon fuels or are not specific to the fuel option. Six cycles have been invented or
introduced by the author (ATRDC, KLfN, AspiRE, MIPCC, SFC, TFC). The author has been also
involved in ATREX cycle development.

2.1 ATREX Cycle

The ATREX cycle was introduced in Japan by Prof. N. Tanatsugu in the 1980s as a propulsion system 3
for the TSTO space plane. ATREX is an original combined cycle, performing like a turbojet at low
speed and like a fan-boosted ramjet at hypersonic flight. The ATREX engine is intended as the
propulsion system of the fly-back booster of a TSTO space plane. ATREX works as an expander I
cycle utilizing in turbomachinery the thermal energy regeneratively extracted in both the precooler
installed behind the air inlet and the heat exchanger in the combustor. The engine is able to produce
effective thrust at flight conditions from SLS up to Mach 6 at 35 km altitude, Reference 2. When the 3
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fan inlet temperature is lowered to 160K with a pressure recovery factor of 0.9 in the precooler, the
thrust and specific impulse of the ATREX engine increase by factors of 2 and 1.5, respectively, at SLS
conditions compared to the non-precooled engine.

ATREX employs a tip turbine configuration in order to reduce turbomachinery weight and size.
Figure 1 shows an engine schematic.

Turbomachinery with the combustor incorporating a hydrogen heater and upstream precooler were
successfully demonstrated in various assembled configurations, as well as in separate units, such as air
inlet and plug nozzle. Results have been reported in numerous papers. Figure 2 shows a precooled
ATREX engine on the test stand.

Tip Turbine Heat Exchanger
Pr erMIxer

t~ r

Air Inlet c :

r
LH-*: -

TurboDpump Combustion Chamber

Figure 1: Schematic of the precooled ATREX engine, Ref. 2.

2619 4902341

TYPO HT Precooter DASA Combustoi

Type HI

Bell mouth ----

Figure 2: ATREX engine at the test stand, Ref.2.

The effect of air precooling on the engine's flight performance is shown in Figure 3 as a comparison
of two levels of air precooling at SLS conditions, namely, T2=220K and T2=1 60K. Performance of the
ground tested ATREX-500 engine without inlet air precooling is also shown.

The ATREX engine air/hydrogen precooler is a unique component which was built for the first time
on this project. One of the early configurations is shown in Figure 4. One of the issues specific to
precooled cycles is precooler icing prevention. Reference 2 provides a discussion of the subject and
Reference 3 describes measures the design team successfully demonstrated to prevent icing, namely,
spraying a small amount of alcohol in front of the precooler.
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Figure 3: Flight performance of the precooled ATREX engine, Ref. 2. ATREX-ACC-30-
160K - advanced ATREX engine using carbon-carbon as a fan structural material, fan
diameter 30 cm, precooled to 160K at SLS conditions; ATREX-ACC-30-220K - engine
precooled to 220K; ATREX-500 - non-precooled engine with nominal thrust of 500 kgf.!I

Figure 4: Assembly of the quarter of the BARABAN-type precooler. (Picture
acquired from the ISAS website http://atrex.isas.ac.*p).

Major features of the ATREX engine as well as other cycles are summarized in Table 3 in the
concluding Section 4.

2.2 ATRDC Cycle

Air precooling permits a significantly higher compression ratio than that utilized in the ATREX cycle,
especially if the overall cycle is fuel rich. A good example of such a cycle was examined in CLAM,
Russia, Reference 4. This is a deeply cooled air turborocket engine (ATRDC), Figure 5. The engine
employs deep air precooling by the use of hydrogen fuel. In addition to its use as a fuel, hydrogen is
performing two other jobs, namely, it precools the air and it drives the turbine. Hydrogen is used in an
amount significantly higher than required for stoichiometric combustion, characterized by an
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equivalence ratio E_ 2. This permits much greater air cooling than in other precooled cycles and
much easier air compression (typical equivalence ratios for ATREX cycle is c=1.3-1.5). The
combustion chamber of the engine operates near stoichiometric since nearly half of the hydrogen flow
rate is used to drive the turbine and is then exhausted without combustion.

The ATRDC engine consists of two units which may be located in different parts of the vehicle. The
first unit includes the inlet air precooler and turbocompressor, the second includes a double-duct
combustion chamber with a two-position bell nozzle and a hydrogen heater located between the two
combustion zones. The inner chamber duct operates in airbreathing mode, and the external duct in
rocket mode.

II

Figure 5: ATRDC engine of 30 ton thrust class, Ref.4.

At an air temperature upstream of the compressor of T2=98-112K, the achievable compressor pressure
ratio is 7tc=20-40. At a pressure ratio of tc= 4 0, ATRDC provides an average specific impulse in the
range of Mach=Oto 6 of Isp= 2500 s. T/W ratio for the engine constructed with advanced materials has
been estimated as high as 18-22. The air precooler is the bulkiest component of the ATRDC cycle
accounting for 40% of the total engine weight (without the air inlet).

Since the turbine exhaust is pure hydrogen, the ATRDC engine can be integrated with a ran/scramjet
for hydrogen utilization. Such a system is a good example of a synergistic cycle where the hydrogen
does four jobs, namely, air precooling in the ATRDC, turbine driving, combustion in the ATRDC
chamber, and combustion in the ramjet chamber. Such a propulsion system has better performance as
a whole in terms of Isp than the individual components separately. The total specific impulse of the
ATRDC and ramjet running simultaneously but which are not thermodynamically connected is:

SP = (I _ A RC (+)

where JARDc and IRm are values of ATR and ramjet Isp;

- fraction of the fuel feeding ramjet.

In the case where ramjet fuel is used for air cooling before the ATRDC engine compressor and to
drive the turbine, the total specific impulse is:

TRDC + Is -" Ai, (2)
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where AI is a value of turbine exhaust specific impulse in the case where it is separately exhausted.
Depending on flight altitude and speed, the value of AI has been estimated to be 2.5-9% of the total
ATRDC specific impulse.

When the integrated ATRDC and ramjet are running simultaneously, the total enthalpy of the turbine
exhaust is transferred in full to the ramjet flow and AI=0. The thrust of the integrated propulsion
system is characterized by an equation of the same structure as Eq.2.

Figure 6 shows performance of the separately running ATRDC and ramjet, simultaneously running
ATRDC and ramjet without thermodynamic integration as given by Eq.] at =0.5 and of the

propulsion system consisting of the thermodynamically integrated cycles per Eq.2. Total specific
impulse of the latter is higher than ramjet Isp by 15-30%.

5000 - ATRDC I
-' - - " -" *" .... . Ramjet

,4000 --. ATRDC+Ramjet without
S4000 - -- ' - integration

0" "I" - - -ATRDC+Ramjet
300 integrated--3000

2000

1000
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Mach Number

Figure 6: Performance of the separately and simultaneously running engines, Ref.4.

Cycle similar to ATRDC was intended for the British SSTO HOTOL back in 1980s. I
2.3 KLIN Cycle

The KLIN cycle is a thermally integrated, deeply cooled turbojet (DCTJ) and liquid rocket engine,
Reference 5. Thermal integration means that liquid hydrogen fuel for the rocket and turbojet engines
is used to deep cool inlet air to 110K at SL and 200-250K at Mach 6. High pressure ratio is attainable
with simple and lightweight turbomachinery. This results in high performance and exceptional thrust-to-weight ratio, Reference 6. Schematic of the KLIN cycle is shown in Figure 7.

The KLIN cycle incorporates several rocket and DCTJ units. All DCTJ units and all or part of rocket
units operate from take off. The rocket units may be throttled or even cut off after initial acceleration,
returning to full usage when the DCTJ are cut at Mach 6. The DCTJ units will be newly designed
turbomachines incorporating a lightweight compressor optimized for low-temperature operation.

For a small launcher, the high performance reliable family of RLIO rocket engines is an appropriate
choice. Lowcycle pressure and some features of configuration make the RLIO an ideal candidate for
integration into the KLIN Cycle. The RLIO engine uses an expander cycle; therefore, it can be

naturally integrated into the KLIN Cycle benefiting from additional hydrogen heating in the DCTJ.
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Figure 7: Basic configuration of the KLIN
cvcle. Ref.6.

The KLIN Cycle offers very flexible performance characteristics and represents a unique compromise
between engine weight and fuel efficiency that provides a high payload capability for the vertical
takeoff launcher.

Major parameters characterizing the KLIN cycle are:

KA - the ratio of the airflow and total hydrogen flow (KA=4-12), "A corresponds to KA at SLS
conditions;
4 - the ratio of the TJ's hydrogen and total hydrogen flow, the hydrogen distribution factor ( =0. 15-
0.4)
DOLo - fraction of the TJ thrust in total thrust at SLS (DOL0=0.25-0.65)

With the KLIN Cycle, various launchers (e.g., SSTO, TSTO with fly back booster), as well as
different takeoff and landing scenarios (horizontal or vertical, including a powered descent and
landing), are possible.

Advantages of the KLIN Cycle can be summarized as follows:

- simple configuration-ideas such as an air/oxygen heat exchanger for additional air cooling, helium
closed loop, or the bypass turbojet were rejected from the beginning of the concept analysis in order to
maintain a simple design. Turbomachinery of the simplest possible configuration was considered, and
a single spool design with no variable geometry for the compressor was employed. The addition of
these features may improve turbojet parameters, but they will also add mass and complexity;

- light weight structure due to the high efficiency of air processing (high specific thrust), "excess" of
cooling hydrogen and a low temperature compact compressor;

0 high engine thrust-to-weight ratio;

•two to three times higher Isp than for an LRE depending on the mission; and

" known solution for icing problem (LOX injection in front of precooler).

A small reusable vertical takeoff/horizontal landing SSTO launcher that delivers a 330 lb payload to a
220 nmi, 28.5-degree inclination orbit was selected as the reference launcher in the Reference 6 study.
The launcher was sized at TGOW 62 tons and a dry weight of 12 tons. The propulsion system
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configuration for the launcher was defined. It includes seven RLI0-type engines with 7.7 tons SLS
thrust each and four DCTJs with 6.5 tons SLS thrust each.

The optimum KLIN Cycle corresponds to an initial air-to-hydrogen ration of KAO=6. The thrust-to-
weight ratio of this engine was estimated at 33.1, if it is based on an LRE with T/W=43.6. The most
simple LRE control law (with full thrust) is proven to be the most efficient for the reference KLIN
Cycle, as it provides the highest profile of effective specific impulse for KA0=6.

Figure 8 shows how parameters of the optimized KLIN cycle change along the trajectory and optimum
mode sequence. There are three operational modes indicated by circled numbers in Figure 8a :.

Mode I (from takeoff to Mach=0.8) corresponds to simultaneous operation of all DCTJ units with
oxygen augmentation and all the LRE units;

Mode 2 (in the range of Mach=0.8-6.5) begins after oxygen injection is cut off;

Mode 3 (from Mach 6.5 to orbital speed) a pure rocket mode begins after DCTJ cutoff, and LRE sole
operation continues.

600 0.4

550 0.3 DOL

E 500 1 0.2

Is
450 0.5' 0.1ISP-

400 0 0 0
0 2 4 6 2 4 6

a) Flight Mach Number b) Flight Mach Number I
Figure 8. Performance of the reference KLIN cycle, Ref.6.

Optimized operation and performance are shown in Figure 8 where optimization of the launch vehicle
is assumed; i.e., minimum GTOW and dry weight at a given payload. A summary of results is shown
in Figure 9.

120 e, ngine

, weight

80 -- dry weight

- 60

40 Itakeoff weight

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Initial Air-to-Hydrogen Ratio KAO

Figure 9. Comparison of the weights of all-rocket launcher and the KLIN Cycle
launcher as a functions of the air-to-hydrogen ratio. I
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The relative GTOW, dry weight, and propulsion system weight are plotted vs. air-to-hydrogen ratio.
Corresponding weights of the all-rocket launcher are taken as 100%. As Figure 9 shows, the
minimum GTOW would be approximately 40%, and the dry weight and engine weight would be 70%
of the corresponding weights of an all-rocket system. These minimums are rather gentle, and one may
see that in the range of KAO =5-8, the KLIN Cycle launcher masses do not change much. The
minimum launcher dry weight corresponds to the DCTJ contribution in SLS thrust, DOL=300/-45%.

Figure 10 is a schematic of the DCTJ sized for the optimized KLIN cycle. It is a dimensional scheme
with major units sized for an SLS thrust of 7 tons. Table 1 gives DCTJ parameters in the main stations
as shown in Figure 10, Reference 6.

0 ) 0 00 0

0472mmn

3060 mm

Figure 10. Dimensional scheme of the 7-ton thrust DCTJ, Ref.6.

Table 1. DCTJ p!rametem at SLS.
Station in Figure 10 Temperature, K Pressure, bar

1 243 0.92
2 110 0.782
3 331 23.5
4 1451 22.3
5 1229 12.2
6 2505 11.8

2.4 ASPIRE CYCLE

The KLIN cycle requires development of a new turbocompressor that is a costly and long-duration
effort. The next cycle is a logical extension of the KLIN cycle which does not require a
turbocompressor. The AspiRE is an original combined cycle, Reference 7, that is capable of operating
in two different propulsive modes. For the first air-breathing mode, part of the onboard oxygen is
replaced by liquefied intake air prepared in an air/hydrogen heat exchanger/condenser and air/oxygen
mixer. At a high Mach number, the engine changes to the second mode, which is a conventional
oxygen/hydrogen rocket engine. Both modes use common hardware, namely the fuel and oxidizer
turbopumps and the combustor/nozzle assembly. The air inlet and air liquefaction system (ALS) are
the only attributes of the airbreather. This synergy is possible because in the combined-cycle mode,
three fluids (LH 2, LOX, and Lair) are used in a combination that provides sonic flow in the throat of
the nozzle, which is designed for the rocket mode when two fluids (LH2 and LOX) are used. This
results in high cycle performance and an extremely high thrust-to-weight ratio for the combined cycle.
Figure 11 shows the AspiRE cycle based on the expander rocket engine.

The AspiRE approach inherits some features of the KLIN cycle and has an even higher degree of cycle
"rocketization." In fact, the AspiRE is a more rocket dominated cycle than any other RBCC.

9



The main issue with operating a combustor/nozzle in two different modes is the matching of the gas
flows through the nozzle critical section (throat) and fluid flows through the pumps. References 7 and
8 show how it can be done for the AspiRE cycle. All devices providing high pressure (pumps and
their drivers) are used in both the AspiRE and all-rocket modes and this results in a significant
increase of the engine thrust-to-weight ratio compared to prior art concepts.

LOX

LF12 LOX/LAir mixer|I
LF12 LOX/LAir Ai

P-

Figure 11. AspiRE cycle schematic. i

Figures 12 and 13 show a comparison of the I, and relative thrust for the AspiRE cycle with different
initial air liquefaction ratios KAO (air liquefaction ratio goes down during acceleration) and pure rocket
propulsion. It is seen that the AspiRE cycle Isp is always higher (in sea level conditions, it is 30%
higher) than that of a rocket engine until it is switched to the pure rocket mode at Mach 6.5.
Substantial thrust deterioration along the trajectory is a typical weakness of the air-breathing
accelerators, which results in engine oversize. In the case of the AspiRE cycle, thrust is high at sea
level conditions and always higher and nearly constant during acceleration (Figure 13). A
combination of these two parameters provides a very favorable effective Isp, which along with an
exceptional engine thrust-to-weight ratio, explains the high launcher efficiency. These simulations
were conducted with real RL 10 engine constraints.
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Fioure 12. U= comDarison. Ref. 8. Figure 13. Relative thrust comparison, Ref.8.
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The AspiRE cycle makes feasible systems that are not feasible with all-rocket propulsion (small or
mid-size reusable SSTO launchers). Small military spacecraft and also quick response suborbital
vehicles having global-reach capability are feasible with this technology. In the commercial arena, an
AspiRE cycle-based launcher can create a new capability for on-demand, small payload launch
services similar to Federal Expresso or United Parcel Service*. The AspiRE cycle is also an attractive
propulsion option for an International Space Station (ISS) resupply vehicle, Ref.8.

Figure 14 shows a comparison between an AspiRE cycle launcher and an all-rocket launcher in terms
of relative GTOW and dry weight (corresponding parameters of the all-rocket launcher are taken as
100%), as a function of the initial air liquefaction ratio KAO.

1103 all-rocket

Z 90 dry weight

8 70

takeoff weight
50 1 1 1 1U0 1 2 3 4

Initial Air-to-Hydrogen Ratio KAO
Figure 14. Comparison of the weights of an all-
rocket launcher and the AspiRE launcher, Ref.8.

According to Figure 14, the GTOW and dry weight of a small launcher (330-lb payload to 220 nmi
orbit) using the AspiRE cycle could be reduced by 45% and 30%, respectively, as compared to the all-
rocket launcher. The best launcher efficiency corresponds to an initial air liquefaction ratio KA0=2.0-

3.0. At smaller KAO, Isp improvement allows only insignificant system improvement. With KAO

increase beyond the indicated range, the disadvantage of the bulky ALS cannot be mitigated by better
Isp. Due to low optimal KAo, the ALS/air inlet system is expected to be rather compact.

The lightweight, moderate ILp/high thrust AspiRE cycle provides exceptional efficiency for both
vertical and horizontal takeoff small SSTO launchers. Other attractive features include:

" The AspiRE cycle is fully within the current manufacturing capability of the aerospace
industry;

* The AspiRE cycle can be based upon existing expander rocket engines of the RL 10 class.
Incorporation of these engines and their derivatives into the AspiRE cycle can allow them to
be used as boosters for small launchers;

• SLS operation of the AspiRE cycle is the most important mode, therefore, feasibility and
efficiency of the technology can be proven in the ground demonstration;

" The ALS and triple mixture (air/oxygen/hydrogen) combustor/turbopump assembly can be
separately developed and demonstrated.

Figure 15 shows an AspiRE cycle based on the RL50 engine (RL50 configuration fromPratt&Whitney web site).
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Figure 15. AspiRE cycle based on RLSO engine, Ref.8.

2.5 MIPCC Engine

The main feature of the previously-discussed cycles is precooling of the incoming air using the heat
sink capability of the liquid hydrogen fuel. Recently, hydrogen-fueled propulsion concepts are not as
popular as they were back in 80s and 90s, especially for the booster stages of launch vehicles. The
next cycle does not require hydrogen fuel. Moreover, this technique is readily applicable to existing
turbine engines.

Mass Injected Pre-Compression Cooling (MIPCC) propulsion systems featurea conventional turbojet
or turbofan engine as their core propulsion unit with a specially designed fluid injection system that
sprays water and/or liquid oxidizer into the engine inlet, Reference 9. MIPCC reduces the incoming
air stream temperature and delivers additional mass to the system. It results in an increase in the I
density of the air stream, permitting more capture. It allows operation at higher than core engine
design Mach number and provides enhanced thrust levels at elevated Mach numbers. When properly
scheduled, MIPCC allows the engine to operate within its normal operating envelope and use its I
existing control systems.

Water is an excellent coolant due to its high latent heat of vaporization, therefore, it was chosen for the
baseline MIPCC concept. The main purpose of the oxidizer injection is to avoid afterburner blowout at
depleted oxygen concentration due to water addition and high altitude. Cryogenic LOX and Lair as
well as stable N20 4 may also serve as additional coolants. H20 2 and N20 are subject to the exothermic
reaction of decomposition which will add enthalpy in the AB, but is not appropriate in front of
compressor. A MIPCC engine schematic with all listed injectants is depicted in Figure 16, Reference
8. H,0

Water HY2 2

M <
LAir N,()

Figure 16. Injection of the different coolantsloxidizers in the MIPCC engine, Reference 8.
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Reference I emphasizes use of the oxidizer as a coolant in front of turbine engine. The addition of
oxygen to the inlet air flow allows the engine to operate at higher altitudes by preventing flameout due
to decreasing oxygen.

If liquid air is used as a coolant, inlet temperature in front of the fan/compressor of the regular turbine
engine can be kept rather low without any changes in gas composition, which provides comfortable
conditions not only for compressor components but also for combustion devices. In addition,
cryogenic fluid is easier to evaporate. However, use of the cryogenic oxidizer as a sole coolant leads
to rather low Isp at high Mach numbers.

Greater details of the MIPCC cycle as well as a progress in engine development and demonstration are
discussed in Section 3.

2.6 Rocket Augmentation for Turboaccelerator

Further turbine engine thrust increase can be provided by oxidizer addition to the afterbumer. It
provides direct mass addition and also, if hardware permits, can be used for temperature increase in
the AB. In this case more fuel will also be consumed. This type of turbine engine modification has
been discussed in Reference 8 (see Figure 16). Reference 10 provides further details, Figure 17.

I 46
10 26 44

16 20 \ 352 22 38- 14 3
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Fiqure 17. Rocket auqmentation for turbine enaine. Ref. 10.

According to Reference 10, advanced reusable hypersonic vehicles have a number of challenges to
overcome in order to achieve their mission objectives. One of the most significant is the ability to
meet the vehicle thrust requirements while also achieving aggressive size/weight/volume goals for the
propulsion system. The combination of meeting propulsion thrust requirements while meeting severe
packaging restrictions has contributed to the failure of earlier hypersonic vehicle designs. The
propulsion system is especially tasked at the transonic pinch point. The transonic pinch is caused by
the steep increase in vehicle drag as it transitions from subsonic to supersonic flight. Thus, what is
needed is a way to increase engine thrust while holding engine size so that the vehicle could then reach
closure ((i.e. complete the mission). One of the means of such thrust increase is rocket augmentation
of the turbine engine, i.e., injecting oxidizer into hot gases in the augmenter so as to significantly
increase the oxygen available for combustion resulting in a significant increase in the thrust force
generated by the engine. Hydrogen peroxide is a preferred oxidizer of the authors of Reference 10.

Figure 18 illustrates the impact on the engine thrust with the injection of hydrogen peroxide into the
augmenter of the engine. According to Figure 18, 70% thrust increase using rocket augmentation
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requires eight times increase of the consumables through the engine. This results in eight times lower
Isp compared to the basic turbine engine. U
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Figure 18. Rocket augmentation impact on the engine thrust, Ref. 10.

2.7 Second Fluid-Cooled Scramjet

A second fluid cooling (SFC) system is the system intended for use in a scramjet engine fueled by
heavy hydrocarbons (US Patent pending). Hot elements are cooled with a second non-reactive fluid
(N2, He, etc.), that permits a much higher hot wall temperature, resulting in reduced heat flux to the
coolant. This permits an extension of coke-free engine operation to higher Mach numbers. Less heat
is transferred to the fuel leading to comfortable and controllable thermal conditions in the SF/fuel heat
exchanger. The SF forms a closed-loop Brayton cycle pumping the second fluid through the system,
along with pumping of the main fuel and additional optional power generation, Reference 1I.

Major advantages of the SF system over a direct cooling (DC) system are extended Mach number,
higher Isq (no overfueling) and/or higher thermal margins.

The second fluid of the cooling system travels in a closed Brayton loop. A compressor pumps the
second fluid which enters the combustor wall. Within the combustor wall, the second fluid absorbs
the heat generated by the combustion process. The heated second fluid exits the combustor wall and is
expanded in a turbine which is used to drive the compressor and a fuel pump and provides additional I
power for the high-speed vehicle. The second fluid then enters a heat exchanger wherein heat is
transferred from the second fluid to the fuel. The second fluid then returns to the compressor, closing
the Brayton loop. The heated fuel travels from the heat exchanger to the combustor, where it utilized I
to propel the high-speed vehicle. A high temperature material combustor wall is essential for the SFC
concept. Figure 19 shows SFC scramjet architecture.

In both conventional, direct-cooling techniques and in the SFC technique, fuel ultimately acts as the
end heat sink. The ability of the fuel to absorb heat may be described by the "heat sink margin".
Before the bulk fuel temperature reaches the coking limit and the wall temperature reaches its limit, 3
the heat sink margin indicates how far the fuel heat sink is from the maximum possible heat sink at the
coking limit.

If the fuel temperature at stoichiometric condition reaches the fuel coking limit, or if the wall I
reaches its material limit, extra fuel should be added for cooling purposes, even if it is
excessive for the combustion process. The heat sink margin will be negative to reflect the

I
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need for engine overfueling. Without engine overfueling, engine operation is not permitted
for long periods of time, as fuel coking will occur. With the use of overfueling, operation is
possible at the expense of engine fuel efficiency.

HEAT EXCHANGER

7 FLL PLWv COK4PRESSOR POWER

TPUJIBINEEGENERATOR

COMUSTOR

Figure 19. SFC cycle architecture, Ref. 11

Thus, fuel heat sink margin may be presented in two forms:

- before temperatures hit their limits at stoichiometric fuel/air ratio, fuel heat sink margin is

6 = I QX 6 (( > 0) (3)
QM.

- after temperatures exceed their limits at stoichiometric conditions

U5=1-e ('<0) (4)

where S - fuel heat sink margin;
Qx - heat absorbed by the fuel;
Q,. - maximum heat to be absorbed by the fuel at coking limit;

6 - equivalence mixture ratio.

As an illustrative example, Figure 20 shows a comparison of the fuel heat sink margin for direct
cooling with endothermic hydrocarbon fuel and for second fluid cooling, where the same fuel is the
end heat sink but nitrogen is used as a second fluid.

Fuel Heat Sink Margin, %80 D

F-DC
60 - NSFC
40

SFC
20I 0

-20 84
-401

-60 Mach 6.4 Mach 8+

-80

-loo Drect Cooling
-120

Mach Number

Figure 20. Fuel heat sink margins for DC and SFC methods, Ref. 11.
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It is seen that direct cooling can provide scramjet operation up to Mach 6.4 with positive heat sink
margin, i.e., without overfueling. Prohibitive overfueling, characterized by a negative fuel heat sink
margin of less than minus 100%, is required to reach Mach 8. An SFC system extends the
stoichiometric operation to Mach 8+ and narrow positive fuel heat sink margin is still available at
Mach 8, as shown. The gentle slope of the second fluid cooling curve, as compared to the direct
cooling curve, shown in Figure 20, enables further flight velocity increase to speeds over Mach 8.0
with moderate engine overfueling. 3
In this manner, efficient cruise flight engine operation at Mach 8, where the fuel flow rate required for
combustion is lower than during acceleration, may be enabled by SFC technology.

2.8 TFC Rocket Engine

The TFC cycle is a logical extension of the SFC cycle approach on rocket engines, which also utilizes 3
fluid other than fuel and oxidizer (third fluid) to cool the combustion chamber and drive the
turbopump. Unlike other cycle presented here, both SFC and TFC cycles minimize the amount of
work done by engine consumables through the introduction of the special fluid which is doing all
internal work while forming a closed loop.

The TFC concept is a novel expander rocket engine that uses a third fluid as the combustor coolant
and the turbine driver, Reference 12. The third fluid forms a closed-loop Rankine cycle permitting
much higher available turbine expansion ratios than other closed rocket engine cycles.

The TFC rocket engine combines advantages of all three major pump-fed cycles: high available
turbine pressure ratio of the gas generator cycle, full flow through the chamber typical for the staged
combustion and expander cycles, high chamber pressure typical for the staged combustion cycle, and
no prebumer as with the expander cycle.

This unique set of the features permits the TFC cycle to be more efficient compared to the gas-
generator and expander cycles in terms of Isp and thrust-to-weight ratio, to exceed or match the staged
combustion cycle in terms of thrust-to-weight ratio and to be more reliable than the staged combustion
cycle due to significantly lower maximum cycle pressure.

The TFC cycle is applicable to both LOX/LH2 and LOX/HC rocket engines. Here, LOXiLH2 engine
will be briefly discussed. More details can be found in Reference 13.

In modem LOX/LH2 rocket engines, hydrogen serves as the combustor coolant and sole turbine
driving fluid (in the expander cycle) or part of the turbine gas (in gas generator, tap-off, and staged
combustion topping cycles) prior to entering the combustor. To develop higher thrust in a rocket
engine, higher pressures in the combustor are required, since output thrust is directly related to
combustor pressure and this, in turn, requires higher propellant flow rate.

In both coolant and turbine driver applications, the hydrogen flow loses a significant amount of the
pressure generated by the pump. In both the staged combustion SSME and expander RL 10 engines, I
hydrogen pressure downstream of the pump is more than two-fold higher than the pressure in the
combustor. However, hydrogen is the most difficult liquid to pump due to its very low density
(approximately 70 kg/m3). This leads to lower than desired combustor pressures and explains the
complexity of liquid hydrogen turbomachines, which particularly include the number of pump stages
and very high mechanical load on feeding systems that reduces engine reliability and, finally,
preventthe development of truly reusable engines.

The problem of oversized LH2 turbopumps can be resolved when a third fluid is employed as a
coolant and turbine driver.
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The TFC configuration, per Reference 12 and Figure 21, includes a typical engine assembly
constructed of an injector 1, combustor 2, and nozzle 3. The combustor 2 and nozzle 3 form a nozzle
and combustor assembly 4. Fuel, such as liquid
hydrogen, and an oxidizer, such as liquid oxygen, 12
are fed from supply tanks 5 and 6, respectively, to
the injector 1. These fuel and oxidizer components, 0
referred to as propellants, are mixed and fed to the /
combustor 2 wherein they are burned to produce 8

hot gas which is ejected from the nozzle 3 to propel
the vehicle. The fuel is fed to the injector 1 by a
turbine-driven fuel pump 7, while the oxidizer is
fed to the injector I by a turbine-driven oxidizer 10
pump 8.

In the TFC engine, the nozzle and combustor
assembly 4 is cooled by a circulating coolant such 2

as water, methanol, ethanol, or liquid having
equivalent properties, or mixtures thereof. The
coolant is circulated through a jacket 9 enclosing 4

the nozzle and combustor assembly 4 by a turbine-
driven coolant pump 10. As the coolant circulates 3

through the jacket 9, it is heated and vaporized
forming steam or a vapor or gaseous-phase fluid. Figure 21. TFC engine flow diagram, Ref.12.
This vaporor gaseous-phase fluid is fed to the
turbine 11 for driving the oxidizer pump 8, coolant pump 10, and the fuel pump 7.

The coolant vapor expands and is partially condensed in the turbine 11 and the turbine temperatures
are reduced. The work of driving the turbines is produced by the expansion, temperature reduction,
and partial condensation of the coolant vapors. The condensation process is completed in a heat
exchanger 12 for exchanging heat between the coolant vapor and the incoming propellant, such as the
liquid fuel or oxidizer or both. The coolant vapor condenses to heat the propellant, thereby returning
the heat removed by the coolant from the combustor to the propellant fed to the injector 1. The fuel
pump, oxidizer pump, water pump and turbine are mounted on one shaft in the particular case shown
in Figure 21.

A third-fluid closed loop comprising turbomachinery, combustor jacket (shown as a heat exchanger),
and third fluid/fuel heat exchanger is shown in Figure 22.

A well-known thermodynamic cycle, the Rankine cycle, Oxidizer H F*I
for the flow of coolant such as water, is shown in Figure
23. The diagram shows the stations of the water flow

path shown previously in Figure 22; namely water pump
inlet 0, water pump exit 1, combustor jacket exit 2,
turbine exit 3, heat exchanger exit 4 with the same
parameters as in pump inlet 0. Line S defines the water 2C-
saturation line. Points a and b correspond to intermediate
stages of the water heating; point a corresponds to the
beginning of the water evaporation in the combustor
jacket, point b corresponds to the complete water Het flux from
evaporation in the combustor jacket. Point 3s combustr
corresponds to the ideal process of isentropic steam
expansion (S=const) in the turbine. The solid lines in
Figure 23 correspond to the following stages in the Figure 22. Closed-loop Rankine cycle.
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process: 3
0-1 - water pumping;
l-a-b-2 - water heating, evaporation, and steam heating in the combustor jacket;
2-3 - steam expansion in the turbine (2-3s - ideal expansion);
3-0 - steam condensation in the heat exchanger.

T 2 T i

b b
74#3s 13I

3's!7 3

0 0_ ~ 3s

S S I
Figure 23. Rankine cycle T-S diagram (dry steam). Figure 24. Rankine cycle T-S diagram (wet steam).

In order to reduce the size of the heat exchanger, steam or vapor can be partially condensed in the
turbine. The more steam or vapor that is condensed in the turbine, the smaller the heat exchanger
required. The literature on steam power generation turbines, for example Reference 14, recommends
moisture content in the turbine be no more than 12%, since higher values causeturbine blade erosion.
This recommendation is valid for steam power turbines with projected lifetimes of tens of thousands of
hours. The expected lifetime for even reusable rocket engines is not likely to exceed tens of hours;
therefore, appropriate amounts of moisture in the turbine exit can be expected to be significantly
higher than 12%. A T-S diagram for the process with wet steam at the turbine exit is shown in Figure
24.

Major benefits of the TFC technology applied to the LOX/LH2 engines are significantly higher (50-
65%) engine thrust-to-weight ratio and feasibility of higher combustor pressures. A preliminary I
comparison with SSME shows that at the same combustor pressure, 34% of the structural weight
saving can be expected. Due to significantly lower cycle pressures, TFC technology may be a key to
rocket engine reusability.

Other significant advantages include the fact that compared to the staged combustion cycles of the
SSME type, which utilize 3 combustion devices (2 preburners and a main combustor), the TFCI
eliminates 2 of these 3 combustion devices with an accompanying weight savings and no loss in
performance. As a result, development cost and time savings can be expected. This is also true for the
LOX/HC rocket engines. I
The TFC configuration is a promising choice for the LOX/HC engine because it permits:

* The elimination of the preburner and associated systems

* Low turbine temperature

* Low maximum cycle pressure (on the level of the chamber pressure). n

The TFC engine can be used for both booster rocket and upper stage rocket applications.

I
i
I
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3.0 MASS INJECTION PRECOMPRESSOR COOLED TURBINE ENGINE

The MIPCC engine is listed among the cycles presented as an example of the efficient accelerator
engine. Section 2.5 provides initial cycle information. This section is devoted entirely to the MIPCC
cycle and shows the status of its development according to Reference 15.

3.1 Baseline Flight Trajectory

MIPCC engines can be utilized for launchers of different size and configuration. The basic
operational concept developed for the small reusable launcher called RASCAL is depicted in Figure
25. This figure shows an ,4" wlm
airbreathing vehicle (either 7,d stw w". '* *M t"

manned or unmanned) taking off Y Mt.,,, ,,,.

from a conventional runway. The WV *%%
vehicle climbs to its loiter altitude, W-
using a conventional airbreathing ,, ,
turbofan propulsion system. At
this point, the vehicle begins a w""

"zoom maneuver", taking
advantage of liquid injection ahead
of the first-stage turbofan
compressor. The liquid injection W KrI

allows the vehicle to go to a much
higher altitude and velocity than W tm ,, W",few

would be possible with an
unmodified turbofan. At an
appropriate point in the trajectory,
the upper stages are released from
the first stage. Once the upper
stages of the vehicle have safely
cleared the first stage, the first
stage can return to the Earth for
reuse. Figure 25. Baseline operational concept, Ref. 15.

3.2 Baseline MIPCC Concept

MIPCC is intended to offset performance losses incurred as an aircraft accelerates and the density of
the air flowing into the inlet decreases. The engine subsystem adds water and liquid oxygen to the
airflow in the inlet, reducing its temperature hundreds of degrees. The result is twofold: First, it places
less stress on the engine and increases its durability because of the lowered temperatures. Second, and
from a performance perspective the more important, mass flow is increased due to the increased
density.

The baseline MIPCC configuration is shown in Figure 26. The following are the major principles
applied by the MIPCC concept:

• The existing turbofan engine is utilized with water and LOX injection ahead of the fan. No
modifications of the basic TF engine are planned, except for minor upgrades and adjustments of the
control system;

* The inlet capture area is designed to allow the air flow rate required for turbomachinery to generate
the maximum thrust. Only at the end of zoom at high altitude inlet limits the thrust restricting the air
flow to the amount less than maximum allowed by turbomachinery;
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" Injection is initiated in the transonic region;

" During the acceleration mode, the MIPCC engine develops maximum possible thrust. It reaches
approximately 200% of the SLS thrust of the basic TF just before the zoom climb;

" Water is injected in an amount not to exceed saturation content; I
" LOX is injected in the amount required to maintain normal molar oxygen concentration of 20.9% in
the air/water/oxygen mixture. This concentration may be exceeded when additional thrust is required
and small amounts of water are replaced by larger amounts of LOX (OXYBOOST mode);

- All applied pressure, temperature, geometry, and RPM limiters of the basic TF engine have been
respected.

Water and LOX
injection

r r

Inlet MIPCC LP HP Afterburner Exit
compressor

Figure 26. Baseline MIPCC engine configuration.

Water provides the better coolant, but the MIPCC system also is designed to introduce liquid oxygen
to maintain combustion stability for the afterburner and for mass addition. Water and LOX injection
results in significant thrust increase due to significantly higher mass flow rate and available expansion
ratio over the nozzle.

Comparison of the key parameters of the basic F100 engine and the same engine equipped with the
MIPCC system at Mach 2.25 are shown in Table 2. Stations are given in Figure 26. Note the I
difference in flow rates (MIPCC station) and afterburner pressure. The resulting MIPCC engine thrust

is more than doubled at this particular point. This difference increases at higher Mach numbers until
the basic turbofan becomes non-operable primarily due to temperature limitations. 3

Table 2. Engie arameters cornaaison at Mach 2.25, Alt 46000 ft.I I "
Flow rate 1.66

Inlet Temperature 1.007 Pressure, 1.00 I
Flow rate 1.73

MIPCC Temperature 0.74
Pressure 0.98
Temperature 0.92HP compressor Pressure 2.15

Afterburner Pressure 2.05

Exit Net Uninstalled 2.01Thrust

3.3 MIPCC Operation I
The key to the MIPCC concept is that the engine does not recognize it is flying at extreme Mach
numbers and altitudes. Two of the major engine control inputs are total pressure and total temperature

i
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upstream of the fan - Pt2 and Tt2. These parameters indicate the speed and altitude at which the
engine is flying. The MIPCC engine fan sees significantly lower temperature compared to the basic TF
flying the same Mach number and nearly the same pressure. The solid line in Figure 27 shows the
Pt2-Tt2 relationship for the basic TF engine flying a launch trajectory. In the case of a MIPCC engine,
this line shows the pressure-temperature relationship upstream of the MIPCC system. The dashed line
shows the same relationship upstream of the fan of the MIPCC engine. The latter is entirely within the
operating envelope of the basic TF, also shown in Figure 27a.

Figure 27b shows actual flight trajectory and apparent trajectory according to Pt2 and Tt2 sensor
readings upstream of the MIPCC engine fan. The maximum velocity seen by the engine (apparent
trajectory) is two times lower than the maximum velocity for the actual trajectory, due to the
temperature reduction. The maximum altitude for the apparent trajectory is also twice as low as the
maximum altitude for the actual trajectory. Therefore, despite the extreme actual flight conditions, the
engine with mass addition upstream of the fan always stays within the Mach/altitude and Pt2/Tt2

envelopes prescribed for the basic turbine engine.

3 Actual

L
rmJeotory

i

0 Engine Operating
Turbofan .U Lmits -

L" .

IEngine Operating Apparent
Envelope

Total Temperature In Front of the Fan, Tt2 Mach Number
a) b)

Figure 27. MIPCC engine operating conditions: a) Tt2-Pt2 operating envelope; b) Mach number-
Altitude profiles.

The trajectory shown is a result of the interactive MIPCC engine/ vehicle analysis. The goal of this
effort was to select the baseline MIPCC engine, size the MIPCC injection system, and identify the
required modifications to the basic engine control system. The engine thrust, fuel efficiency
characteristics and schedules for all required internal engine parameters were obtained in this analysis.

3.4 MIPCC Configuration

Figure 28 shows the MIPCC system integrated with an engine of F 100 size. The configuration shown
was sized after accomplishing the first series of MIPCC engine tests and was coordinated with the
airframe integrator. The MIPCC system includes one LOX injection plane and two water injection
planes. The distance between the last water injection plane and the engine face was defined as theminimum required for evaporation of the substantial amounts of water.

For the MIPCC system demonstration and verification of the major principles involved, a MIPCC duct
has been designed, built and tested at the MTB. Configuration of the demonstration MIPCC duct is
shown in Figure 29. As in the flight version of the duct, there is one plane of LOX injector bars and
two planes of water injector bars. Each injector bar could be individually switched on or off.
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Figure 28. MIPCC engine configuration. 3

I

Figure 29. Demonstration MIPCC duct. I
3.5 MIPCC Test Bench (MTB) I
Ground testing of the
MIPCC system was LOX
conducted as an early
validation of this
innovative propulsionO'n r
cycle. A group of Stan Door

companies under DARPA TetEgnUF0 ls

sponsorship built the Bypass vav V
MIPCC Test Bench 6. 20 -- 3 ................ .
(MTB) at the Mojave I
Airport, Mojave, CA. The Source Plenum
facility is intended to
simulate flight Source Engine J79 I
environments up to Mach
4 on the ground. A flow
diagram of the test setup is Air Supply 3
shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. MTB flow diagram. 3
i
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ntexus byass. liuihoe Air floerthrugheo the test engine is controlled bthrottgho the J79 gn

setting and LN2 injection into the source plenum. The air pressure upstream of the test engine is
controlled through LAir injection ahead of the source engine, as well as source engine throttling. The
oxygen concentration in the test engine is controlled through makeup LOX injection. A photograph of
the facility conveys the scale, Figure 3 1.
Following facility construction and checkout, testing proceeded in incremental steps. First, a sequence
was run with a substitute small J85 turbojet engine in place of the eventual ftill-scale F100. The
testing conducted at a simulated 60,000 ft altitude, served to provide valuable experience in starting
and ninning the test engine. Following completion of this test series, the J85 was removed and the
full-sized F100 MIPCC duct was substituted. There followed a series of so-called "hot duct" tests,
meaning with just the MIPCC duct installed, prior to installation of the F100 engine. Finally, the
entire system was tested with the FI100 installed.

3.6 Full Scale MIPCC Engine Demonstration

In the 2004-05 timeframe, a series of FIOO-200 MIPCC tests was conducted at MTB. MIPCC engine
operation in the all the important points of the baseline flight trajectory was demonstrated.

The test series was interrupted by a mishap involving the F100 engine. As of this writing (March
2005), shakedown hot-duct testing of the upgraded MTB has been accomplished and a new F 100 has
been installed and prepared for another series of full-scale demonstration tests.
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Engine operation at two test conditions corresponding to Mach 1.6 is discussed below. Thrust and
flow rate data from test 040910 are plotted in Figure 32. These test results clearly show the significant
impact that MIPCC has on engine performance. The NEPP model accurately matches both MIPCC
and non-MIPCC operation.

Figure 32 shows gross thrust and two flow rates - water and fuel- versus testing time. MIPCC
operation corresponds to the time when water flow is non-zero. The fuel flow spike corresponds to
initiation of the F100 engine afterburner (AB). This attempt to light AB was not successful. i
Experience gained from this and subsequent tests shows that AB should be initiated before water
injection. -

Stable thrust between approximately 420s and 450s corresponds to non-MIPCC engine operation in
military mode. Thrust at 447s has been exactly matched with the NEPP code (white circle in Figure
32 at approximately 450 s). Lower than nominal efficiencies have been applied in the model due to
the age and usage of the FIOO engine at MTB. The NEPP model adjusted to the military non-MIPCC
operation point was applied to the MIPCC mode. Estimated thrust matches the thrust measured in the
test very closely (white circle in Figure 32 at approximately 470s). Water flow rate at this point was
2.2% of the air flow rate. Injection of this relatively small amount of water led to a 34% increase of
gross thrust of the engine operating without the AB.

Results from test 040914 are shown in Figure 33 as thrust and water and fuel flow rate profiles versus U
test time. Three different engine modes can be found in this plot, namely: 1) AB mode without
MIPCC, 2) AB mode with MIPCC, and 3) MIL mode without MIPCC. Several unsuccessful attempts
of AB relight can also be seen in Figure 33.i

An 11% thrust increase in AB/MIPCC mode compared to AB/no-MIPCC mode was observed. The
NEPP model adjusted to exactly match engine thrust on MIL/no-MIPCC mode in the 040910 test, has i
been applied to MIL/MIPCC mode of the 040910 test and three points of the 040914 test (three white
circles in Figure 33). The model closely matches engine thrust. Figure 34 is a comparison of the
predicted and observed gross thrust. A maximum disagreement of 5.2% is observed for the "simplest"
MIL/no MIPCC mode in the 040914 test. In this case, thrust is underpredicted, meaning that lower
thrust is predicted than demonstrated in the test.

Gros Thrust and F low Raes I
- -tempt o

AB mode Wasured thrust

0 NEPP-preditedthrust
. II -Water flow -

MIL mde * Fuel flow

Q2 T [~MI L mode -2 I
~I

360 400 460 WD0

Ti me, s

Figure 32. FIOO-200 MIPCC engine performance in test 040910. 3
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Figure 33. F100-200 MIPCC engine performance in test 040914.
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Figure 34. Comparison of the predicted and observed MIPCC engine thrust.

3.7 Concluding Remarks on MIPCC

The feasibility of a launch system using MIPCC as the primary propulsion system of the reusable first
stage has been proven in numerous analytical, design, and experimental efforts. It is commonly
recognized, that MIPCC is a key enabling technology for such launch system types. Flying at high
Mach number and altitude, the engine works within conventional operating envelopes due to the
judicious use of coolant injection. This permits limited technology demonstration prior to a flight test
program. For this demonstration, MTB has been developed and proven to provide high Mach
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number/high altitude conditions at the engine entrance. The highest Mach number of 3.5 at an altitude
81,000 ft has been simulated to date with full- scale air flow rate. I
An FI00 engine with MIPCC installed generates thrust as predicted at Mach 1.63 and an altitude of
35,000 ft trajectory point. 34% gross thrust improvement at MIL mode has been observed at MTB for
Mach 1.6 engine inlet conditions (water/air ratio 2.2%).

The NEPP model adequately describes MIPCC engine performance at the demonstrated MTB I
conditions. It has been verified in five different operational modes.

4.0 CONCLUSION i
Eight cycles were considered in this lecture. The common feature is judicious use of thermodynamic
properties of the working fluids. In most cases (ATREX, ATRDC, KLIN, AspiRE, MIPCC) this
permits performance enhancement and/or flight envelope expansion compared to the basic cycles. In
other cases (SFC, TFC) it permits enhancement of the internal cycle thermal management and either
operational range extension (SFC) or enhancement of the engine reliability and weight characteristics -
(TFC). A summary of the cycles considered is presented in Table 4.
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I Intro to Pulsed
Detonation Propulsion

Pulsed Detonation Engine
(PDE): Cheap, simple, highIperformance engine that is
highly scalable and efficient1 .. across a broad operating
range (Mach 0-4+)

Problems:
- Practical Fuel Initiation3 * Performance Data

/ ;• Research Capability

I%



What is a PDE / Detonation?3

Fill Tube Detonate Exhaust
Fuel z z MixtureAir =I

A k ~ - Purge, Refill Tube, Repeat3

Detonation: Usually avoided solution to combustion equations that takes
uncompressed fuel/air to Mach 5, 6x compression with no moving parts

CJ DetonationHemot-3mP".

Hoat Release

Condition tim

Pressure in detonation tube

_Deflagration vs DetonationI
Detonation Z

CILI

Deflagration Dfa ain3
(Conventional LulDetonation

Cobsin 1 Supersonic Flame
*Subsonic FlamePrpgto

H eat Releafe t' M-)~ Ha elae=

C temperatures

_ _ 41
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I ) Critical Initiation Energy

* in Oxygen and Other CH4,.
o in Air Practical

10 3Hydrocarbons

1 ~3.Fit E =3.375

E 10

I Dense Phase H2 O CH4
Explosives *CH

0.1 *CH2

I0110-6 000001 1 10 04 60 10 8

IntainEeg (J)

Propulsoi n Systems
PDE r*

-P"bWd H, D"Single-cycle -rfonnNiK"Icovers Mach 0-4+ KWmt') .

"Good supersonic'AARI 1M

performance vvm
* Pulse jet is 'failed*-"m.3PDEPo

IH

I PLIGH MACH NU 6
Ban et a (19M), Roy (199 ,and Sch.a. et &L 11"8-2002
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P51 D with Pulsejets
I Experimental Aircraft at WPAFB post-WWII

Detonation versus Pulsejet 3
70 ~ jj

10 12 14 16 18 20
tin" (M..)

" OIord copy of German Rolls-Royce 3
Argus AS014 pulsejet V1650

• 8kN (1,800 Ib) thrust 1260kw (1,695
" Cost $1,600 hp)

SCost $25,000

-P :i Combustion! I
Detonation Modeling

In House CFD
• 3D Deflagration/ Detonation
Modeling I

* Initiation and DDT Studies
* Detonation Propagation
" Confinement Obstructions
" Shock Reflections

" Chemistry-fluid dynamic
interactions Moving Ref. Frame at Detonation Speed

I

Peak Pressure or 'Smoke Foil' Traces with Particle Traces 3
I

41
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3 D-Bay: Pulsed
Detonation

3 ' Research Facility
Full Scale Explosion

Proof Engine Research3 Facility
* 3 kg/sec 6 atm air supply
* High Capacity
Inlet/Exhaust Stacks

250 kN Thrust Research Facility * Direct Connection to Damped Thrust Measurements

Liquid Fuel Farm 10-5000 N capacity

- Choked Flow
Measurements - Fuel and i

0, 1 Oxidizer
* Hardened Remote
Control Room

.16 High Frequency DAC
Channels, up to 5Mhz

* High-Speed Digital
Imaging Systems Remote Control and

Isolated and Protected High-Frequency DAC '

I Integrated Remote
Controls for: Facility,I ;" Engine, and Data

Acquisition .

i Jeff Stutrud

i

Io

* 5



Adapting OHC Cylinder
Head to PDE

Automotive Engines Valve/Cams aft
Designed for 8-20 Pressure
Ratio

/ Provisions for Valving, To Intake Q
Fuel Injection, Timing, and Manifold C
Cooling Fuel Injection Cylin eg-z

or vao He .1 e| Vapor Carburetor Available or vapor H I
" Bolt Flanged PDE Tubes to Carburetor _

Cylinder Head
- Multiple Tubes/'Header'

Effect
. Extra Valves for 3

Predetonator or Purge
Cycles

. Cheap/Mass Produced

I

'n-House PDE Research Engine -
GM Quad 4 DOHC, 4 Cylinder Pulsed Detonation Engine

- Lowcost Technology - < $2,000
Initial Hardware Investment

- Pontiac Grand Am Cylinder head
(formerly 150 BHP) converted to
research PDE

- Test-bed for PDE Research,
Benchmarking Performance

- Predetonator/Initiator Development
- High Frequency Operation
- Multi-tube Effects
- Pulsed Ejector Research

" Modified Automobile IC Engine -. Stock Intake
" Adapter Plate Mounts Detonation Manifold with Ball

Tubes Valve Selection of
1-4 Tubes 1-4 Detonation

" Electric Motor Driven Camshafts Tubes
0.5-40+ Hz currently (per tube) (Purge Manifold

* Vapor Fuels: Hydrogen, Propane, etc. Similar)
* Liquid Fl: Gasoline, Ethanol, JP, etc. 12

61
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3 AFRLUPRSC

SIn-House Research 'Quad- 4' PDE

AI

* 13

I ,j,8OHz H2/air with a Quad 4

20 Cylinder Head
20 1960 m/s 2230 rn/s 1940 m/s 1782 rn/s

3 200 -
150

1 a.47 mns peniodi
(80.2Hz)

0 100
E 50

Spari( Trigger
___Closed End Pressure

-50 -__ Ion 16.5"
Pressure Transducer Ion 26.5"

-100 Thermal Ddift Ion 32.5"

0 .440 0.450 0.460 0.470 0.480 0.490ITln* [s] 14



I
I

_ Schelkin Shocking Spirals

DDT through flame acceleration
RESULT: Dramatically increased thrust,
DOT between 3 and 9" instead of -36"

Polycarbonate tube
with Schelkin Spiral Typical

Formation of hot soot Events during 3
DDT

_ _ _Propagation of hot spots I

Microexplosions 3
DOT

Detonation propagation (to
right) & retonation

propagation (to left)

_ _ _ _ _ Blow down/expansion
propagation (right to 16

left).

i

83
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I FrequencyI ~&- 100 .

80

60

- 40

20

I0 o 5 10 15 20q: 25( 30 35 40

~§~'Initiation Energy for Propane/air

I ~10~

0

w

=10,

0 0

10 5 5- -

0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2I Equivilance Ratio

I 9



I

I

7 j Equivalence Ratio
30 Hydrogen/Air 3
28 -

26

Z 24 0

22

20

180 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

PHI 19I

Equivalence Ratio
2500 3

" 2000 -

E

1500 -
C.

> 0 Detonating
S1000 0 Weak/Intermittant

> 500

0 , . r I I .

0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15

Equivilance Ratio ()20

1



Eq iaecIai
600SehrIH/i al

5000___ __ Shepherd C311Air Expc

5000-

LL 400 Avgas

as -. JP4
.9 -3000

1000

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Phi

* Fiber-Optic HC Fuel Sensor
FrrISuc

Typical Raw Signal for Cold Flow (0 b 0.6)

40.30:d

Z~ 0.20I S- 0.100
- IR Source - 3.39-gm :

commercial-grade cw laser!20*I -010
- Detector - uncooled lead

selenide IPrevlecos
oVery weak T,P dependence 0 3 0.4 0.i5 0 6. 0.7 0.

- Potential H20 problems? Nomltod T e

o 3 kHz acquisition rate easilyIdemonstrated 2



~~Dynamic Equivalence RatioI
Quantitative Time-Varying Propane Equivalence

Ratio Derived From Raw Sensor SignalI

Cold Flow: (D deied 0.6, fill frac. =1, 20 Hz

S0.40 3
0.30

cr 0.20 Purge valve closes

C 0.10 Fl av pn

Cr 0.02.06 0.

;i~Fl Pro anveoen soseut

0.0

0 0.704 .6 0.

Coeol-Measured qualnetow 2

I I I -11 T1 1-17 1~ -1 TI
.2 123

crI



OH Emission Results

OH Emission OH In PDE

D - I__ _ _ _ _ .

A-X (0, 0)

Loo 08

A-X (1, 0) 06 . 4 O .

200.I

* \~JOH Results in HC fuels

0.6 ________
*OH Emission (Exp)

X Deflagration (Calc)
0 0.4 -XOH Detonation (Ca1c)x

0.2

0
0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1 1.05 1.1 1.15I Eqivilance Ratio 2
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7, Liquid FlIfor PDE

LI

273

1250

1200

90 +_ 90t

60 1000
30l

0.0

0 1 2 3 4 5 P1 P P3 P4

lime (msec) Location

28I

141
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Variation of Tube
* Fueled/Detonated

100 1

o o 0.9

0 * 0.8

20 0.7
00 0.6

0.4* Zlen t l

__I__,__ Pad,l Fill Model
20 .2P U and Kee "anth01 ---------.i and Kefasanath Mod"

0.25 0.5 0.75 1
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 vv/

Fill Fraction

* 29

* Partial Fill Effect
Efficient Throttling

12000

- sp sec) Shepherd Model

10000 od. t f,dreq cooied99
F a low freq cooled 99

+ mod freq alum 99

I 8000 . ....... ------ Iowfreqalum 99 . .

SHi freq cooled 00 2
. k high freq hotsteel0l C2Hat"E 0

6000 ~1.5
E 40 6fttube 01

20 0 ........ ........... ...... ......... ---- -3,5 Freelo1

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Fill Fraction 30

(detonable fill length/tube length)
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Nozzles and Blow DownI

~ 2D Nozzles, 610mm length
on 50mm dia x 940mmI
Detonation Tube

12 Converging (2:1) Nozzle3
Converging 105Oiverging (1:4) Nozzle
(2:1) Nozzle 15Straight (Square) Nozzle

9 Straight (Round) Nozzle
Diverging___ ___U

(1:4) Nozzle 7.5_________

Straight 6r

(Square) Nozzle - 2.07ms

Straight L3.18 ms
(Round) Nozzle 3 -- 3.O5m

1.5-

4045 50 5560 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Thrust [NJ time (sec) 31I

Applications
8000 : HighI

* Resonator 000 Tboas

* Continuous 'arbWoa

" PDRE's 500
" Low Cost PDEs 400 Tubfa/e

(Pulsejets/ejectors)
* PDEs for3

Supersonic Scrmj0

Cruise/Boost 1000 Rockts et

* Hybrids o0 LO 2 FlgtM 4  6 83

32

163
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* ~ PDREs (Pulsed Detonation
Rocket Engines)

*Same benefits as
increased chamber
pressure, but reduced
feed system
requirementsI * Throttling @ operating
frequency

* * Unsteady
nozzles/valving

* 33

Pulsejet Performance
Detonation versus Puisejet

20

- 50

40

12000 . 30 ...I! 2 11010 12 14 1 8 i 20

1012 14 16 18 20
4000 tinm Ow".)

IDetonation versus Pulselet 34

I 17
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I

Gas Dynamic Valving

1 1Desbourde. Daa

D shephofd Data 3

0.8

±? 0.7 AFRL Valveless inlet

0,6i

,0,5

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2i

Valve Area/Tube Area

Valveless Operation Impact

I

I
' . PDE Driven Ejector

* High-bypass effect
- Can a secondary flow be entrained
- Does the entrained secondary flow increase thrust

" Noise reduction
- Are noise levels reduced by ejector

• System flow control

®- I
PDEI

Ejector Pump

I

181
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* A AFRL PDE-Ejector

It

It

I ~ Ejector PDE Augmentation

1.5 1.5

0 I I I I0

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 0.5 1

Ejector Inle AxIal Location, W/D Ejector Inlet Location, y/D

II l
D 38
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Critical PDE Experiment
_ Joint Boeing/NASAgrc/AFRL Pulsed

-' Detonation Engine Performance Validation

Direct Connect Flight emo *H___ I
Conditions Byps

7000 ++ TrbfaMach 3 U ~ AFRL expedmentally

* Alttude 00* T014 Test Data Corrected To Flight

" Hybrid, 5 CPR

Boeing/AFL models3000 R~e

" Good Supersonic 0_________L____
Performance 0 2 4 6 8

Flight Mach Number
B-J.&, A (997, Ry (999), S6--t (1 98M.260W K,, 2 Ii1 4I

More Recent PDEs

Tech land/AFRL 7 Tube
Rotary PIDE

201
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I Detonation Driven Turbine

6 0 U et aOwpled
2.60 0 ? z mple

2.0 & omw" out

E2.40:: LTrtjin 400e

I1.80 *
111.60 300TubnIle

140 Tubn Outlet20

CO10 CA L~ BdI 1

kg/m 0000.2

I ~ ~>Detonation Driven Turbines

GE 600kW
Axial Flow
Turbine

AFLCnrfuaIubn
II

*Significant Hybrid TurbineI - Cycle Efficiency Improvement
Theoretically Possible (5-30%- vs conventional)I Turbines Surviving

T*Mw C POWK* Turbine Component efficiency

JFS-100-13A Axial Turbine isky42
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Technical ChallengesI

* Detonation Initiation of 400 ._._._._._._ ... I
Practical Fuels -. 3000 -Temperature-

" Heat Transfer 20

" Aspiration
" Unsteady Flows 121000

a 0"Engine Longevity 0 05 1 1 5 2
time (resec)

* Airframe Vibration 500 ' 'I ''

* Acoustics 40-Hoop Stress 'Load'I

O~300-

200I

100

0
0 200 400 600 800 100OWI

Temperature (*C)

Vibration Loading

c, ampr k Sping Rail Slide Bearing

2500[ F,Trs Engine Mount

2000

1500

EiI
0 ~. U00x, Linear Displacement TransduceV'

i500 Pulsedjy~ thrust createsI

6 0 Simple frequency!
Time(sec) harmonics easy to tuneI

out via spring/damping
mounts

221
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H J Vibration Measurements

Overall detonation vibration levels
considered low
Conventional IC engines exhibit
higher vibration levels

PDE Piston
Engine/Mount Engine/Mount
0.1 vibration 2g vibration

VA, 0.6mm Detonation Tube Walls

II'
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_ _PDE AcousticsI

TYPICAL TIME HISTORY FOR :2____ 
________

20 HERTZ FIRING FREQUENCY, ___-__

FILL FRACTION AND 6- _

EQUIVALENCY RATIO OF 1.0

TIME - SECONDS

Highly Directional

Peak Tone

* 190+ dB

* short duration

RMSI
*170 dB

AFRL/PR and AFRL/VAI

_ i Detonation Shock Decay
Strong Shock Regime Weak Shock Regime3

240 T--- ' T T-- L I/ 1 .7 . .. ... I...

-- Von Neumann Spike

im- -.. Regime

S 220-------- -------- 1-- -- ---- -W.S. Regime

U) A Experimental (iff=0.2-1.2, 90 deg)
hr 3  

-- 0 Zltoun et al (ff=1.0, 180 deg)

0 180<

0180~~ %I II-error

1/rT

140

0.1 1 1010

r/ro V

241
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U7 Detonation Shock Decay (600 Off Axis)

Pressure Speed
1000 ------- -- 100039M0
10080

to00

% 6700-

I

400-

10 20 40 60 ~o ) 100 120 0 in - 0R 6 so 100 12

I" ub, adaDistance In rDY

* Exit Acoustics
Propulsion/Air Vehicle~ (Leonard Shaw)

40cmust;~a ~.80cm Downstream

UL
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Detonation Initiation -U

Technology Hurdles
Ignition & DDT Time DDT Losses

120 -5000

100 1 " dia pradetonatots

80 iq ClA ~ 4000 - 16" x 2dia spiral (2" tube initiator)I

60 Ej 3000-

~ ~mec; 1020 0

tim SupercriiaFe Initaection oueFato

~ 4 Detonation of JP8/air

200

150 - Supercritical Fuel I
00Cold Fl10

50

z 0

0 5 10 15 20 25

Hot F1 time after Ignition spark discharge (ins)I

52I

261
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U Regeneratively Fuel Cooled
S with Supercritical Fuel Injection

B00

700

600

Soo

ne*I *~~ ith 400E.po,me.1al PF-n1irc!
Deoain uewt 300 S.p.erT"app Modal

FeHetExchanger 200 ZGMC Model3~L Ful0ea
100

0 3
300 400 S00 600 700 80C

IR Image of Fuel Cooled Fuel Injection Temperature (K)

Detonator Tube Fuel Inlet
Fuel3- Exit

I ~ Endothermic Fuel Injection
versus Flash VaporizationI 20.000

18.0003 16.000

14.000-7 Flash JP8,

12.000-560 K injection
E 1.0U 10.000 I
.2 8.000-

.9 6.000- Endo JP8, Endo JP8,
4.000- 910 K Injection 870 K injection I* Endo JP-8, Temp = 1175FI2.000 A Endo JP-8, Temp = 1100F

0.0001 N Flash JP-8, Temp = 550 F

0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Equivalence RatioIS
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Non-thermal Plasma Ignition3
in HC/air Mixtures

AFRL PRA/PRT and USC, OSU3

30 - ~--k- 2? KV USC rion thomial Plam
-J-25 kV USC non-thermal Plasma
-~-Conventional Spark Ignition

25
E.diyi. thew shage (T<lOns)

rscn ir 20
E

I, 0I
0. 07 0. 0. I . 12 1

E--o. E.Wg (05) 10 U1

Conventional (fel/ir

Detonation Tubtin

* Propagate
Detonation through,-'
Transverse Tube
Initiate Second Tube3

Experiment ____17

2262 110 2/air ResuftsI
rirtilisec000

1958mrrstc 800

200

281
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A)8  jSpiral Detonation
J8arnear ambient conditions in 20mm tube

2100 Sustained Spiral

DetonaTransPti1n

0 1 2P3-1 2

06

U 10 at at~

00

Igiton- eonitionntonPrssr

-0.27- ______I.6
0~...... 0.0.5 0 . 0.J .0 .I. --- R

I0. 29
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Split Detonation DDT Time

*Eliminates Chemical Ignition Time (typ 6-11msec)3
*40% decrease in DDT time

2.6-

2.4- Spark3

22-

1.6 *Split Detonation
____________________n

1.42

*Brari-ei loion
1.0..... - - - - - - - -

1 MC 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.25 1.3 1.35

Eqvaene Fbdo so

.> Pulsed DetonationI
Propulsion Summary

Cheap, simple, high performance propulsion

that is highly scalable and efficient across a3
broad operating range (Mach 0-4+)

Acknowledgements: PDRF team and collaborators, funding by AFRL/PR, VA, AFOSR and industry e
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Turbine Based Combined Cycles
Alan Bond
Reaction Engines Ltd
Building D5, Culham Science Centre, Abingdon, OX14 3DB, United Kingdom

1 Summary
The atmosphere both supplies the most massive chemical component (the oxidiser) and over
95% of the reaction mass needed to potentially realise highly effective engines for vehicles
flying at all Mach numbers. The development of gas turbine cycles to manipulate this medium
from a static start and operate up to around Mach 2.5 has been very successful, delivering
high thrust/weight and specific impulse. In deriving propulsion systems which extend the
flight regime they therefore seem an obvious technology with which to start.

However, the ability of gas turbines to handle high temperature inlet flows (> 600K) is
seriously limited by the need to carry out subsequent compression work on the air prior to
combustion. It is therefore an obvious step to seek some means of reconfiguring and adding
other features to the gas turbine which preserve its best low speed characteristics while adding
new capabilities.

In particular we would like the ability to operate at higher cruise conditions (to Mach 5 or so)
or to continuously accelerate to orbital velocities (7.8 km/s), while keeping the ability to
aspirate from a static take-off. These are the Turbine Based Combined Cycle (TBCC)
engines, one early example of which was the Pratt & Whitney J58 turbo-ramjet which
successfully powered the SR-71 reconnaissance aircraft at over Mach 3, and another 'species'
of which is the subject of this paper.

By addition of a precooler in front of the compressor and by driving the compressor with a
turbine not in the air loop, it has proved possible to design engines able to meet the cruise and
accelerating conditions referred to above for antipodal civil transport and for reusable space
transportation applications. These engines use liquid hydrogen as fuel because of its
outstanding thermodynamic properties and low storage temperature. However, the fuel is not
simply used as a coolant, but as part of a thermodynamic cycle in which work transfer plays
as significant a role as does heat transfer and the overarching principle is to minimise the
combined entropy rise of the air and fuel together.

In the following, the theory of airbreathing engines is derived first in order to place limits on
the theoretical performance of these engines, and then the theory of precooled engines is
derived and compared with the ideal case. Two of the engine cycles being examined at
Reaction Engines are then described, the Scimitar intended for Mach 5 antipodal cruise and
the SABRE intended for accelerating a single stage to orbit (SSTO) reusable spaceplane.

2 Theory
2.1 General Theory of Airbreathing Engines
The conservation of energy and momentum enable a quite accurate estimate to be made of the
performance limits of all chemically fuelled airbreathing engines irrespective of their internal
machinery or configuration. Consider the following 'engine'.

II



I
i Qf

U rh V

li'I

F I

The vehicle has a velocity relative to the air U. We take a frame of reference at rest relative to
the engine. The flow of air entering the engine is rh, and the fuel flow is rh which upon

combustion releases Qf joules/kg. The velocity of the exhaust is V. The engine produces
thrust F Newtons. The second law of thermodynamics determines that only the kinetic energy
of the air and the thermochemical energy of the fuel are available to effect propulsion, the
thermal energy of the air being unavailable. The proof of this is not undertaken here. The
efficiency of conversion of this total available input energy into exhaust jet kinetic energy is
,qi and can range from 0 to 1.0

Hence;

F = (tha + rhf).V - ila .U (conservation of momentum) I
U 2  V 2

(Qf .rh + rh - )., = (rh. + rhf). 2 (conservation of energy) I
2 2

After algebraic manipulation and writing afr - rh a

v= 
?2.Q, +fr.u2i

F= th a I+afr.(2.Qf+afr.U2) af1, IU

We define the thrust per unit fuel flow as effective exhaust velocity, V,,. - F and arrive at;

V = U( (afr +l,f2Qf +afr> l afrj 5

I
II



This equation is quite generic and contains a great deal of information about the capabilities
of airbreathing engines. It can be shown by differentiation that there is an optimum value of
afr which maximises V.1r so long as the combustion is less than stoichiometric and 'nh is

constant.
2.Qf

Substituting a = 2 for convenience, the optimum afr is given by;
u 2

Iafr =[ I (a-1) 2 -(a +1)]a=2 V I-ii

Inserting values for hydrogen, Qf = 1.2x 108 J/kg, stoichiometric afrm,j = 34.029 and a typical
efficiency of i = 0.8 we can examine the variation of parameters with Mach number. It is
convention to work with the equivalence ratio ER = afrm,Wafr and this is plotted against Mach
number in fig. 1. The corresponding optimum Veff is shown in fig.2.

Ideal Airbreathing Engine Optimum Equivalence Ratio

1.2,

08

0.6
.> 6 Hydrogen Fuel30Thermal efficency 0.8

0.2

0 28 10 12 14 16

Mah Number

Fig. 1. Optimum Equivalence ratio for hydrogen fuelled engines vs Mach Number
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I

Ideal Air Breathing Performance I
2.50E+05

Efficiency = 0.8
Opt. ER

2.OOE+05

1.50E+05

1.00E+05 3
Opt ER Hydrog Fuel

5.00E+04 

i

Hydro on Fuel

ER=1

O.OOE+O0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Mach Number

Fig.2. Optimum Effective Exhaust Velocity vs Mach Number

Also plotted on fig.2 is the Veff curve for stoichiometric combustion (ER = 1) so that the
region between this and the optimum curve correspond to the usual range of equivalence
ratio's. It is immediately evident from fig.2 that hydrogen is far superior to hydrocarbons with
respect to performance, although the physical characteristics (low temperature and density)
raise taxing design issues.

As the ER = 1.0 the thrust per unit airflow increases (not derived here) and the size of the
engine is therefore reduced. At speeds around Mach 5 it can be seen that there is little
performance penalty in operating above the optimum ER and from fig.1 it can be seen that
above about Mach 6 the engine will always operate at ER = 1. 3
With current technology the final acceleration of the flow from an airbreathing engine is
invariably achieved using a nozzle in which the pressure falls from a plenum value to the 3
ambient static pressure. In the plenum, the total energy of the intake and fuel combustion
appears, including the thermal content of the captured ambient air. The total-to-static pressure
ratio of the nozzle, treating it as an ideal friction free flow, is given by, i

afr.U2 + 2.Qr (pn 3
afr.(U2 + 2.Qta)+ 2.Q, Pn

This assumes that the whole of rli is accounted for by the final nozzle performance. This is
clearly not the case but we are interested in principles in this paper. The pressure ratio of the
nozzle is determined by the intake and internal machinery compression processes. For the
intake the compression can be expressed adequately in theoretical studies by;
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UY
1+ Mn2 1 +2(1-11KE). Mn 2 >

pi

Where 7 is the specific heats ratio, irK is the intake kinetic energy recovery efficiency and
Mn is the flight Mach number. If (P/p)i > (P/p)n, the intake recovery pressure ratio is greater
than the nozzle expansion pressure ratio and the engine is in the ramjet regime. Internal
compression at that Mach number is then unnecessary to achieve the internal energy
conversion efficiency stated. However, without internal driven compressors the engine cannot
accelerate from rest to this operating condition and some form of combined cycle is needed.
An obvious combination of a gas turbine and ramjet is simply to bypass the gas turbine at
sufficiently high speed by diverting the air from the common intake into the ramjet. The Pratt
& Whitney J58 was this type of engine.

An alternative to bypassing the hot flow round the core engine is to cool the captured air
using the hydrogen fuel and to pass it through the core at all flight conditions. This
mechanism is described in the next section.

2.2 General Theory of Precooling
At Mach 5 the air stagnation temperature of 'perfect air' is about 1320K (about 1240K with
real gas effects) and it is impractical to compress it directly to high pressures due to both the
work requirement and because the resulting compressor delivery temperature would be too
high to handle. However, more subtle thermodynamic processes are possible when the fuel is
liquid hydrogen, possessing high thermal capacity and entering the engine at very low
temperature. The possibilities this opens can be examined by considering the air and fuel
entering the engine as a single thermodynamic system having enthalpy and entropy which are
conserved during the air compression process. The chemical potential is not employed in the
first stage of the analysis where we consider an engine operating in cruise conditions at high
speed.

We use perfect gas relations to keep the derivations simple and to make the underlying
principles clear. The enthalpy balance through the compression process is;

(rCP )ai, (T - T5) = (rhCP)H2 (Tf - T1)

Where T1, T5 are the air entry and exit temperatures from the compression process and Ti, Tf
are the hydrogen entry and exit temperatures. rhCp is the thermal capacity of the appropriate
flow.

The entropy balance, AS, through the compression is given by the sum of the well known
expressions for the individual fluid streams;

AS = rhair CPair.Ln-- L)- Rair*Ln(L ))+ H2 (CPf12.Ln- L)- Rtr.Ln-Lj)

where rh is the mass flow, Cp the specific heat, P the pressure and R the gas constant for the
appropriate fluid. For a perfect cycle AS = 0, otherwise AS > 0.
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Ss tituting with y, and Yh for air and hydrogenSubstituting K, = (rhCP)a ir rhair, --C

respectively where 'y = C, the ratio of heat capacities at constant pressure and constantC,

volume, the above relations become;

T1 - T5 = KI (T - T.

As -Ln ] (TY-I)Ln P-)r +K, Ln((Tf) - _)LnP"Y/ I
C Pair Ya +P, Ti T) 7 h P.

For the moment it may be assumed that As = 0, T, is given by the flight condition, Ti is given
by the hydrogen storage and pumping conditions, Pi and Pf for the hydrogen are left as a
design choice and that K , which is the reciprocal of afr scaled by the relative specific heats, is 3
determined by the general requirements of efficient propulsion as discussed above in 2.1 .

This leaves T 5 and Tf as free variables to maximise the pressure ratio P5. This optimum can i

be shown by standard methods of calculus to occur when T5 = Tf. This is also a general
consequence of the second law of thermodynamics, for if T5 # Tf it would be possible to
derive more work from this temperature difference to drive the compression process. If these
are set equal their value can be determined from the enthalpy balance relation. The best
attainable pressure ratio is then determined from the entropy equation. Without heat addition
by combustion this is the very maximum pressure ratio across the compressor which is
thermodynamically allowed.

For example:

Let 7a = 7h = 1.4, T1 = 1320K, Tj = 35K (following pumping), Pf = I (i.e. no pressure changes

on the LH 2 side). K, = 0.4188 (stoichiometric fuel-air ratio).

It then follows that T5 = Tf = 940.7K and-P5 = 38.04. 3
P,

This is a very theoretical example and, due to the practical constraints of actual components, 3
the real values which can be achieved for the pressure ratio are very much smaller, by a factor
5 or so. We can also see that for the above example the compressor inlet temperature at Mach
5 would be only 333K for isentropic compression showing that the air will be pre-cooled
substantially before entering the compressor.

Using the precooling technique for achieving high speeds, the compressor temperature regime i
becomes very conventional and the hydrogen fuel exit temperature is relatively low while
remaining at the full pump delivery pressure. At the same time, the equivalence ratio remains
low (1.0 in the above idealised example) so that the engine can achieve close to the theoretical I
maximum specific fuel consumption derived in section 2.1. However it remains to determine
practical cycles which can deliver the above thermodynamic results but, here, thermodynamic
theory proves infuriatingly vague. Having shown us that there is a 'promised land', it provides U
scant clues on how to get there!
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As K, is increased the pressure ratio attainable also increases, which will increase 1in and
hence r1 in section 2.1. However there is clearly an optimum to be struck since the afr will be
increasing beyond the optimum, or even beyond stoichiometric at some point. This effect is
modified if heat is added from an auxiliary combustion system so that the work available at
the compressor is greater than that from the recovered kinetic energy alone. This is important
in designing a combined cycle to operate at low speeds when the inlet kinetic energy rapidly
falls to very low values.

In constructing combined cycles we are therefore aware of the following possible features
from the theoretical arguments so far.

The engines will have a 'core engine' in which a compressor is preceded by a large heat
exchanger, 'the precooler'. The coolant will be part of a thermodynamic cycle containing a
turbine to drive the compressor since the delivery pressure of the compressor is only that
needed for the propelling nozzle and has no possibility of providing other work. The coolant
available will be guided by the afr derived in section2.1 (but see the SABRE engine below!).
The thermodynamic loop will contain a 'preburner' and a heat exchanger to heat the cycle at
low forward speeds. Finally, the waste heat from the cycle will be rejected to the hydrogen,
either because it is the cycle working fluid directly, or via yet another heat exchanger to the
cycle working fluid. It has become convention in Reaction Engines to call the precooler HX I -
2, the prebumer top-up heat exchanger, HX3 and the heat rejection heat exchanger, HX4.
Their context will become more evident in the engine examples which follow.

3 Example Engines
3.1 The SABRE spaceplane engine
The SABRE engine is designed to propel the SKYLON single stage to orbit reusable
spaceplane. It is an accelerating engine, having no cruise phase, and in this case the combined
engine has a core engine integrated with a rocket engine which continues the acceleration
beyond Mach 5 to orbital speed. The general engine appearance is shown in fig.3.

Fig.3. The SABRE engine installed in its nacelle.

A general feature of these TBCC engines is the bypass duct which is needed to match the
intake capture flow to the core engine flow over the flight Mach number range. This
component can also be used to add additional propulsion modes to the basic combined engine
cycle by incorporating a combustion system in the duct and in this limited respect they
resemble the turbo-ramjet concepts described above. However, here the bypass flow falls
steadily with rising Mach number reaching zero at Mach 5 rather than the contrary.
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In the SABRE engine, the requirement is to minimise engine mass and base drag and the
design therefore uses a common combustion system and expansion nozzle for both modes of
operation. In order to maximise the rocket engine exhaust velocity the area ratio must be
around 100 and the rocket mode combustion pressure approximately 145bar in order to limit
the nozzle size. In order to use this same nozzle in airbreathing operation the compressor
pressure ratio must be very high, over 140:1 permitting the combustion chamber pressure to
reach over 100 bar in this mode. A simplified cycle diagram is shown in fig.4.

INAKE TORBOCOMPRESS"

I'M O'OLE R

SA

Ate CIRCULATOR

H X4

v.\ v\ I

LH2 PM

lOXPUMP~rpR INYR 
REYA FA I

Fig.4 Simplified SABRE Cycle Diagram I
In airbreathing operation the air flow (blue) passes from the intake to the precooler which is
cooled by cold high pressure (200 bar) helium (green). The cold air (about 140K) is then
compressed, part of which is then delivered to the preburner and part to the main combustion I
chamber.

The high pressure helium is heated to a constant delivery temperature of 1180K in HX3 I
before being passed to the turbine to drive the compressor. The helium then passes to HX4
where heat is rejected to the hydrogen (red) before being recompressed in the helium
circulator.

All of the hydrogen passes to the preburner where in combustion with the air flow it produces
a hot hydrogen rich flow (1800K - 1500K) to heat the helium in HX3 before passing to the
main combustion chamber to meet the remaining air flow. The preburner temperature is
controlled at different flight conditions by adjusting the air flow split between the main
combustion chamber and the preburner.

Upon transition to rocket operation the turbocompressor is taken out of the power loop and
the liquid oxygen pump brought in. There is a substantial change in the power demand and
the operating conditions of the helium loop (pressure, temperature and flow rate) have to
change to accommodate this. I
The liquid oxygen is used to cool the combustion chamber and in rocket operation is
vaporised to substitute for air in the same injectors. The use of helium in the power loop is
dictated by the need to avoid hydrogen embrittlement in the hot precooler and the
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convenience of the high specific heats ratio which minimises the pressure range (4.5:1) that
the power cycle has to operate over. These are practical constraints which are not relevant to
the thermodynamic subject of this paper but are mentioned to clarify the reasons for some of
the choices.

In order to achieve this high pressure ratio (140) the SABRE engine operates with a very high
fuel flow corresponding to an equivalence ratio of 2.8, i.e. well over stoichiometric. As a
consequence the Veff of this engine in airbreathing mode at Mach 5 is only 16,000m/s
compared with an optimum value of about 46,000m/s. Even so the combined effect of both
modes is to enable a single stage to orbit reusable vehicle to be realised. There is obviously
scope for substantial improvements in performance in future engine designs.

3.2 The Scimitar Engine
The Scimitar engine is configured to power a Mach 5 civilian airliner. Although the design
requirement is to cruise with high efficiency at Mach 5 it must also fly with acceptable
efficiency at Mach 0.9 during overland flight path segments to eliminate sonic boom. In
addition the engine must be sufficiently quiet at take-off to satisfy international noise
regulations and this can only be achieved if the exhaust jet is subsonic at take-off. The engine
configuration is shown in fig.5

IV

Fig.5 Scimitar Mach 5 Cruise Engine Configuration

The Scimitar engine core is only precooled when the engine is operating above Mach 3 when
the compressor inlet temperature reaches 635K. Above this speed the precooler keeps the
compressor inlet temperature at this value up to Mach 5. The compressor pressure ratio can be
optimised for best cruise performance and is approximately 4:1 at which the Equivalence
Ratio is 0.8. At this condition the Veff is 44,000m/s.

In order to fly subsonically the bypass duct has a fan installed with a pressure ratio of 1.8:1. In
subsonic mode the fan is driven by a hub turbine by the output of HX3 as shown in fig.6 and
the cycle diagram in fig.7, the turbine exhaust discharging into the bypass duct downstream of
the fan. For take-off and acceleration the bypass duct contains a burner to reheat the flow and
increase the thrust.

At Mach 0.9, aft = 458 (ER = 0.07488) and Veff = 96,000m/s. The ideal Veff at this condition
would be 245,000m/s from section 2.1. However the achieved value gives the aircraft almost
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the same subsonic range as its supersonic range and allows an operator considerable

flexibility over his routing strategy. Again there is substantial possibility for future engine I
performance improvements. A modem subsonic high bypass hydrocarbon engine has a Veff of
around 68,000m/s.

The bypass nozzle is annular and is constructed from a series of petals which fold radially
inwards at high Mach number to complete the nozzle extension for the core combustion
chamber.

Fan
hub turbine 

i

HX3

compressor 3

Fig.6 Scimitar Engine bypass fan I
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Unlike the SABRE engine, the Scimitar passes all of the air through its preburner and adjusts
the fuel flow to control the temperature rather than vice versa. At supersonic speeds the flow
from the preburner passes directly to the core nozzle, bypassing the fan hub turbine, where the
remaining fuel is added to achieve the correct mixture ratio. At moderate supersonic speeds
the bypass duct operates in ramjet mode like the SABRE and the fan is allowed to windmill to
limit its pressure losses. The bypass nozzle adjusts to handle the bypass flow depending on its
pressure and temperature during the vehicle acceleration.

As can be seen in fig.7, the heat rejection from helium to hydrogen in the Scimitar is more
complicated than for the SABRE. This is because at an Equivalence Ratio of 0.8 the capacity
ratio K, is 3:1 and a flow arrangement has to be devised which will locally exchange heat at a
capacity ratio of 1:1 so as not to generate an undesirably high entropy rise , as discussed in
section 3.3. This is achieved by splitting the flow into three tandem loops and using a
regenerating cascade between them. The principle is clear on examining the low temperature
regenerator HX4L.

The high temperature regenerator (HX4H) is a little more complicated. Due to materials
limitations it is necessary to increase the coolant flow through the hot part of the precooler
(designated HX1) In this the capacity ratio of the helium to air is increased from 1:1 in the
cooler part (HX2) to 3:1. This means that the helium to hydrogen capacity ratio increases
from 3:1 to 9:1 for the hotter flow. The same regenerator principle applies, requiring 6 extra
flow paths, HX4H plus HX5.

It is a feature of these engines that they contain several heat exchangers and therefore appear
complicated when first encountered. It is also the case that as the Equivalence Ratio is
reduced the number of heat exchangers increases, hence the more complicated appearance of
the Scimitar cycle compared with the SABRE cycle.

3.3 Entropy Generation
Entropy generation comes from several sources within the engine cycle;

* compressors & turbinesI duct friction, bends and expansions
* heat exchanger pressure losses
* spontaneous temperature rise in combustion devices
* heat exchanger finite AT between fluid streams.

Because of their relative novelty and importance as major contributors to the entropy rise the
last of these sources is discussed below.

Material temperature limitation
Fig.8 illustrates the method of heat exchange within the precooler matrix. This illustrates the
initial counter-flow heat exchanger (HX 1) using an increased capacity rate ratio (K1 ) followed
by a capacity matched (K2) counter-flow heat exchanger (HX2).

I 11
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Fig. 8: Precooler thermodynamics; K is the helium to air capacity ratio.I

At the assumed Mach 5 design condition air enters the engine at 1240 K (real gas properties).
Due to precooler material constraints, however, the helium coolant is limited to around 950 K
and the potential entropy generation as a result of this large temperature difference must be
controlled by increasing the capacity rate of the coolant flow. 3
When considering a counter-flow heat exchanger with no imposed temperature limitations the
entropy generation can be minimized by matching the capacity rates of both streams. Given
the above temperature limitations at entry to the precooler, the entropy generation can be
reduced by increasing helium coolant capacity rate; the higher coolant mass flow allows the
heat to be transferred at a higher average temperature. Fig.9 illustrates that a capacity ratio
(helium/air) of at least 3 is desirable such that the entropy increase in the heat exchanger is
considerably reduced. T2 (fig.8) is the resulting cold end temperature of the non-isentropic
counter-flow heat exchanger to counteract the entropy rise due to the hot end temperature
limitation of the precooler.

2S0

900

200 1 70
1000

"E 300 -
LU5010

1 3 10 100

Capacty Ratio (helium/air)

Fig.9: Effect of helium to air capacity ratio on entropy generation in a counter-flow heat
exchanger with air inlet temperature of 1240 K and helium exit temperature of 950 K, and I
where T2 is the cold end temperature of both streams assuming AT = 0 there.

Low temperature heat exchange _
The remaining heat in the external air flow can be removed using a low temperature heat
exchanger (HX2) that is not constrained by material temperature limitations and can therefore
operate closer to isentropic conditions (fig. 10). However, the very nature of low temperature
heat transfer, constitutes a major source of entropy generation even at the lower AT's

1
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achieved using a capacity matched counter-flow arrangement. Since the low temperature heat
exchanger must still remove almost 60 % of the heat from the intake air flow, the
performance of this heat exchanger, in terms of minimal AT, is critical to the performance of
the whole engine cycle.

For HX2, writing C = mcP of either the air or helium stream, the entropy rise per unit

capacity rate, -, assuming no pressure loss is;

C
AS = n T)+ln(T-AT)

C ~T 2 ) T3-AT)

Assuming a AT << T2, T3 , this can be approximated to:

AS A(7"2 -T 3 ) AT

C T2T3

The entropy increase of HX2 is therefore proportional to the finite temperature
difference, AT, between the hot air stream and helium coolant stream.

T air T

V2V% T3 -&

J L -helium

Fig. 10. Precooler low temperature heat exchanger.

It is essential therefore to have the highest heat transfer coefficient possible consistent with
mass and pressure drop constraints.

4 Technology of Precooled Engines
This paper is mainly aimed at a discussion of cycle features of precooled TBCC engines but
these are only of interest if the components they require are technically feasible. The
following limited discussion examines the technology status of the major hardware
components.

4.1 Turbines, compressors and intakes
Although the configuration of precooled TBCC engines is rather different to gas turbines the
technology of the turbo machinery and intake/bypass system is relatively conventional. A
particular advantage of helium cycle working fluid is that it is inert and materials which
would otherwise suffer either oxidation or hydrogen embrittlement can be used. Examples are

the super alloys and carbon-carbon composites. The helium is also used at high pressure

(200bar) and as a consequence components tend to be very compact.

With helium turbines driving cold or relatively cool air compressors there is a speed miss-
match. However, several design studies of stator-less turbines with contra-rotating rotor
stages coupled to a contra-rotating two spool compressor have shown that this can be
overcome. The resulting turbines are ultra compact also.
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The compressors are very conventional in construction, and for heavily precooled engines like
the SABRE can have carbon reinforced plastic early stages and light alloy intermediate
stages. The high pressure ratio SABRE compressor has a very limited nondimensional
operating range and would probably benefit from some variable inlet guide vanes.

The intakes considered so far at Reaction Engines are axisymmetric and use a single
translating centre body to keep shock-on-lip condition while accelerating to cruise conditions
or to transition to rocket operation in the case of SABRE. The SABRE intake must also close
for re-entry. The SABRE engine only requires low rlKE, about 0.8, achieved with a two shock
compression while the Scimitar requires a higher value rli = 0.9 achieved with a three shock
compression. The bypass burners are normal subsonic combustion systems. Both engines
require variable geometry bypass nozzles.

4.2 Heat Exchanger Technology 3
The success or otherwise of precooled TBCC engines pivots on the practical feasibility of low
mass, high surface area heat exchangers. The heat exchangers required in this type of engine
fall into three main types;

" Super alloy, shell and tubular surface matrix heat exchangers (HXI-2, SABRE HX4)
with one high pressure and one low pressure stream and low driving temperature drop.

" Ceramic shell and tube or plate surface heat exchangers (HX3) with two high pressure
streams but very large driving temperature drop.

" Metallic micro-channel plate heat exchangers (HX4) with two very high pressure I
streams with close thermal matching, i.e. low driving temperature drop.

Development programs are in progress at Reaction Engines on all three types of heat I
exchanger, but is most advanced for the first type. A prototype module and a close view of
brazed tube junctions of a tubular surface in Inconel 718 using tubes 0.88mm bore with 40tm
walls is shown in fig. I1 a and 1 b. It is intended to operate a precooler built from 42 of these
modules in conjunction with a Viper jet engine during this development program.

I
i

~I

Fig. 1 Ia Prototype precooler module Fig. 11 b Sample brazed joints

For the second type of heat exchanger silicon carbide tubes of suitable straightness, accuracy
and outer diameter have been produced, but they are still not available in the desired wall
thickness. These tubes have been successfully joined to a tungsten tube sheet. At present the
design of HX3 is severely constrained by manufacturing capabilities in SiC and while the
SABRE HX3 is close to achievement there is still not a suitable design for the Scimitar 3
engine.
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Fig.12. Micro-channel plate assembly
Finally, for the third type shown in fig. 12, manufacturing trials of plate heat exchangers with
channels of a few tens of microns hydraulic diameter is just beginning.

4.3 Problems remaining
The main problem in the case of realising a Mach 5 cruise engine is the lifetime of the
precooler. Here the upper temperature is constrained by the creep strength of oxidation
resistant high strength alloys. Work continues to find novel solutions to this problem through
design rather than searching for miracle materials.

In all of the heat exchanger types discussed above, the physics of operation, the materials
properties and the mechanical integrity of designs are not central questions; we are entirely
dependent on the status of manufacturing technology.

5 Conclusions
9 Precooled Turbine Based Combined Cycle (TBCC) engines have the potential to

achieve close to the ideal performance for airbreathing propulsion over a wide Mach
number range up to a limit around Mach 5 with current materials.

* These engines offer the promise of civilian antipodal flight in about 4 2 hours and
single stage to orbit reuseable spaceplanes, but only with liquid hydrogen fuel.3 Precooled TBCC engines are configured around well established gas turbine and
rocket technology but have heat exchangers which are a new development in flying
engines.I TBCC engines can be developed, at least in a major part, on open test bed facilities
since they aspirate at zero forward speed.

* The feasibility of the precooler will be demonstrated over the next couple of years
with R&D work currently in progress.

* The development of other heat exchangers is lagging the precooler and in particular,
practical ceramic components are not yet close to the promise of their material
properties.

* Cycle design innovation continues in order to improve performance and to try to
bypass the limitations of current materials.I This class of engines are the most practical known to the author for accessing the
lower hypersonic flight regime (Mach 5)
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1. INTRODUCTION
A turbopump in a rocket engine consists of a pump that delivers fuel or oxidizer to the thrust
chamber where the propellants are brought to react and increase in temperature. Since the
combustion process takes place under constant pressure, the chamber pressure is the net result
of the turbopump system. Turbomachinery for liquid rocket propulsion shares many of the
design features and challenges found in gas turbines. To an even greater extent than in jet-
engines used for aircraft the emphasis is on delivering very high power in a small machine.
Pumps and turbines are classical subjects of engineering and are in wide spread use in many
areas. The constraints and requirements of the application is what make the design of
turbopumps for liquid rocket engines unique. In this lecture the pumps will be discussed
mostly in the context of load on the turbine. The main reason for doing so lies in the
background of the authors, working at a company that designs and manufactures turbines for
space propulsion. We shall look into what governs the design of turbines for liquid rocket
engines. This is done by example following a simplified design loop, discussing as we go.
Many important steps were taken from after the war and to the 70's in the design of
turbopumps for rocket engines. A historical review of the development is very enlightening
and highly recommended for interested engineers [1]. Following a period of very active
development NASA issued a collection of documents that summarizes design experience in
terms of rules and criteria [4]-[7]. These are still very valid in terms of providing guide lines
to what works and what does not. Also very important is that they provide insight to solutions
adopted for several machines and by several different companies. Much of what we will
describe in terms of design will be based on these. This provides a coherent basis for the
lecture, and does not infringe on proprietary information. In engineering practice each
company that develops turbines has in-house practices and experience that strongly affects the
final design. Modem computational tools have provided for great changes to engineering
work and advancement of machines since the 70's. Much of this is used in detailed design and
replaces to some extent testing on component level, and has become indispensable in modem
engineering.
New materials and computational tools allow the designer to improve the performance of the
machine. With improved tools for design the machine becomes more optimal, which is good.
At the same time as the designer approaches the limits of what is physically possible the
numbers of failure modes multiply and the accuracy required in verification of the analysis
increases. It has always been argued that computational tools such as CFD and FEM reduce
development time and cost. It appears more that the actual effect is that as optimization



becomes possible with better tools, the machines get better but the development time and cost 3
is equal, at the best. This is maybe not to surprising after all since new designs are often made
in order to deliver better performance. At the end of the day this is still a balance act of risk
management, customer input, innovation, economy and hard work. m

2. Cycle selection effects on turbopump characteristics
Selection of the engine cycle determines the characteristics of the turbine to a large extent. I
The cycle a choice made on engine level, balancing complexity with performance for some
flight and load. On the development side this is made quite some time before the detailed
design of turbomachinery is made. In order to optimize the system the engine designer will U
need to know what to expect in terms of performance from the different components that
make up the engine. The engine designer will want to know in a variety of configurations and
cycles what can be achieved in terms of cost, weight and efficiency potentials. i
Trying to describe how the cycle selection affects the turbomachinery we will first look at the
main performance numbers describing the propulsion system as a hole. This gives some
appreciation of what the controlling parameters of the engine means to the turbopump. Since
we want to discuss the turbomachinery aspects simplifications are taken as necessary. First of
all, the measure of the rocket engine performance can be expressed in the specific impulse
Isp:

F, is the thrust (1)

F,

Isp - g is the gravitation constant
m his propellant mass flow

For our purposes of studying turbomachinery we will accept the notion that the higher the Isp 3
the better the performance is. The first we can notice is that the higher the chamber pressure
is the higher the thrust Fn will be. This of course immediately goes back to the pump exit
pressure which must be higher than the chamber pressure. The second component that can be I
discussed is the mass flow. If nothing else is changed we would expect the thrust to be
proportional to the mass flow. This is easiest seen in the trivial example of putting 2 engines
side by side resulting in twice the thrust for twice the mass flow and Isp equal.
The choice of cycle can be described in 3 main categories, which have great implications fbr
the turbomachines. The main cycles used for larger modem liquid rocket engines are, as
shown I figure 1, gas generator, expander and stage combustion.

O0 3

0 - bin

P -Prburner1
1ipropellant .~Expander . Staged combustion
gas generator (fuel)3

Figure I Principle schematics of major liquid bi-propellant rocket engine cycles from NASA
SP-81073
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Out of these 3 cycles the gas generator cycle is the easiest to control and least sensitive since
it works against atmospheric or low pressure not very dependent on the turbine itself. The
turbine for this cycle is a low flow high pressure ratio machine. The discharge pressure of the
pump is slightly above chamber pressure. For the expander cycle the heat source is the nozzle
cooling, which means that the amount of heat is limited by heat transfer processes. All the
flow is pass through the turbine, and the available chamber pressure depends directly on the
on how much pumping power that can be delivered given the heat input. This makes it
sensitive to the turbine efficiency. The discharge pressure is high compared to the chamber
pressure, enough to allow expansion through the turbine before being injected to the chamber.
A staged combustion cycle allows for extremely high chamber pressures. As a consequence
the discharge pressure from the pumps will be needed to be extremely high and multiple
pumps are used in some cases. From NASA SP-8107 a summary graph is given in figure 2 for
reasonable choices of cycle for different chamber pressures along with the resulting pump
discharge pressure.

- 200 Gs-l t, cycle
405000

cyclle

S2000
Gas-senersuor cycle

0 - Soo 1low IS00 2M0 2M0 3003 Chamber pressure, psia
Figure 2 Relation between chamber pressure and pump discharge pressure for the cycles

(1000 psi =70 bar)
The mass flows of fuel and oxidizer respectively will vary with the choice of propellants. The
most important property for the pump is the density of the fuel. We can compare RP- I with
liquid hydrogen LH2 in this respect. For a 100 bar discharge pressure the pump head is for
the propellants summarized in table 1. The lower the density therefore the higher the pump
power becomes. The differences are large, for the same mass flow of LH2 the pump will take
a factor of 10 times the power.

Table I Effect of density on pu p head
Density * Pump head at 100 bar
[kg/m3] [m]

LH2 75 13600
RP-1 (Kerosene) 810 1260

L02 1200 849
Approximate numbers. Density varies with temperature and pressure
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Notably the pump head for liquid hydrogen is 13.6 km, a huge number that if applied as a 3
fountain would send the water column up above the Mount Everest, and the most extreme
discharge pressure would go up to above 600 bar exit pressure from a pump. Other effects to
consider are the lubricating and cooling properties for bearings. The burner gases are of very
different quality, they are going to be either fuel rich or oxygen rich. For LH2/LO2 the choice
is always hydrogen rich, and LH2 is used for cooling with excellent properties. For RP-1/L02
there is some variation. For Oxygen rich gases means that the partial pressure of oxygen is
extremely high with associated fire risk and risk for deterioration of structural surfaces by
oxidation. In order to reach 1000K on the rich side an O/F=13 (or equivalence ratio 26) would
be needed. Such very rich mixtures may cause problems with residue as the carbon
compounds meet surfaces. Using kerosene for cooling can also easily cause coking.
For the turbopump assembly some different arrangements have been used. Gears have been in
use early on in the development of American engines. These have been replaced largely by
pumps driven directly by the turbine. We shall therefore not discuss geared configurations.
There may also be one turbine driving fuel and oxidizer pump on a single shaft. The choice is
made as a trade between cost/complexity and efficiency. On the pump side both axial and
radial pumps are used in different configurations. The majority would appear to be radial
pumps with an inducer fitted to avoid cavitation. An example of an axial pump for LH2 is
shown in figure 3 from the J2 engineLH2 fuel pump. Further down examples of centrifugal U
pumps are shown.

P~p turbinepump rotors

stator
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and forward rotor balance inlet
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Figure 3 J2 axial fuel turbopump assembly from [3]

1.1. Gas generator
In a gas generator cycle the turbine exhaust is de-coupled from the main flow of propellant
thus giving an available pressure ratio that is chamber pressure to atmosphere.
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The gas is produced by burning some of the fuel/oxidizer. The first goal is to limit the loss ofI Isp inherent in expanding some of the gas to lower pressures than the chamber pressure, the
mass flow used should be limited. Increasing the inlet temperature beyond -1000K would3 mean that the vanes and blades must be cooled. In terms of turbomachinery efficiency it is
difficult to use a pressure ratio in the order of 100 efficiently over the single turbine; therefore
the gas is exhausted to atmosphere through separate nozzles contributing to the thrust, or3 possibly introduced in the main nozzle. The latter principle is used on the Vulcain 2 engine.
shown in figure 4. This arrangement uses the turbine exhaust gas both to generate thrust and
to help in the cooling of nozzle wall by using the turbine exhaust as a film. Weight is then3 gained by avoiding a large surface that need fuel cooling near the hot flame.

Le moteur cryotechnique \Ajkain*2 est dt%riv6 du
moteur VulcainO de I'L%tage principal d'Ariane 5.
11 a 6t cloveloppe, dlans le cadre du programme
Arane 5 Evolution.

Lance en ocobre 1995, ce programme a permis
d'augmenter les performances du lanceur. Ainsi
sur une Ariane 5 4qulp4e de I'Litage sup*rleur
ESC-A le rnoteur Vulcaln*2 permet une
augmnentation de la charge utile en orbiteI de transfert g6ostationnaire de 1 150 kg par
rapport au moteur vuklaing qu*il remplace.
Snecma est maitre d'oeuvre du programme
Vulcain*2 et pilote clans ce cadre une coop, a-
tion cdindustriels europoens comnprenant notarn-
ment Techspace Aero. socl6tO du groupe
SAFRAN, EADS ST GrnbH-, Avlo, et Volvo Aero

LH2 C orporation.

Gn chau*Vulcaln12 a Ot4 optimisc% en am6liorant, en
particulier, trohs parametres:
*le rapport de moMange oxygone liquidel
hydro"ne liquide est passe de 5,2 a 6.1

VL'LCAIN-2

" Pouss" dam b vkle(kN) 1 340
" Impublon spiilque (s) 431
* ft.skm d. cmnwstjkm (bar) 115
*Ergaos LOX- 11H2
*D6MR doraol Okgs) 320I *tapport do abolange 6,10
*Vftsse do rotation TP (trImin) LOX: 12 300 - WH2: 3S 80
*Pulssan tiablins 0"W LOX: 5 - 2: 14
*Hautaur (M) 3,4S

Figure 4 Schematic and main data of Vulcain2 engine eveloped by SNECMA and used for
the uroeanArine5heavy launcher (Source: fichier technique available at

www.snecma.com)

The start transients need to be very fast in order not to consume propellants on the ground, in
this case a pyrotechnic device is used. This means that a hot gush at high pressure hits theI turbine after the start "explosion", the turbine acceleration is completed in seconds giving an
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extremely rapid load transient. This start transient is a major challenge to the mechanical 3
design, as it leads to extremely severe thermal gradients and thereby stresses in the material.
The stop transients can be as severe a load case on the engine. This may appear strange for a
dispensable engine, but the engine is test fired at least once before flight. The hot engine is
flushed with cold gases when it shuts down which produces a shock cooling
In order to minimize the mass flow consumed the turbine and pump should operate
efficiently. In oreder to achieve this the blade speed and flow velocities should generally be
high. The blade speed is limited by mechanical constraints to the order of 500-600 m/s. For
the Oxygen pump the shaft speed may limit the practical mean speed to values lower than
this. In the Vulcain 2 engine separate pumps are used for LH2/LOX both with radial pumps.
A cross section of the LOX pump in figure 5 shows the arrangement using an inducer on the
pump side and an overhung 2-stage axial turbine on the turbine side. The overhung turbine
arrangement is generally preferred if it is possible. Outboard bearings cost weight and but I
allows higher rotor stiffness, and higher rotor speed which is necessary for the LH2
turbopump. Such an arrangement is used for instance on the LH2 turbine for the Vulcain
engine.

- - -

-I
Figure 5 Cross section of Lox pump developed by Avio togheter with VOLVO Aero for the 3

Vulcain 2 ( from [9].)

2.1.Expander cycle
The attainable chamber pressure is immediately affected by the turbomachinery efficiency
since the available heating power is limited by the heat exchanger process on the thrust
chamber. On the upside for this cycle is the fact that a separate combustor is not needed in
this cycle. The efficiency of the turbomachine is critical to operation and the engine system
integrator has to work very closely with the component designers. The engine can start from I
tank overpressure, especially if it is an upper stage engine with vacuum counter pressure. The
start produces a very cold dip before the heating of the fuel starts following ignition in the
chamber very cold dip on the start transient. The initial LH2 flow is at -30K from which1
temperatures rise fast. A modem example of an engine using the expander cycle is the
SNECMA VINCI upper stage engine, shown In figure 6. 3
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Figure 6 Characteristics of the VINCI upper stage expander cycle engine by SNECMA
(Source: fichier technique available at www.snecma.com')

In the expander cycle all the fuel passes the thrust chamber in order to pick up heat. LH2 is
the fuel most easily adapted to the cycle. It has a high heat capacity and does not risk to coke
or contaminate the pipes. Oxygen is mostly avoided as heat carrier as it is aggressive and
easily causes fires. Hydrocarbon fuels have a coking problem and works less well as heat
carriers that the hydrogen. Figure 7 shows a cros-section through a VINCI LH2 pump for an
expander cycle.
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Figure 7 showing the VINCI LH2 turbopump developed by SNECMA with VOLVO aero as
responsible for the turbine [ 13]

3.1.Staged combustion
The most typical feature is the extremely high pump discharge pressure, the SSME (Space
Shuttle Main Engine) at 470 bar for a chamber pressure of 223 bar and Russian RD-I 70 has
discharge pressures above 600 bar for a chamber pressure of 250 bar. The SSME has dual
turbopumps making the system more complex in number of machines and sensitive to the
success of the design of components. Under such extreme pressures the mechanical integrity
of the machines becomes the overwhelming issue. This is shown in figure 8 where both low 3
pressure and high pressure turbopumps can be seen. ,I

|I

Figure 8 SSME chart showing engine flows
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The turbine of the RD-170 feeds all turbopumps, with a total shaft power of and 192 MW
over a single stage, the inlet pressure in 519 bar and the flow 2400 kg/s [2]. The pressure ratio
over the turbine is 1.92 and inlet temperature 770K. I the engine RP-1/LOX is used with the
choice of oxygen rich gas in the turbine. For this engine development a remarkable note is
that over 200 development engines was used for testing.

3. Example design of turbopump
The actual development of the turbine starts from the basic architecture and specification of
the engine performance parameters. A specification in this context is a set of data and rules
agreed with the engine designer. This will set goals on performance, weight and cost. The
development phase can span over a decade starting with a specification and ending with a
functional product. In this process progressively more people become involved and more
money is spent each week. At the same time as time progresses there will be less and less
things that can be changed since more details become frozen.

Preliminary Design of pump for an imaginary gas generator cycle
In order to provide some understanding of how design features relate we will go through a
sample design loop using relatively simple tools. The example will be a design for a gas
generator cycle using LH2 and L02. The basic cycle parameters for the cycle that are of
relevance to the turbomachinery are picked arbitrarily:
Propellant mass flow rate 300 kg/s at O/F=6, Pchamber 100 bar, Pinlet I bar.

Table 2 Summa of Pump flow data for example turbop mp
Pinlet Pexit LH2 Massflow LH2 Pexit L02 Mass flow L02

I bar 132 bar 42.9 kg/s 120 257.1 kg/s

In order to start the design we begin with the sizing of the pump. The efficiency potential of
the pump will be maximized for the engine and the sizes and speed are selected. These
numbers hen form the primary requirements on the turbine. As the turbine is designed it could
happen that it is difficult to find a good solution which could force us back one step and re-
design the pump. The main tools for selecting the pump size are 2 non-dimensional numbers,
classical in turbomachinery:
Specific __-,

speed ns g
(gH)Y4~

Specific D(gH)4
diameter ds =____

The red circle in figure 9 marks the optimal choice of specific speed and specific diameter.
Commonly American literature does not use SI-units and comes out differently in terms of
size. Here SI-units will be used, and conversions made when using diagrams or numbers
quoted from American literature.
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Figure 9 ns-ds diagram with from NASA SP-8109

The selected point at maximum efficiency gives (converted to SI units):
Specific diameter d, = 0.055 * 50.5 = 2.77

Specific speed n, = 3000 * 3.66 * 10 - 4 = 1.1
The design point for a single stage pump the diameter and shaft speed for the machines.

The L02 pump
The L02 pump must be chosen with a relatively low tip speed but gets a rather large
diameter. The pumped power is about 1/3 of the LH2 pump, and hence it will be less critical
to performance of the cycle. In terms of a system trade the weight could be brought down by
decreasing the tip diameter and increasing the shaft speed. The weight range of the L02 pump
in this class is 150-200kg. Table 3 compiles the data for the pumps.

The LH2 pump 3
Trying first with a single stage LH2 pump gives and design that would have a high rim

speed, 665 m/s, SP-8107 considers pump rim speeds (unshrouded) above 800 m/s, but here
we will take a careful approach. We also have a low inlet pressure that leads to cavitation
risks. It is then reasonable to consider this too high and look for other solutions. The options
that we have are to reduce rim speed by lowering ds and/or ns. The choice indicated by the
yellow dot in figure 9 gives a rim speed below 500 m/s, but also a lower efficiency. In the
diagram the loss is as much as 10 % a rather large number that must be compensated by
turbine shaft power. Another option is to use a second stage and stay on the optimal
performance point, table 3 includes those options.
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Table 3 Solutions for pum ps using design charts
Shaft speed Tip Tip speed Efficiency Power

diameter potential needed
N Utip

D qP
[RPM] 

[m/s]

[mm] [-] [kW]

L02 22980 132 158 0.8 3500

LH2 1-stage 122100 104 665 0.8 10200

LH2 I-stage reduced 106140 83 462 0.7 11700
ns,ds

LH2 2-stage 72600 124 469 0.8 10200

This example of pump sizing serves to show the effects of constraints and to provide
operating conditions that will be used for sizing a turbine. Another constraint is formed by the
risk for cavitation in the pump. The pressure ahead of the pump must be large enough so that
the lowest pressure on the suction side of the impeller does not fall below a critical value for
cavitation. This is usually measured as NPSH (Net Pressure Suction Head) and will often
affect the allowable limits of the machine. In [5] these limits are detailed and compared in
several ways. Other constraints that may limit the speed is, rotor dynamics and the bearing
inner race speed may become limiting as well as the turbine blade stresses in a later stage of
the design.
At this point, however, we will be happy for now with the sizing of the pumps so that we can
go on with the turbine.

4.1.Turbine performance
The most important performance data can be thought of as a budget for the turbine designer.
In order to start working out the details of the turbine these must be known. We shall try to
give an example that is non-unique but reasonable way to work through the choices that can
be made. The start is made from the basic set of data given on one aerodynamic design point
(ADP). When the engine cycle and architecture has been selected and laid out the pump load
is known and a suitable turbine can be designed to meet those requirements. The pump size
and reduced speed depends on the working media and delivery pressure. The speed on the
shaft will be considered governed by the pump, until other limitations must be accepted.

5.1.Turbine duty and assessment of efficiency potential
We are going to use 1000 K as the inlet temperature to the turbine, which can marginally be
managed with super alloys with no cooling. By comparison modem aeroengines are at
1900K, using advanced cooling technology. Introducing cooling to the blades would increase
complexity of the system, in particular for the relatively small blades and also require bleeds
from the pump with increased plumbing as a result. On the oxygen side cooling must be
drawn from somewhere else since the turbine is mostly fuel rich. We have a temperature and
pressure at the inlet to work with, after allowances for pipe and valve losses and burner. The
exit pressure would be selected to be something sufficiently high to allow safe evacuation of
the hot exhaust from the aft of the rocket. The higher the exit pressure the more thrust can be
generated; on the other hand more gas will be consumed. This trade must be done at engine
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level but is probably fixed when the turbine shall be designed. The spouting velocity

CO= 2C ,T, -Tis)= 2CpTW 1- Y =2655m/s gives some indication of what we

can expect to find in terms of the velocity ratio and the possible turbines that would go with it.
For the LH2 turbine we can expect the following: More than 500 m/s in Um will not be
allowed for stress reasons. Um/CO<0.2 results and we can see in diagram , figure 10, that for a
single stage machine an impulse design could give 45% efficiency, in diagram figure 10 that a
2 stage design could improve this to 55% 3 stage will probably be too heavy on the rotor
dynamics and is not admissible. For the LOX we know that the pump is slow, if we expect to
end up at Um=300 m/s then we have UM/C=0.12. This gives us 38% for the singe stage and
45% for the 2-stage machine. Cost constraints in the wants us to save on hardware so we
accept a 38 % efficiency in the spec in order to make allowances for a I stage machine.
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20

turbine, which motivates the choice of saving cost on picking a single stage machine. 8 kg/s is
below 3% of the flow to the chamber. Table 4 data will now form the specification that theI
turbine design will be set to match.
Table 4 Given data to match for the turbine ADP turbins,_re LO2_green _H2_points_

Ptin Ttin Shaft Power Pout Massflow* Efficiency*
[bar] [K] speed [MW] [bar] [kg/s] [-]

[RPM] I
100 1000 72600 10.2 10 5.27 55
100 1000 22980 3.5 10 2.6 38

* Overdetermined less massflow is "always" better, as well as higher efficiency 3
i
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This set is over determined in the sense that power can be computed given the other
parameters. Efficiency could however be taken as a minimum requirement, the same way as
the mass flow could be taken to be a maximum requirement. In a gas generator cycle the
engine designer will probably be able to improve his engine if these parameters are better than
budget. A temperature of 1000K is reached by burning at an O/F of 1.02, which gives values
of y=1.357 and a heat capacity Cp=7757 that will be used as constants through the turbine.

Selection of diameter and blade height

The first steps in the design are to fix some of the more general parameters for the turbine.
The turbine gas paths mean diameter will be the first to be selected. This is done in more or
less the same way as for the pump. Figure 10 gave some indications on how stages can be
selected for a supersonic design. One of the most general design charts is given in figure 11
from [3]. Optimization of turbine performance in general is described in classical literature,
and we will not go through all the possibilities given there. For each product there are unique
constraints that affect the design. Applying these will force the designer away from the
optimal selection of specific speed and specific diameter in order to satisfy load or mechanical
requirements. The goal will be to find the best design considering a combination of weight,
cost, efficiency and risk. The turbine parameters are normally given using exit parameters and
this is the way they are used in our diagrams, so we will follow that way of presenting data.
Specific speed for the turbine

(gH)4
Specific diameter for a turbine

d, = D(gH)4

We will now take the given shaft speed, which immediately gives the specific speed. The
shaft speed was given by the pump, the isentropic enthalpy drop by inlet temperature and
pressure ratio and the volume flow by exit density and mass flow.
The L02 turbine
In figure l Ithe red line mark the L02 turbine choices for a 2 stage and a single stage turbine.
In both cases ns=0.05. ds is 6.37 for the single stage and 8,37 for the 2-stage machine at a
diameter Dm of 250 mm.
The diameter for the L02 turbine was increased compared to the pump in order to increase
the specific diameter. The blade height however for the L02 turbine is becoming small, 1-2%
of the diameter giving a blade that is only 5 mm high following the correlation in figure 11.
The selection of blade height is probably the most open choice that the designer has to deal
with. Reducing the diameter in order to increase the blade height would lower the efficiency
again and make the effort useless. The blade height can allow for some blockage in the
passage. In Sp-8107 a lower limit of 4mm is given for blade height. This would of course be
dependent on whether a tip shroud is used or not, but can serve as a warning sign until it can
be shown that the leakage can be handled. The height will have to be negotiated at a later
stage in more complete loss analysis, where the aspect ratio of the blade can be calculated.
The LH2 turbine
The green lines in figure 11 shows the LH2 2-stage machine choices, and the black line the
LH2 I stage.
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Using an intelligent guess that we will need all speed we can get, and assuming that the max 3
we can have is a blade speed at mean diameter Um=500 m/s. The diameter can be picked out
immediately at Dm =132mm. Optimal it would be ds=8, but this takes us to 1000 m/s which
is hopeless. In terms of attainable efficiency the I stage is at 55% in figure 11. For the LH2
the first check shows that a stage count of 2 for the LH2 turbine in our example gives good
improvements in efficiency >60 % and will be worth considering. A blade height of 10-13
mm is perfectly acceptable to start with. I
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Turbine Baije Specific speed, ns  i
Figure I I ns-ds diagram for turbines with selected points for the L02 red and LH2 green

options

Velocity or pressure compounding 3
Velocity compounding provides the extreme in obtaining power for a given pressure ratio and
mass flow. However in our example we have chosen to fix the pressure ratio over the entire
turbine. The reason for doing so practical, the engine designer will have assumed a pressure
for designing exhaust of the turbine gas, whether in separate nozzles or if it is introduced in
the main nozzle. For the turbine to be efficient at high pressure ratios the tip speed must be
high. Here the propellant properties become important, for the L02 pump the shaft speed will
be low, so without a gear the specific speed will have to lower than desirable for turbine
performance. The degree of reaction should be low at low isentropic velocity ratios, say lower
than 0.25 the degree of reaction should be 0 and increasing to 50% as the isentropic velocity
ratio goes to 0.45. This is here settled in the layout step where we look at the velocity
triangles.

1
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Layout

At this stage it is appropriate to introduce analysis using the notion of velocity triangles and flow
areas. We will use analysis on the mean diameter of the turbine at design point, in order to get
a better view of loss distributions and area development. More constraints can be added on
structure angles etc. Also we work up to selecting chord and blade count. Some definitions of
velocity triangles and notation are given in figure 12 below.

1 2 3

Stage denotations

1 stalor inlet
2 rotor inlet Reference radus
3 rotor outlet

I I

Stage velocity triangles stato row

w, I",
I Clj,l

I -I u 
"

Figure 12 Turbine stage notations

Stress limits are assessed by using the AN2 parameter that relates to blade root mean stress.
AN 2 = ¢r(rj- r )- 2 . Figure 13 gives a NASA correlation for the parameter. Notably for

INCO 718 for example is that the data falls sharply after 1000K. At that point cooling must be
added or the material improved.

IO 1 x10
9

A Titanium 6-2-4-2 (wrought)
90 I 0Udlmet 630 (wrought)

00 IN 100 (cast)
80 I A Udimet 700 (wrought)

0 
Inconel 718 (wrought)

70 -oAlloy 713C (cast)

60

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Temperature, *F

(a) Blade and shroud wt - 0.85
Solid untapered blade wt.

Figure 13 AN2 versus temperature stress limitation from [6]

Now the design points will be given on the mean line in order to show main data that helps to
make final decisions on the turbine layout.
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LH2 turbine single stage
For the LH2 turbine we first try to get a single stage design to work. Beginning Layout of a
single stage turbine for the L12 will require height substantial height increase through the
rotor in order to avoid choking. This piece of information is not found in the ns-ds diagram,
but could be vital as the AN2 parameter gets out of admissible range. This can not be seen
immediately in the ns-ds diagram. Opening up the gas path means that the blade becomes
much longer which first increases the root stress, the AN2 parameter goes up above
admissible values, in final version 0.635E6 which is above the admissible 0.21E6 (in SI
units). In order to improve this situation shaft speed could be reduced, with some implications
for the turbine efficiency.

Table I
Station S1 inlet S1 outlet S2 inlet

LH2 R1 inlet R1 outlet

Total pressure (abs) [ bar] 100.0 80.0 16.4
Total pressure (rel) [bar] 28.6 20.0
Static pressure [ bar] 94.1 12.1 12.5

Total temperature (abs) [ K ] 1000 1000 818
Total temperature (rel) [ K ] 863 863
Static temperature [ K] 984 608 763

Density [kg/rn 4.69 0.97 0.81
Speed of sound [m/s] 1651 1298 1453

Mach No. (abs) 0.30 1.90 0.64
Mach No. (rel) 1.19 0.86 I
Axial velocity [m/s] 350 680 816
Tangential velocity (abs) [ m/s] 350 2370 -439
Tangential velocity (rel) [ m/s] 1868 -941

Flow angle (abs) [deg] 45.0 74.0 -28.3
Flow angle (rel) __deg 1 70.0 -49.1

With these problems reported and that there seems to be little hope to improve the single stage
LH2 is abandoned. It is desirable in early design to have some margins to work with later in
the detailed design in order to make up for off design points or shifts in design point needed
by the engine designer. At this point we are bouncing between choking and stress limits.
Increasing the diameter implies reducing shaft peed, which can be done but preferably not. I
LH2 turbine 2-stage

The 2 stage machine as seen in th ns-ds diagram has a higher efficiency potential to start with.
The initial potential estimate has an efficiency of 55% giving a mass flow consumption of
5.27 kg/s. In the layout estimates we arrive at an efficiency of 63% which is comforting.
The overall data for this design is compiled and shows good margins. The exception is AN2
for stage 2 which is marginal. Some more work should be added here, possibly trading away
some efficiency to gain on robustness. This can be done at pump level now since we have
some margins on the turbine.

I
I
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Station data for the 2 stage LH2
Station S1 inlet S1 outlet S2 inlet S2 outlet 53 inletLH2 R1 inlet R1 outlet R2 inlet P2 outlet

Total pressure (abs) [bar] 100,0 88.0 44.4 39.1 19.1
Total pressure (rel) [bar] 59.1 53.1 27.5 24.0
Static pressure [bar] 94.1 41.8 35.7 14.4 12.7

Total temperature (abs) [K ] 1000 1000 875 875 750
Total temperature (rel) [K ] 917 917 797 0
Static temperature [K] 984 822 826 672 674

Density [kg/m] 4.69 2.49 2.12 1.05 0.92
Speed of sound [m/s] 1651 1509 1512 1364 1366

Mach No. (abs) 0.30 1.10
Mach No. (rel) 0.73 0.79 1.02 1.01
Axial velocity [m/s] 350 643 772 1022 971
Tangential velocity (abs) [m/s] 350 1530 -401 1450 -481
Tangential velocity (rel) [m/s ] 1028 -903 948 -983

Flow angle (abs) [deg ] 45.0 67.2 -27.5 54.8 -26.4
Flow angle (rel) iLdeeg 58.0 -49.5 42.9 -45.4

The overall blade data comes out of the analysis so that now we have sufficient data to start
drawing the turbine cross section. Figure 14 details a view over the turbine blades the way
the profile may look. From left to right we have Statorl (nozzle) Rotorl stator 2 rotor2

LH2 Stage 1 Stage 2
Efficiency 65.0% 71.5%

-26 Reaction (static pressures) 10% 7%
M -= 0.79 Zweifel,Stator 1.25 1.25

W =-0.5 P Pitch, Stator 0.022 0.0134
P3 = 49.5 MFtE=1
MR,079 Chord, Stator 0.018 0.0232

Aspect ratio h/c,Stator 0.44 0.423
'~ Slope angle 0.3 5.1

Zweifel, Rotor 1.25 1.25
Pitch, Rotor 0.007 0.0075
Chord, Rotor 0.009 0.0112
Aspect ratio h/c 0.841 1.056
Slope angle -0.5 5.8
AN2 1.88E+05 3.12E+05

m 7. MAPS 130
MM = 1.10 P3 = 42.9

Figure 14 View of the example LH2 turbine with velocity triangles

L02 turbine single stage

For the L02 turbine the stress limitation is not a problem. Here the High Mach number is a
problem for the efficiency. We find also here that a 2 stage machine would be beneficial to
efficiency we shall make the best of a single stage machine, if a robust solution can be found.
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Table L02 single stage main data
Station Si inlet Si outlet S2 inlet LOX Stage 1

RI inlet R outet Efficiency 42.2%

Total pressure (abs) [bar] 100.0 75.0 13.6 Reaction (static pressures) 6%
Total pressure (rel) [bar] 25.7 19.2
Static pressure [bar] 94.1 8.3 3.1 Zweifel,Stator 1.25

Total temperature (abs) [K ] 1000 1000 827 Pitch, Stator 0.029
Total temperature (rel) [K] 907 907 Chord, Stator 0.007
Static temperature [K] 984 560 561 Aspect ratio h/c, Stator 0.73
Density [kg/m] 4.69 0.72 0.27 Slope angle 22.8
Speed of sound [/s ] 1651 1245 1246 Zweifel,Rotor 1.25
Mach No. (abs) 030 2.10 1.63 Pitch, Rotor 0.013
Mach No. (rel) 1.40 1.86

Axial velocity [/s] 350 610 701 Chord, Rotor 0.007Tangential velocity (abs) [ms] 350 2542 1909 Aspect ratio h/c 1.009
Tangential velocity (rel) [m/s] 2241 -2210 Slope angle 33.9
Flow angle (abs) [deg] 45.0 76.5 -69.8 AN2 5.68E+04
Flow angle (rel) deg 1 _ i 74.8 -72.4

At this stage the flow angle should be kept below 75 degrees, because above this angle m
control of the flow area is difficult. We have a lot of margin t stress and rotor exit choke in
this design so that it can be redesigned to lower the angle of the start. The degree of reaction
would then go up slightly.

Summary of the designs

Now we have a design that has been defined to some level in one pass. There is definitely i
more work to be done on the example. If a better total design is to be generated there are at
least 2 things that we may rework on the turbopump. NPSH criteria should be introduced in
order to give realistic cavitation limit behaviour, and some thought should be given to tank I
pressure in this context. The second step is to check whether we could find better total
solutions by increasing the diameters and reducing speed in order to find better efficiency on
the turbine side. The efficiency on the pump side is relatively flat around the maximum, i
whereas the turbine has a larger gradient, so there is good hope to find a decent solution. This
could also resolve some of the choking margins that we have on the turbine without
increasing stresses.
The preliminary design choices will also affect the pump in terms of the axial thrust force on
the shaft. The degree of reaction determines the pressure difference over a rotor disk. In our
example we have discussed single stage impulse turbines which nominally do not have an
axial thrust on the shaft, as well as weak reaction blades that have a significant pressure
difference. In our example a 10-15% reaction gives up to a 2 kN axial thrust. This is
important in terms of the system function and must be considered when designing seals as
well as it may later affect the aerodynamic design. The total axial force on the bearing is not
allowed to change sign, as the bearings will be designed to have the force going one way.
This point must be analyzed carefully at off-design conditions.

Secondary flow system

Control of the thermals and leakage flows in the turbopump is an important design task.
Provisions must be made for purging the cavities between rotors and stators. In gas turbines
and aero engines this amounts to providing cooler compressor air to the turbine rotor stator

I
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cavities in sufficient amount to avoid the penetration of hot gases into the cavity. Also coolant
for the turbine blade and shroud are provided for in this way. In the LH2 turbo pump leakage
flows of liquid hydrogen can be purged through the turbine cavities and entered to the main
gas path. The main particularity of this is that LH2 comes very cold; the temperature can be in
the range of 30-40K. LH2 is also used in the system to cool and lubricate the bearings. In the
oxidizer pump the situation is very different. If oxygen leaks into the turbine the risk for
explosion or failure is large. The turbine is driven by a hot fuel rich mixture together with
which the oxygen will react very rapidly. This has caused several failures in development as
well described in [1]. It is preferred that hot turbine gas flows down through the cavity, with
implications in particular for the disk temperature. Alternative or complementary schemes
used involve purging with Helium or other inert gases.

Pitch line or stream line analysis

At this point we have a proposed baseline turbine that should satisfy most constraints and
have a good efficiency potential. We can turn this around and start analyzing the performance
at design point and at other operating points, as well as start to consider the blade profile
shape, angles thickness distributions et.c.. The correlations at this stage will relate the loss in
total pressure to the flow velocity or loading. Typically this is given in terms of the total
pressure loss over a blade or vane row divided by the exit dynamic pressure. For turbines the
common form is:

In the literature and practice a number of different sets of losses are referred in order to
describe the losses due to different design features. Ainley-Mathiesen or Kacker-Okapuu are
two well known such systems. We shall not go into a detailed discussion on these, only refer
to the more important losses in these turbine blades. In [9] a classic text on turbine
performance.

" Shock loss - A dominant loss for supersonic turbines such as the L02 turbine in our
example. A normal shock at M=2 relative speed causes a loss of almost 30% of the
total pressure. This can increase the total loss dramatically.

" Profile friction loss - The boundary layer friction causes the classical wet surface loss.
At high pressures and velocities the Reynolds number is large despite the small size

and the wet surface loss therefore relatively small. Y oc Re 5
* Trailing edge - The base surface gives a drag that incurs significant losses, in

particular for small blades and mechanically challenged where the thickness to chord

ratio is large. Normally Y oc - but can be worsened at high exit Mach numbers or when
C

the thickness/throat ratio becomes large. The aerodynamic designer will want to have
0 trailing edge thickness, while the structural designer will want to have a large radius
in order to reduce stress concentration and thermal differences, add to this the
manufacturing responsible who wants a large radius and allowances for tolerances and
the ingredients of a good discussion are all there.

* Tip leakage loss - For unshrouded blades this can be a dominant loss factor. Thermal
and speed transients in the start/stop sequences cause uneven growth of the casing and
tip diameter. Tangency or rub is not allowed since debris may result or the rotor can
be thrown into whirl. The resulting tip gap must be large enough so that tangency
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never happens, which may require a tip clearance/blade height. Sealed tip shrouds 3
reduce the problem greatly, especially for low reaction blades where the axial pressure
difference driving the leakage is small.
Secondary flow loss - As the blade aspect ratio becomes low the secondary flows
formed when incoming boundary layers roll up or are migrated over the blade surface
fills up the passage. Classically the desire has been to stay at h/c 3-4 but at least above
1. This is a very open subject today on how to handle. CFD and 3D design has a large
impact on the secondary flow loss.

CFD supported detailed design

Current trends and efforts in design is to draw advantages of CFD methods becoming better
and faster. All designs are analyzed in 3D CFD today. The results are most often allowed to
affect the design in a sort of cut and try fashion, where solutions are modeled geometrically
meshed and the results of the modification analyzed again. One such area is in optimizing the
blade profile rather than designing the profile in a family. This way the optimization comes in
late and can be used on detailed design decisions, unless large deviations in performance are
discovered that leads to re-work of the preliminary design. This is however undesirable as it
involves more people and often causes extra work and problems on other places. 31) analyses
are systematically used and often still complemented by testing in turbine rig, the accuracy is
today good in 3D CFD as used by experienced engineers that use good CFD codes and
procedures. Figure 15 shows Mach number plots in 3d from CFD analysis of supersonic
blades.

Man .0 0.40 0.60 U.0 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60

Figure 15 Mach number profiles at mid-span for an LH2 turbine design

The drive is however towards moving the CFD analysis upstream in the design chain so that
we can have more parameters open. One such effort has been made in a recent diploma thesis

I
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[12]. Here the blade parametric - CFD analysis chain is automated and then used in a
optimization loop such that the efficiency can be maximized under the constraints that power
and mass flow are constant. Optimization of the rotor blade was tried with a given nozzle first
comparing a single design point at 10% reaction. A comparison of Mach number distributions
is provided in figure 16. Clearly, the optimized design could be improved over the old design.
The matching of the inlet angle and area is better as evidenced by the strong reduction of the
bow shock. Also on the exit side the tendency toward overexpansion vanishes and the
matching is better. The improvement in profile loss corresponded to 7% in isentropic
efficiency.

Figure 16 Comparison at l0% reaction. Reference blade left, optimized (Blade 1206) right

Perhaps more challenging is to use a range of operation points representative of an operating
envelope and trying to find a design giving both high efficiency and low variability in
efficiency under different operating conditions. Also this turned out to be possible; Figure 17
shows the Mach number distributions on a reference operating point and a worst case point.
Clearly the blade picked out by optimization is very better adapted both operating conditions.

Figure 17 Comparison of Mach numbers at reference blade left optimized blade right,
reference operating condition
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Figure 17 Comparison of Mach numbers at reference blade left optimized blade right, 1206
right off-design point

In fact over 5 operating conditions the variability was very low, and the efficiency improved
on all operating points over the reference blade, figure 18. This provides a promising start for
a hopefully very good engineering design methodology.

0,80 -

0,78 -

0,74-

0,72 - TPx Dei ef
0,70 - Design 12-

068 U Design 340
0,66

0,64

0,62

0,60 .
R=I0 d.p. 1 e.p. 2 d.p. 3 d.p. 4 d.p. 5 3

Figure 18 Efficiencies (2D CFD) for optimized profiles

Experience input and robustness 3
Minimizing development risk factors are important to the success of a project. These are less
intuitive to an engineering student but influence industrial design in the common attitude that
we do things the same way as last time. This can lead to the selection of an axial turbine
where a radial turbine may appear more appropriate following standard selection charts. This
occurs relatively often and is a principal reason why machines tend to look alike with
stepwise improvements.
In terms of robustness to tolerances the design should be able to function predictably and not
show a large scatter within the manufacturing tolerances. This is a very general statement but
often machined processes become difficult if they require better than 0.1 mm accuracy. This
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could be thought of as form tolerance, thickness of a blade leading edge radius, blade height
et.c.. The use of such a measure is very arbitrary but to the designer it could help to think in
terms of:
"If this thickness is 0.1 mm larger what is the effect on the flow area?" If the answer is
worrying then maybe the solution should be considered once again. A blade with pitch 5 mm
and at an angle of 700 will have a gap less than 1.7 mm; with 0.1 mm error this changes the
area by more than 5%. A 5% critical area is a rather large perturbation that should be
considered carefully. The outcome may shift the design point in order to optimize cost or
provide the manufacturing responsible with stricter tolerances and affect the process selection.
In this area as well CFD/FE computations are and will become important tools coupled with
statistical methods such as six sigma. An example of this is given in [15] where sensitivities
of due to a number of parameterized departures from nominal drawing are analyzed. The
relation between tolerances that can be generated in an EDM process and the resulting
efficiency can be given.

parameter dimension tolerance

leading edge radius 0.209 mm + 0.1
trailing edge radius 0.157 mm ± 0.1
hord length 11.3 mm ± 0.2

stagger angle 1.7860 ± 2
fillet radius 0.55 mm ±0.15
blade height 12.5 mm + 0.2
blade thickness 4.8 mm + 0.2

Figure 19 Geometric sensitivity parameters studied

U. TrE dwdr

62-3 ,i09 0,20 0-iO9 0,&57 0OJ57 0,257 11,1 11,3 i1,s

-0214 1,786 3,786 030 0,5 0*8 12,3 12,5 L2,7

64-

62- A_____________

4,6 4,8 5,0

Figure 20 Sensitivity plots for the efficiency due to tolerances

In another application to manufacturing tolerances [10] shows how this is used in order to
give allowances for steps in the blade profile and ensuring that the unsteady loads do not
increase due to this.
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Mechanics

The mechanical design is highly complex both in static and rotating parts. The main difficulty
in the static parts is the severe thermal transients encountered on start and stop transients.
Parts designed for burst become thick walled due to high pressures suffer from the thermal
gradients encountered during transients. This causes a conflict in the designs that are hard to
solve and demands a lot of work and design experience. The environment is more aggressive
than in normal atmosphere due to hydrogen embrittlement in the hydrogen rich environment.
The demands on specific materials data are great in highly loaded machines. Especially data
in hydrogen rich atmosphere or other difficult environments require special equipment and is
expensive to acquire.
In order to be efficient and have high power output the blades must move at high speed, as
was described in the performance design paragraphs. Limitations in tip speed come from the
mechanical strength of the blade, expressed as a burst speed in tip speed. Having chosen the
tip speed as near to the experience limit as possible the detailed mechanical design can start. I
All details must sustain the number of load cycles prescribed for the engine. This is for the
rocket engine in comparison to an aero engine is relatively few.

Order of magnitude comparison of cycles for turbomachines
Number of cycles Operating time

Power generation gas turbine / IE5-1E6
Steam turbine

Commercial jet aero engine 10000-50000 30000-100000 hours

Fighter engine 1000-10000 1000- 10000 hours

Rocket 4-10 1-10 hours

The significance of the difference in cycle count and operating time is relatively large in terms
of stress limits allowed and how material data can be used. In an aero engine and gas turbine 3
maintenance cycles are defined from the start and inspections are made that allows
identification of possible fatigue problems. Fleet leaders, engines with the highest operating
time, can be used in order to find and correct problems. In rocket engines this is not an option
as in almost every case the engine only flies once, (the Space Shuttle excepted).

Blade vibration

Blade vibration is most definitely one of the major design concerns for the turbine. Blade
vibration problems in general constitute the probably largest source of difficult problems late
in the design project. Both flutter and forced response concerns are difficult issues for the
turbine design. The turbine blade will be exposed to high level excitation from the stator
wakes and shocks in the aerodynamic system. Figure 21 shows the highly unsteady flow
pattern in a supersonic turbine. The level of the forcing at the principal stator passing
frequency Q-m can be of the same order of magnitude as the steady state load. 3

I
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Figure 2 1: Snapshot from unsteady CFD showing the instantaneous Mach numbers in a
supersonic turbine

Forced response is mainly caused by the varying load imposed by flow imperfections leaving
the stator and causing a harmonic load onto the rotor. In order to avoid problems the
resonances where flow imperfections will excite blade or disk modes the first approach is to
work with the Campbell diagrams. For our sample design these are constructed and shown in
figure 22

Campbell diagram Disk modes Campboll diagram Blade modes

7000 - .... .. ... 40000 ... -.= -12 EO (S2-Sl)

6000 1--- EO 1900 ,,/ --- 3 EO(IS1)

4000 4 EO 30000 -- 57 EO (S1)IND

:3000--- D-2ND 25000 " : .... .60 EO (Rl)

2000 - - 4ND 20000 - IT

10 .. - - 60% i15000 -- 1-2

800 1000 1200 1400 16W0 1800 100 L , ', , i - -- 2T

RPs Boo 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 - 2E

RPS 160%

.. .80%

Figure 22 Campbell diagrams for the Rotor I blade of the example turbine

The Campbell diagram should be used to identify possible problems. Here experience is of
very high importance. There will probably be some crossings where possible excitation
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sources cross the mode in the operating range. When crossings occur, it is one has to prioritize 3
and use past experience, and then analyze further using a forced response analysis with
CFD/FEM. However the possibility that vibrations occur must be taken seriously. Therefore.
development programs usually schedules vibrations testing and mostly dampers are developed i
in the case that high vibrations should occur. An example of damper implementation is given
in [11], where a good figure is used, figure 23 to describe the blade platform damper. -

Tl

: I+ I
, (' 1 

1.

"

I
Figure 23 Turbine blade sketch with cottage roof patform damper from [11]

Sometimes dampers are designed for a variety of modes and later used for contingency in the
case that high vibrations are encountered in testing.
Flutter is an aeroelastic instability in which a vibration appears at high aerodynamic load as
growing amplitude that can cause a failure in a few seconds. [141 Describes this for
supersonic turbines, which is particularly difficult in this aspect due to the very high flow 3
velocities in the machine. The most commonly used dimensionless number is the reduced
frequency

k ir .Chord 3
Vre

For our examples the LH2 turbine would have for the It flex mode (IF) k=0.2 whereas the
L02 single stage design would have k=O.08 which is very low, and must be further I
considered. I
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Summary
Starting with some basics about space transportation systems such as the thrust equation

and some mission requirements, the paper explains the underlying physical and technical
challenges every rocket engine design engineer faces at the beginning of a project. A brief
overview about the main subsystems of a liquid rocket engine such as turbopumps and gas
generators is followed by a more detailed description of the thrust chamber assembly, the in-
jector head, the ignition system and the combustion chamber liner which includes the first part
of the nozzle and finally the nozzle extension. The technological challenges of these compo-
nents are presented which result from the severe operating conditions and their current design
principles and production technologies.

Finally, a series of new concepts and techniques for propellant injection, ignition, combus-
tion chamber liners and nozzles are proposed. The major challenges of new materials and pro-
duction technologies lay in the still missing detailed knowledge about the behaviour of these
materials under operating conditions, material-related crack initiation and propagation laws
and reliable life prediction tools.

1. Introduction
Rocket engines may either work with solid or liquid propellants or as a combination of

both, hybrid propulsion systems, such as the one for the SpaceShipOne project. Liquid rocket
engines can be subdivided into mono-propellant or bi-propellant systems. Mono-propellant
engines operate either as a simple cold gas system or apply a catalyst for an exothermal de-
composition of the propellant, such as hydrazine (N2H4) or laughing gas (N20). Generally
these type of engines are only in use for low thrust satellite propulsion systems. Typical bi-
propellant engines use either earth storable propellants, generally combinations of nitric acid
or its anhydride with derivates of hydrazine, i.e. asymmetric di-methyl-hydrazine (UDMH) or
mono-methyl-hydrazine (MMH), mixtures of storable and cryogenic propellants, liquid oxy-
gen and kerosene or fully cryogenic, liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen. Although rocket en-
gines show large differences depending on mission profile and staging of the launcher it is
possible useful to separate them in four major classes. Booster, main stage and upper stage
engines and satellite propulsion and attitude control systems [1,2].

Rocket engines are energy conversions systems with a heat release in the combustion
chamber which exceed by far typical values of nuclear power plants (- 3-4 GW). While solid
rocket engines may even reach power levels of more than 30 GW, the most powerful liquid
rocket engines have peak power values of up to 20 GW but the majority works with values of
less than 10 GW. Obviously such power levels are only possible with high combustion cham-
ber pressures and even higher propellant mass flow rates which may exceed 1000 kg/s.
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1. Chemical Propulsion System Basics 3
The basic concept of a rocket engine relays on the release of the internal energy of the

propellant molecules in the combustion chamber, the acceleration of the reaction product and
finally the release of the hot gases at the highest possible velocity in the convergent/divergent
nozzle.

1.1 Thrust equation

The thrust equation which describes the basic relations of a chemical rocket was first
given in 1903 by the Russian Konstantin Tsiolkovskiy. Assuming a frictionless, I -D flow of
an ideal gas with negligible entry velocity and the heat release in the combustion chamber at
constant pressure with adiabatic walls, see Fig. 1, the thrust equation can be written as:

F = th u, + (p, - p, )A, (1) 3
T Pb Pa u,, the exhaust gas velocity at the exit area Ar,, p,, theb, Pb uUa exit and p. the ambient pressure, respectively. The

P , first term in eqn. (1) is the momentum and the second,
Figure 1: Schematic of an ideal rocket the pressure part of the thrust and replacing
engine c = u, + (p, - p. )A,/th or c = C,; c * finally yields:

F =thc or F=thC,'c* (2)

Cj. is commonly known as the thrust coefficient, c, the effective exit velocity and c* the
characteristic velocity. It is useful to examine these coefficients in more detail since they give
valuable hints about the relevance of fluid properties and operational parameters. The charac-
teristic velocity relates the combustion chamber pressure to the burned propellants and thus
represents the energy content of the propellant and the combustion efficiency. The widely I
used term "specific impulse" is available with the gravitational constant go.k+1 IV K+1 / "

ic 2 1-F Ic - 1>+ I -P , l. =C_
C* ) L- 2 )l +l)LL,PcP P, Pc g

(3)

with c, the ratio of cross section of nozzle exit and combustion chamber throat.

As equation (3) shows, the characteristic velocity increases with increasing combustion 3
temperature Tb, but decreases with growing molecular weight M and isentropic coefficient k
of the exhaust gases. This dependency on the isentropic coefficient holds also for the thrust
coefficient but of much greater impact is the ratio between exit pressure and chamber pressure
and, in the second term the difference of exit and ambient pressure. Although large exit ve-
locities are quite favourable, the corresponding expansion in the nozzle may depending of the
height during ascent result in exit pressures smaller than the ambient pressure which finally I
yields a smaller thrust coefficient. Typical values of these characteristic properties for a wide
range of rocket engines are summarized in the following table 1 [3].

T, [K] P, [MPa] M [kmol/kg] c* [m/s] "[-] K [-] Ct.[-] h[-]

2000-3900 1-26 2-30 900-2500 15-280 1,1-1,6 1,3-2,9 150-480

Table 1: Typical values of characteristic properties of rocket engines
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A rather interesting
4650 aspect about the impact

p= 200 bar, Tql,p 0,97 of the combustion
4600 chamber pressure on the

1, performance of the en-
4550 gine is demonstrated in

,, figure 2 which shows
L 4the vacuum specific im-

E
pc 200 bar, i= 0,96 pulse as a function of the

4450 -area ratio. While varia-
C. tions in the chamber

E 4400 pressure itself have only3 *-----_pc =35 bar, qls 0,96

Is a minor influence, i.e. an
> increase by a factor of

six yields only a mar-
ginal (about 0.1 %) per-

4250 _ 
formance increase, an
only minor increase of
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Nozzle Area Ratio A,/At ciency (by 1% from 0.96

Figure 2: Vacuum specific impulse as a function of the area ratio to 0.97) yields already

with chamber pressure and combustion efficiency an increase of the per-
formance of about 1%.

1.2 Propellants

Following the previous chapter on characteristic properties allows a classification of typi-
cal propellants for rocket engines. Key requirements are high combustion chamber tempera-
tures, usually achievable with a high energy content of the molecules, a small isentropic coef-
ficient and the smallest possible molecular weight of the exhaust gas mixture. Depending on
the specific launcher system, rocket engine cycle or mission requirements, values such as pro-
pellant density or temperature may become even more important. Generally, the propellant

combination H2/0 2 is favourable

Oxidizer Fuel rof lSP p for upper stage engines while
] [s]F [kg/in 3] booster engines either apply kero-

kerosene 2,77 358 820 sene / oxygen or solid propellants
and as such quite often a combi-

L0 2  LH 2  4,83 455 700 nation of ammonia per-chlorate

____LCH4  3,45 369 430 (AP), hydroxy-terminated poly-

UDMH 1,95 342 791 butadien (HTPB) and some ingre-
dients which have the function of

N204  MMH 2,37 341 880 either a binder or a moderator to
UH25 2,15 340 850 control the heat regression rate

and thus the overall booster per-
Table 2: Characteristic data of tvtical liauid nrooellants formance.

In the early days of rocketry hypergolic propellant combinations of nitrogen-tetroxide
(N20 4) and mixtures of N2H4 and UDMH or MMH have been used for almost any engine
application although they have a comparatively small specific impulse, are toxic and cause
due to their aggressiveness problems during storage and handling but nowadays they are very
common only for upper stages and satellite propulsion systems. The main reason for this
wide-spread usage is based on their chemical reactivity; they don't require an ignition system
and are storable at room temperature. Nowadays booster engines using kerosene / 02 are

3
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I
commonly used and the most impressing examples are the Energomash engines of the RD-
170 family which power the first stages of the Zenit (RD-171) and the ATLAS (RD-180)
launchers. Table 2 shows frequently used propellant combinations, their mixture ratios, spe-
cific impulse and densities. For further information see i.e. [3, 4]

The influence of the propellant combination and the mixture ratio on the specific impulse
is shown in Figure 3. Three different classes of propellants can easily be detected. H2/02 is
by far (-30%) the most efficient propellant pair followed by combinations of 02 and hydro-
carbons and interestingly the specific impulse decreases with increasing carbon content. Fuels U
which already contain oxygen atoms, alcohols, follow by another 10% margin and have an
almost similar specific impulse as storable propellant combinations. For comparison reasons
figure 3 includes as well propellant combinations of which use hydrogen-peroxide H 20 2 as
oxidizer.

4500 3
LOX-LH2

4300 - -

S41001

LOX-Kerosene LOX-Propane
3700

0.

E
E 3500 LOX-Ethanol LOX-Methane

> 3300 LOX-Methanol > 3300-

-0%H-En 90%-H202-Kerosene3100 \. .. 90%-H202-Ethanol . . .I

2900 ...

N204-MMH Ideal Specific Vacuum
2700 .. .Impulse

p= 100 bar, Ae/At = 45, CET93

2500
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Propellant Mixture Ratio 0/F [-1]

Figure 3: Ideal specific impulse of various propellant combinations

A possibility to combine the advantages of high propellant density at low altitude opera- 3
tion with high specific impulse at high altitudes is a combination of three propellants. So-
called tri-propellant combinations of LOX, kerosene, LH 2 or LOX, CH4, LH 2 bum in the
same engine LOX / kerosene at low altitudes and switch to LOX / LH 2 operation at high alti-
tudes have been investigated in the past but have never reached the level of flight hardware.
The RD - 701 engine (LOX / kerosene which has been designed for the air-launch MAKS
concept reached at least development level [ ].

1.3 Engine feed systems

The easiest way to distinguish different engine types is to classify them according to their
method of propellant pressurization and transport. While only small and low pressure engines
apply pressurized tanks for propellant delivery, the majority uses turbo pumps in order to
bring the propellants to the desired pressure level. I
1.3.1 Pressure-fed engines

Principally there are two types of pressure-fed systems, self-pressurization and pressuriza-
tion by foreign high pressure gas. Self-pressurization is typically applied by mono-propellant
engines and is achieved either by vaporization of the liquid propellant or thermal decomposi-
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tion caused external heat addition or catalytic decomposition. Pressure-fed bi-propellant en-
gines typically apply high pressure (up to 30 MPa) helium bottles. In any case, the thrust level
of pressure-fed engines is limited by the available tank technology. An example of such a
system is the AESTUS engine of ARIANE 5G. A flow schematic of a pressure-fed engine is
shown on the right hand side of figure 3 together with a gas generator cycle and a staged
combustion cycle.

- Pressure-fed system Pump-fed systems

gas generator expander staged combustion

FuEO u fLOX Fu I LOX

Figure 4: Common Engine Cycles

1.3.1 Pump-fed engines

In contrast to pressure-fed systems, pump-fed engines use the principle of a turbo-
charger to pressurize the propellants. Parts of the propellants are fed into a separate combus-
tion chamber called gas generator or pre-burner which usually operates at a sufficiently high
pressure level and with a mixture ratio such that the exhaust gas temperature reaches values
around 850 K. These gases are then fed to a turbine which drives the propellants pumps. De-
pending on the pathway of the turbine exhaust gases one distinguishes between different en-
gines cycles. The cycle schematics in figure 3 show that the case characterized by the direct
release of the turbine exhaust gases into the ambient is called "Gas Generator Cycle". In the
case that they are fed together with the remainder of the propellants into the main combustion
chamber, this cycle is called ,,Staged Combustion Cycle". The differences between those two
options are first, much higher system pressures since the gas generator has to operate at a
pressure sufficiently high to compensate the pressure losses in the turbine, the cooling chan-
nels and the injector head and second a better performance since all the propellants go through
the main chamber and thus produce both a higher mass flow rate and allow so for a larger
nozzle expansion ratio and finally for an equivalent increase in the specific impulse.

With the exception of Russian LOX/kerosene stage combustion engines which run oxy-
gen-rich, all other gas generator or staged combustion systems operate in a fuel-rich mode. As
part of the Integrated High Payoff Rocket Propulsion Technology (IHPRP) program [5], the
US aims at the development of an integrated power-head which focuses on the most critical
sub-components of this cycle, the oxygen-rich pre-bumer and turbine as well as the injection
system of the main chamber. China as well works towards the development of staged combus-
tion technology [6]. The attractiveness of a full flow cycle engine results from a higher overall
system performance and the elimination of critical inter-propellant seals [7]. Nevertheless,
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there has been only one rocket engine to date, the Russian RD-270, which had an ox-rich and
a fuel-rich pre-burner which made it full scale to the test facility but unfortunately never into
flight [I].

1.4 Engine applications 3
Typically the propulsion systems and thus the rocket engines are tailored to the specific

requirements of the launching concept. This has consequences insofar as any improvement or
modification of the engine has significant impact on the entire launch system and, even more 3
important, an improvement of the engine, i.e. engine performance, may not necessarily im-
prove the overall efficiency of the launcher. The currently operational space transportation
systems can be divided into two major types: Launchers with large strap-on boosters with 3
core and upper stages such as the European ARIANE, the Japanese HiI, the Russian Soyuz or
the American Space Shuttle and launchers with a booster, an optional sustainer and an upper
stage such as the American ATLAS and Delta, the Russian PROTON, the Chinese Long i
March or the international Sea Launch Vehicle [2].

Typical booster engines provide a high lift-off thrust (i.e. 3000 - 8000 kN) over a short
burning time (i.e. < 150 s). Table 3 above shows characteristic values of booster engines. En-
gines with a thrust level smaller than 3 MN are clustered together to provide the necessary
lift-off thrust. For example, the Soyuz boost system consists of an ensemble of four RD-107
engines, the YF-21 boost stage comes with 4 YF-20 engines and the ARIANE 4 L40 configu-
ration was made up by 4 Viking 6 engines. Core engines provide a comparable lower lift-off
thrust (i.e. 1000 - 2000 kN) but with a higher specific impulse and with operating times in the
range of about 600 sec. The thrust levels of upper stage engines vary between 30 - 150 kN
with operating times varying between 600 - 1100 sec. Typical representatives of booster,
main stage and upper stage engines are summarized in table 3, table 4 and table 5. Unsurpris-
ingly, almost all of the booster engines shown in table 3 are fueled with relatively high density
propellants and only one, the RS-68 operates with the unfavorable density combination
LOX/LH 2. 3

Rocket Engine Propellant Thrust spec. impulse Chamber pres- Bum
Engine Cycle combination [MN] (S) Is] sure [MPaI time [s]
RD-170 SC L02/Kerosene 7,65 310 25,1 150

RD- 180 SC LO2/Kerosene 3,82 311 25,5 150

RD- 107 SC L0 2/Kerosene 0,81 257 5,9 119

F-I GG L0 2/RPI 6,91 264 6,6 161

MA-5A GG L0 21RP1 1,84 263 4,4 263

RS-27 GG L0 2/RP 1 0,91 263 4,8 265
RD-253 SC N204/UDMH 1,47 285 15,2 130

YF-20 GG N20 4fUDMH 0,76 259 7,4 170 1
Viking 6 GG N204/UH25 0,68 249 5,9 142

RS-68 GG LO2/LH2  2,89 360 9,7 249 1

Table 3: Characteristic data of liquid booster engines [2, 8]

Main stage engines operate as booster engines right from the start and generally have
thrust levels similar to clustered booster engines somewhere in the range between 800 kN to
2000 kN. The burn times however are much longer and may reach 400 s to 600 s. An analysis
of the data presented in table 4 in more detail reveals some interesting features. Similar thrust I
levels and burning times of the SSME and the RD-0120 are no longer surprising, knowing
that engines were developed to serve a similar purpose: provision of sufficient thrust for a
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manned vehicle in low earth orbit. The LOX/LH2 fired LE-7A and Vulcain 2, show compara-
ble thrust levels and operating times and are applied as core engines in a launchers with two
large thrust boosters each, the HI1 and the ARIANE 5, respectively. A comparison of the data
for the RD- 108, Viking 5C, and YF-20B reveals similar parameters and again, these engines
are all applied as clusters of engines in the first stage of launcher without large boosters.

Thrust Thrust Spec. Spec. Chamber Burn
Rocket Engine Propellant (sl) (vac.) impulse impulse pressure Time

[Engine Cycle combination MN (sl) [s] (vac.) [s] [MPa] [s]

RD-108 SC LO2/Kerosene 0.78 1.01 252 319 5.1 290

Viking 5C GG N204/UH25 0.68 0.75 249 278 5.9 142

YF-20B GG N20 4/UDMH 0.73 0.81 259 289 7.4 170

RS-68 GG LO2/LH 2  2.89 3.31 360 420 9.7 249

SSME SC L0 2/LH 2  1.82 2.28 364 453 20.5 480

RD-0120 SC L0 2/LH 2  1.51 1.96 359 455 21.8 600

LE-7A SC L0 2/LH 2  0.84 1.10 338 438 121 390

Vulcain 2 GG L0 2/ LH2  0.94 1.35 320 434 11.6 600

Table 4: Characteristic data of core and main stage engines [2, 8]

The key characteristic feature of an upper stage engine is the vacuum ignition capability.
The broad differences in propellant combination, engine cycle, and thrust level are explain-
able only by the different applications. The main mission of the J-2, the second and third stage
engine of the Saturn V, was to enable the spacecraft to leave the earth for the moon. The en-
gine with the second-largest thrust level, the RD-0210, has a considerably shorter burn time
and brings the Block M of the Proton into GTO. All the other engines have thrust values be-
low 200 kN and operating times between roughly 500s and up to I 100s.

The thrust requirement for apogee engines and satellite thrusters for attitude control is
much smaller than for any other engine. While the thrust levels of the first may reach up to
600 N, the latter first may have peak values in the order of less than 100 N. Generally, attitude
control thrusters are monopropellant engines with tens of N. The key characteristics of a satel-
lite engine are extremely long (more than 10 years) and reliable functioning and the very high
cyclic loads due to the pulse operation mode. Hence, a satellite engines is optimized towards
aspects of long-life valve operation such as seals and leakage and corrosion.

Thrust Spec. Chamber Burn

Rocket Engine Propellant (vac.) impulse pressure Time
Engine Cycle combination [ kN ] (vac.) [s] [MPaj [s]
1ID58M SC L0 2/Kerosene 79.5 353 7,6 680

RD-0210 SC N 20 4/UDMH 582 327 14.8 230

AESTUS PF N20 4/MMH 30 325 1,0 1100

J-2 GG L0 2/ LH 2  890 426 4.4

YF-75 GG L02/ LH2  79 440 3.7 470

LE-5B EC L0 2/ LH2  137 447 3.6 534

HM7-B GG L0 2/ LH2  70 447 3.5 731

VINCI EC L0 2/ LH2  180 465 6.1

RL-I1B EC L0 2/LH 2  110 462 4.3 700

Table 5: Characteristic data of upper stage engines [2, 8]
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2. Components of Liquid Rocket Engines

The key components of a liquid propellant rocket engine are the devices for propellant de- I
livery, the turbines and pumps as well as the generators of the driving gases, i.e. gas generator
or pre-burner, the propellant injection system, the thrust chamber which combines the com-i
bustion chamber and a short part of the diverging section of the nozzle which typically ends
with a distribution manifold for the propellants used as coolant for the thrust chamber liner,
and, finally the thrust nozzle. Each of these devices has its own design problems and criteria
and the optimum of one component not necessarily leads to the optimum of the entire system.
The following section will touch briefly the key issues of each of the components but will
finally focus on the thrust chamber. 3
2.1 Gas generator and preburner

The main requirement for any gas generator or preburner is the delivery of a sufficient
amount of driver gas a designed pressure and temperature which guarantees a continuous pro-
pellant supply of the thrust chamber. A quick glance at equation (4), yields that the necessary
turbine power depends aside of the desired the ratio of exit to entry pressure and the mass
flow rate of the gases, solely on thermodynamic properties, temperature, heat capacity and i
isentropic coefficient, and, of course the efficiency of the device.

P = 7 t CPT I P,(4)

As already mentioned previously, the turbine exit pressure in gas generator cycle engine is
independent of the pressure in the thrust chamber. This is entirely different for staged com-
bustion engines where the exhaust gases are fed to the chamber. While the combustion pres-
sure in the gas generator lay frequently below the one in the thrust chamber, the pressures in
the pre-burners are typically a factor of two or three higher, see table 6 which summarizes
characteristic data of sample gas generators and pre-burners. A high turbine power may be
achieved by appropriate mass flow rates and pre-burner exhaust gas temperatures. Due to the
extremely high dynamic loads of the turbines, the entry temperature of the gas is limited to
about 850 K to ensure sufficient turbine life which leaves only gas generator mass flow rate
and pressure to adjust to the power needs. Extremely important is a homogenous temperature
distribution at the entrance to the turbine to avoid local overheat at the turbine blades through
hot spots.

An analysis of all the gas generator engines shows that cryogenic engines such as SSME,
LE-7, RD-0120, Vulcain 2. operate independently of the cycle, the gas generator or pre- I
burner in a fuel-rich mode. Taking into account that all liquid rocket engines operate fuel-rich

and that the stoichiometric mixture is for any propellant combination always larger than 2,
reveals that the amount of oxidizer outnumbers that of the fuel significantly. Hence, oxidizer- I
rich operation allows for a sufficient reduction of the turbine entry temperature since the mass
flow rates are available. Although there has been considerable effort in the US to develop an
oxidizer-rich cycle, only Russia seems to have mastered the problem of material compatibility
of pre-burner, piping system and turbine as well as the injector head with high temperature (T
> 800 K) oxygen-rich turbine gas since all Russian LOX/Kerosene engines operate oxygen-
rich [9]. None of the American Lox/Kerosene engines, neither the old F 1, nor the RS-27 and I
the MA-5A which are all gas generator cycle engines are running oxygen-rich although a
fuel-rich operation will have problems with soot formation in the gas generator and subse-
quently soot deposition along the flow lines [1]. The only explanation might be that for the
relatively short operation times of less than 200 s and rather small pressures in the gas genera-
tor soot deposition in the turbine might still be tolerable while for even shorter times of 150 s
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or shorter, either soot formation and deposition in the turbine is increased drastically or the
key problem is soot deposition in the injection system and especially in the injectors.

Vulcain 2 SSME LE-7 RD-0120 RF-1 RD-180

Propellant LOX/H2  LOX/H2  LOX/H 2 LOX/H 2 LOX/RP1 LOX/RPI
Combination

T [K] 875 940/870 810 846 816 820

pGG[ MPa] 10.1 35/36 21.0 42.4 55.6

roy [-1 0.9 0.89/0.8 0.55 0.81 -55 54

m [ kg/s] 9.7 80/30 53 78.6 ? 887

P [MW] 5/14 56/21 4.5/19 62 44 93.5

Pc [ MPa ] 11.6 20.6 12.7 21.8 6.6 25.7

Table 5: Characteristic data of sample gas generators and pre-burners [10]

In order to emphasize the difference between LOX/H2 and LOX/Kerosene as well as gas
generator cycle and staged combustion cycle engines, table 5 summarizes typical data such as
operating temperature, pressure and mixture ratio of the gas generator or pre-burner, the pro-
pellant mass flow rate, the power requirement of the turbine and the pressure in the thrust
chamber. For comparison reasons an American, European, Japanese and Russian LOX/H 2
engine are shown together with two, American and Russian LOX/Kerosene engine. Typically
all cryogenic engines have for each propellant a turbine and a pump. Only the RD-180 has
one single preburner which delivers the necessary driving gas to a one single stage turbine
which again provides for the thrust requirements of the two propellant pumps, a single stage
oxygen pump and a two stage fuel pump.

2.2 Turbopumps

The function of the turbopump system of a rocket engine is to receive the liquid propel-
lants from the vehicle tanks at low pressure and supply them to the combustion chamber at the
required flow rate and injection pressure. The energy to power the turbine itself is provided by
the expansion of high pressure gases, which are usually mixtures of the propellants being
pumped. Radial pumps and axial turbines are of common use. Figure 5 basic elements of a
turbopump and their main function as well as the flow passages.

2.2.1 Turbopump design considerations

Turbomachinery design is an iterative process which requires the interaction of many dis-
ciplines, such as hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, mechanics, materials and processes, struc-
tural mechanics and analysis, rotor dynamics, thermodynamics and last but not least instru-

mentation and testing. The set of requirements, pump discharge pressure and flow rate, pump
suction pressure, turbine drive cycle and efficiency, fluid properties, throttling range, life,
reliability, weight and size, and cost are often contradictive and the final design is at best a
compromise optimum for a specific application. The SSME powerhead shown in Figure 6
demonstrates the compact design of a liquid rocket engine.

2.2.2 Pumps

Pumps for engines with similar density fuel and oxidizer propellants such as RP-1/LOX
and similar discharge pressure requirements will typically be optimum at approximately the
same speed. This permits the fuel and oxidizer pumps to be placed on a common shaft and
driven by a common turbine which is the case for the F l, RS-27 or the RD-180. Maximum
pump speed is generally limited by the suction performance requirements to avoid cavitation
to occur. Due to the large density difference between liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen and
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Figure 5: Basic elements of a turbopump and their functional description [11] 1
the pressure drop required for regenerative cooling cryogenic engines usually have two sepa-
rate pumps since the hydrogen pump has to operate at much higher speed to provide the nec-3
essary high exit pressures.

Fuel Oidize
PrPreburne3

Highi-pressure Main High-pressure3
C0111tIStiOn Oxidizer TurbopunVp

Figure 6: SSME Powerhead with preburners, turbopumps and thrust chamber assembly rI I]

Vehicle weight reductions achieved by thinner propellant tank walls result in lower pump
inlet pressures and as a consequence the pump speed has to be reduced. Lower fluid velocities
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would in turn result in a larger inlet diameter and increased size and weight of the pump. Fur-
thermore, typical high performance staged combustion engines require very high pump dis-
charge pressures. A typical way to overcome these weight and size constrains of the power
pack and still maintain sufficient margin for a safe operation are additional low pressure boost
pumps which are applied in the SSME or RD- 180 engine.

The inducer diameter (inlet area) is selected to limit the fluid velocity so that the available
inlet pressure is considerably higher than the dynamic pressure of the fluid, typically 200%
for LOX and 100% for LH2. Once the inlet conditions are fixed, the shaft speed will be set
such that cavitation at the blade tips is avoided. Increasing blade thickness to react pressure
and centrifugal forces sets another constraint for tip speed since it decreases flow passage area
and thus reduces the suction performance. Small flow rate pumps are generally less efficient
than large flow rare pumps because the clearance and surface finish related losses cannot be
scaled with size.

2.2.3 Turbines

Optimum turbine efficiency requires a certain pitchline velocity which is a product of the
shaft speed and the turbine diameter. The minimum weight turbine has the highest speed and
smallest diameter within the structural and mechanical arrangement limitations.

There are two types of turbines, impulse and reaction turbines which in rocketry may have
one or more stages. Each stage consists of a stator part where the flow expands and acceler-
ates and a rotor part where the impulse on the blades sets the rotor in motion thus transform-
ing kinetic in mechanic energy. The impulse turbine is a constant pressure device since the
area ratio between the blades is constant and ideally the only the direction of the flow
changes. This type is usually applied in cases characterized by a high pressure drop and a
small mass flow rate, i.e, gas generator cycle engine. Turbines with more stages may be fur-
ther distinguished in velocity compound, expansion only the first stator, or pressure com-
pound, expansion in every stator stage.

100.

9 0 - - - - - . . . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r.. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . .. .

7 0 ---. ...-- -. .. . .--- --- ---

6 0 -----------------. . ... ...-- -- -.-- -- -- - -- -- -- -- -. ...-- -- -I
5 0 ------- -----.-.- -.-- -. .-- - -----.- -.-- - ------- .- - .- - ------

III I4 0 - -- .- - .- --------- .- - .-- -- ------------------- -----

S30------- - ------------------------------- 50% Reaction

SImpulse (zero reaction)
20.- -- ----- Rdial inflow turbine

0
0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8

Turbine velocity ratio u/c

Figure7: Single stage turbine efficiency [ 12]

Reaction turbines distribute the expansion between stator and rotor and hence, the fluid
passages between the blades have a converging cross section. This type of turbine is usually
applied in expander or staged combustion cycle systems, typical reaction grade of 50% mean-
ing half of the power of comes from the expansion, where a minimum pressure loss between
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pump and combustion chamber is almost mandatory. The efficiency of a turbine is a function
of number of stages n and the velocity ratio u/co, which relates circumferential velocity at the
mean diameter to the fluid velocity for an isentropic expansion between turbine entry and exit
pressure. =

~Z

= with -= (5)
CCO C0

Figure 7 shows the turbine efficiency as a function of the velocity ratio and reveals that the
type of turbine too has an impact on the efficiency. Practical turbines have an about 5 and
10% smaller efficiency since the relations given above do not account for losses due to tip
clearance.

2.2.4 Materials for turbomachinery components

In the design of turbomachinery various materials, Aluminium alloys, stainless steels,
high strength steels, nickel base alloys, cobalt base alloys and titanium alloys are in use. Low
pressure components are typically cast from Aluminium to avoid welds. Nickel-base superal- I

loys such as Inconel 718
are applied used to cast
pressure vessels where
higher strength is required.
The high strength-to-
weight ratio of titanium is
utilized to obtain the high
tip speeds required for
LH2 impellers and induc-
ers. The high pressure
high temperature hydro-
gen-rich steam may cause
hydrogen embrittlement

and thus requires the pro-
tection of high-strength 3
superalloys with appropri-
ate copper or gold plating.
Turbine blades are often

Figure 8: LOX turbopump of the Vulcain 2 engine [12] directionally solidified and
thermally coated to cope 3

with the extremely high heat fluxes. L02 pumps where contact with the inducer or impeller
could result in ignition are coated i.e. with silver. Similar materials and techniques are also
used for potential contact with titanium impellers to preclude the formation of titanium hy-
drides due to heat generation. The LOX turbopump of the Vulcain 2 engine shown in figure 8
is a rather new example of an entire turbopump set, turbine plus pump, which demonstrates
again the compactness of the design 3
2.2.5 Bearings and seals

Aside pump and turbine any turbopump requires components such as bearings, seals, 3
gears and the suction and discharge ducts. There are two kind of bearings, rolling elements
and fluid film ones and they have to perform three primary functions, radial control of the
rotor to prevent rubs and to maintain clearance, axial control of the rotor to maintain rotor
control during transient mechanic and thermal loads and to react residual thrust loads and
third, control of rotordynamics to provide for adequate radial stiffness and damping. They are
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usually cooled by the fluid which quite often doesn't provide for lubrication, operate at high
speeds and are exposed to high transient radial and axial loads. While static seal design in
rocketry generally doesn't exceed standard procedures, dynamic seals which separate station-
ary and rotating parts are critical. Dynamic seals just must not fail. There are different types
of seals, labyrinth, face contact or shaft contacting, floating ring or hydrodynamic face seals.
Major design problems are fluid compatibility, thermal gradients and dynamic loads.

2.3 Thrust chamber assembly

In a liquid propellant rocket engine, the function of the thrust chamber assembly is to gen-
erate thrust by efficiently converting the propellant chemical energy into hot gas kinetic en-
ergy. That conversion is accomplished by the combustion of the propellants in the combustion
chamber, followed by acceleration of the hot gas through a convergent/divergent nozzle to
achieve high gas velocities and thrust. The basic elements of the thrust chamber assembly of a
rocket engine consists of the following components which are closely coupled in their func-
tioning and therefore have to be designed in parallel: the cardan, welded to the injector head

o o which is which holds the propellant3a o distribution manifolds and the igni-
tion system and the combustion
chamber liner including the throat
section and the first part of the noz-

ANZU NCAA zle to which the inlet manifold for
the coolant is welded. Looking at
figure 9, a sketch of the Vulcain
thrust chamber, simplifies the ex-

planation of these parts.I The cardan on top of the LOX
dome which allows thrust vector
control through gimballing, con-Inects the engine with the launcher.
The injector head has various func-
tions, it distributes the incoming
propellants according to the needs
of the injectors, holds the ignition
system and the propellant injectors
which decouple the combustion

WA OF,o,,), chamber from the fluid supply sys-
tem. The liquid oxygen enters di-
rectly from the turbopump while the

00 hydrogen has already passed the
cooling channels and the outlet
manifold. At the lower end of the
regenerative cooled liner the distri-
bution manifold of the fuel iswelded and which acts also partially

Figure 9: Cut through the Vulcain thrust chamber [ 12] as ant for t n o extion.
as a mount for the nozzle extension.

2.3.1 Ignition system

A successful ignition is the outcome of matching conditions of propellant mass flow rates
and mixture ratio and initiation energy in time and in space. However, the ignition of a rocket
engine has also to be smooth with negligible pressure peaks to reduce the risk of triggering
combustion instabilities or damaging the cooling channels. Combustion chamber pressure
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peaks may cause a partial blockage of the propellant flow inside the chamber yielding extinc-
tion or damage the turbopumps. Hence, exact timing of ignition initiation and propellants
valve opening is essential. Furthermore, the local mixture ratio of the propellants has to be
sufficiently far inside the flammability limits, the energy provided by the ignition system has
be high enough to vaporize and preheat the gaseous propellants above the ignition tempera-
ture. Once a chemical reaction has started, the local heat release has to be sufficiently high to
overcome the losses. With propellant temperatures below 100 K the process of vaporization
and heating especially during the start-up transient may exceed a couple of milliseconds and
hence flame extinction may occur locally. In combination with the high propellant mass flow
rates even a few milliseconds may locally yield a sufficient amount of premixed propellants
which may have catastrophic consequences. Therefore a coupled development of injection I
and ignition system is mandatory for a successful design. There are quite a large number of
ignition devices which either use pyrotechnical propellant charges, hypergolic lead or a torch
ignition system with gaseous propellants. An example of a solid propellant based system, the
pyrotechnical ignitor of the Vulcain engine is shown in Figure 10.

The methodology aims at a pre-
diction of the propellant mass flow i
rates in order to establish a mixture
ratio map. Second, the hot exhaust
gases from the ignition system are i
injected and mixed with the propel-
lants without a prediction of the
chemical reaction. The main aim is I
to establish a temperature map in
side the combustion chamber.
Based on the results of mixture ra-

4tio and temperature distributions a
map of local ignition probabilities is
predicted and successful ignition is
assumed when the area where igni-

Figure 10: Pyrotechnic ignition system of the Vulcain tion probability exceed a predefined
engine limit is sufficiently high.

2.3.2 Injector head

As part of the thrust chamber assembly, the essential function of the injector head assem- m
bly is to uniformly inject liquid propellants into the combustion chamber at the proper oxi-
dizer/fuel mixture ratio. The geometry of the propellant distribution manifolds should dampen
secondary flows resulting from the turbopump or piping systems. Injector heads in engines
which work with storable or very cold cryogenic propellants are frequently equipped with
baffles or cavities which work as damping devices. Furthermore, injection elements have a
significant pressure loss, about 15-20% of the combustion pressure, work as damping ele-
ments and at least partially decouple dynamically the propellant feed system from the com-
bustion chamber. I

There are four different basic concepts of propellant injection: impinging injection, swirl
injection, parallel injection in form of a showerhead, and shear coax injection and combina-
tions of these concepts, i.e. a swirl coax injector which can be found in the HM-7B engines or 3
a swirl and impinging as in the AESTUS engine. Any injector has to introduce the propellants
into the combustion chamber in a manner to promote propellant mixing and droplet atomiza-
tion by either impinging propellant streams, swirling, shear mixing or other mechanical means
of achieving maximum atomization. Within the combustion chamber, ignition is achieved and
vaporization of the atomized droplet is initiated by heat transfer from the surrounding 3500 K
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hot gas. The size and velocity of the droplets change continuously during their entrainment
and acceleration in the hot gas combustion flow. As the combustion process progresses, the
vaporized propellants are mixed rapidly, heated and react, thereby increasing the gas phase
flow rate within the combustion chamber. Typically, a well-designed injector atomizes a large
population of propellant droplets to less than 100 microns in diameter. Therefore, with proper
injector and combustion chamber design, all droplet vaporization and combustion is com-
pleted before the combustion gas enters the chamber's narrow throat area.

A major concern of any injector is the injector/wall interaction. In the vicinity of the face
plate where propellant mixing is poor oxidizer-rich gases mixed with cryogenic droplets may

get in contact with the com-
bustion chamber walls. The
result of this process, a
combined physical and
chemical attack, clearly
visible on the wall of the
combustion chamber liner of
the Vulcain engine shown in
figure 11, is called "blanch-
ing". There are two methods
to cope with this problem,
first, injector trimming
where the outmost row ofI the injectors operates with a
smaller mixture ratio to re-
duce gas temperature andI avoid oxidizer-rich gas hit
the surface, and, second,

Figure 11: Footprint of "Injector/Wall Interaction" on the injection of a coolant film
combustion chamber liner of the Vulcain engine which has a similar effect.

In cases where both propellants enter the injector in a liquid state the injector of choice
would be anyone of a kind of an impinging injector. An injector is called like-on-like if pro-
pellants of the same kind impinge on one another and like-on-unlike if fuel and oxidizer jets

impinge. The working principle of an impinging injector is as follows: once the jets impinge
on one another they form a liquid sheet which either decomposes into smaller fragments and
atomizes and, in case of hypergolic propellants, reacts simultaneously (like-on-unlike) or in-
teracts with another liquid sheet and the atomizes and reacts (like-on-like). The establishment
of a lifted flame and a considerably large volume of partially premixed propellants is a major
drawback of any impinging injector. The typical high mass flow rates establish within milli-
seconds a large enough amount of propellants which when they react suddenly may lead to
pressure peaks which in turn may trigger combustion instabilities.

Swirl injectors which introduce a tangential velocity component to both propellants are
typical for small thrusters are often some type of coax injector. They usually create due to the
numerous small recirculation zones in the vicinity of the face plate a very good mixing and
combustion performance and allow as well for a simple establishment of a cooling film. The
major drawbacks are the comparatively large pressure drop, the coupling between perform-
ance and thermal loads to the chamber walls and the very stringent precision requirements for
production. Nevertheless, there are large engine applications as well such as the RD- 170 en-
gine family where this kind of elements are used among others to actively control combustion
stability by locally introducing via a this different kind of atomization a different proplet size
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distribution of the liquid thus altering the propellant mixing and breaking any symmetry es-
tablished in the combustion chamber otherwise.

Shear coax injectors with or without swirl are the element of choice when one of the pro-
pellant is in its liquid phase. The dominating physical phenomena in a shear injector are the
destabilizing aerodynamic forces which act on the liquid jet which may be characterized by
dimensionless numbers such as velocity ratio of the propellants,, the appropriate Reynolds and
Weber numbers, and, finally the momentum flux ratio.

V=-- Re = We= pg J (6)
,W, T -- I

It is important to note that the liquid oxygen is injected below its critical temperature but
above its critical pressure, and, as a consequence, atomization in the near injector region is
additionally influenced by thermodynamic effects.

I 2 The basic functional principles of a shear coax injector can
be explained using figure 12. The area constriction at the en-
trance of the liquid oxygen guarantees a homogenous mass
flow rate for every element and is the main decoupling mecha-
nism. The restriction and the expansion afterwards introduce
large scale turbulences in the liquid which support the atomiza- i

GH2  GH2  tion. Prior to the exit some of the gaseous hydrogen is injected
into the liquid which has two effects. First, it increases the pres-
sure drop and thus introduces engine throttling capabilities I
without jeopardizing the combustion performance and second it

1777 improves atomization and mixing. The final exit cone has two
7 further specifics, a tapering angle which lays somewhere be-
P_ tween 5 and 100 and a recess of a few millimetres. Both meas-

Figure 12: Schematic of a ures will again support atomization and mixing. Typical exit
shear coax injector element velocities of liquid propellants range between 10 m/s - 20 m/s. i
The gaseous hydrogen enters the injector and is finally accelerated at the edge to velocities in
the range of 250 m/s - 350 m/s. 3

Figure 13 offers a view in-i

side the fuel dome of the Vul-
cain 2 engine. A dense package 3
of more than 550 injection ele-
ments homogenizes the hydro-
gen supply. Obviously precision i
mounting of all these elements
is a time consuming and costly
process. The exit of the ignitioni
gas is visible in the centre.

Finally, a comparison of dif-
ferent injectors is given in table
6 which summarizes some char-
acteristic data of large liquid
propellant rocket engines, F-I,
RD-170, SSME, RD-0120, LE-
7A, RS-68, and Vulcain 2. I

Figure 13: Row of LOX injection elements inside the hy- This offers interesting compari-
drogen distribution dome son since the first two engines
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are LOX/ kerosene one gas generator and the other staged combustion cycle, the following
three staged combustion engines are working with LOX/ LH2 and the final two work both the
same propellants but are both gas generator cycle engines.

Engine F-I RD-170 SSME RD-0120 LE-7A RS-68 Vulcain 2
Thrust (sl) 6.9 7.6 1.8 1.52 0.86 2.9 0.94[MI]
Propellant LOX / LOX / LOX / LOX / LOX / LOX / LOX /
combination RP-1 kerosene LH2 LH2 LH2 LH2 LH2

imping- Swirl Shear Shear Shear Shear Shear
Injector type ing coax coax coax coax coax coax
Flow rate/ele- 1.7 1.8 0.9 -1 0.85 -0.9 0.55
ment [kg/s] I_I
Thrust/ele- 4.6 5.5 3.8 3.4 3.1 -3.2 1.6
ment [kN] I _ I

Table 6: Characteristic data of sample injectors [10]

2.3.3 Combustion chamber

As an integral and may be the most important component of the thrust chamber assembly,
the combustion chamber must be specifically designed to satisfy the operating requirements
of engine. The basic components of a combustion chamber are the coolant inlet and discharge
manifolds, a cooled internal liner consisting of tubes or channels and an external structural
assembly which is capable to carry all structural and flight loads such as thrust, pressure, and
vibrations. The contour of the inner liner is aerodynamically designed to provide maximum
performance and thrust for the engine operating conditions.

2.3.3.1 Combustion chamber cooling techniques

Combustion chambers are generally categorized by the cooling method or the configura-
tion of the coolant passages, where the coolant pressure inside may be as high as 30 MPa. The
high combustion temperatures which may exceed 3600 K and the high heat transfer rates,
peak values may reach 100 MW/M2 encountered in a combustion chamber present a formida-
ble challenge to the designer. To meet this challenge, several chamber cooling techniques
have been utilized successfully.

Regenerative cooling is the most widely used method of cooling a combustion chamber
and is accomplished by flowing high-velocity coolant over the back side of the chamber hot

gas wall to convectively cool the
hot gas liner. The coolant with the
heat input from cooling the liner is
then discharged into the injector and
utilized as a propellant. Quite a
large number of engines have a "tu-
bular wall" combustion chamber
design, i.e. H-1, J-2, F-1 and RS-27
[1]. The primary advantage of the
design is its light weight and the
large experience base that has ac-
crued however this method exceed
its application limits at pressures in
the range of 10 MPa. The best solu-

Figure 14: Cut through a combustion chamber wall tion to date is the "channel wall"

with CuAgZr liner and galvanic deposited Ni outer design, so named because the hot

shell gas wall cooling is accomplished by
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flowing coolant through rectangular channels, which are machined or formed into a hot gas
liner fabricated from a high-conductivity material, i.e. oxygen-free copper or copper alloys
such as Narloy Z (CuAgZr), see figure 14 which shows a cut through the combustion chamber
wall of the Vulcain engine.

Thrust chamber liner design is a complex process and necessitates a coupled solution of
the hot gas side heat transfer, the heat transport inside the walls and the coolant side heat
transfer. Due to the large thermal gradients plastic deformation occurs which has to be taken
into account for an analysis of the cyclic life of the liner. Cooling channel geometry design 3
has to account for the thermal blockage caused by the high heat fluxes and the comparatively
drastic change in the fluid properties, heat capacity, density and viscosity, which take place at
cryogenic temperature and high pressures.

All the design bureaus and companies apply Nusselt-type correlations to describe the heat
transfer since a fully numerical solution of the coupled problems is far to complex. Major
hurdles are the large differences in the length and time scales, chemical non-equilibrium or
finite rate chemistry, the continuous transformation from sub- to supersonic velocities, and
still missing models which describe satisfactorily dominating phenomena such as fluid atomi-
zation, near critical fluid behaviour. Additionally, effects such as dissociation due to high
temperatures in the combustion chamber and recombination with appropriate heat release in
the cooler wall boundary layer and, finally catalytic effects at the liner surface are far too
complex and time consuming to allow for a coupled numerical solution. Usually the hot gas
side heat transfer is described in form of a Bartz-type correlation [13]:

Nu = 0,062 Re °08 Pr °'3 (107< Re 108, Pr- 0,5) (7) I
There are various modifications around, almost every company works with their one correla-
tion, which try to account for local effects such as curvatures of liner and throat, area ratio, 3
Mach number which all have an influence on the heat transfer:

=0026 0,6')C( DJ )]( A--)'9 or with (8)3
T 5,k- 2D Pr Fk(lcJ*L A.

Tf (I + M-Id+ I + ky- I ,j M 2j; Pr =k and (46,6.10-")M(5T0,6(T)} --nMs 2 2 1+ f, ;r9k -5 i

Nusselt-type correlations are as well applied for the prediction of the coolant side heat
transfer. These are usually verified nowadays by 3D CFD calculations which are still very
demanding due to the operating conditions. Especially the continuous but varying asymmetric
heat input which results in drastic changes of the local fluid properties (10-30% in density,
heat capacity or viscosity are possible). Such variations will have an influence on the pressure
loss distribution along the cooling channel and thus also on the local heat pickup. In order to
minimize the pressure drop necessary for cooling the cross section of the cooling channels is
adjusted to the local heat loads on the hot gas side. Obviously only a coupled iterative ap-
proach may yield the final solution of the appropriate liner and cooling channel design. A I
rather simple example of such a correlation may read as:

Nu = K Rea Pr hL, 1 + 2D (9)

or a little bit more complex d e I
Nu = K Re" Prbr p  V IJ- Hj ecl+- Q (10) 1
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Table 7 below summarizes the coefficients of the correlation (eqn. 10) for different combus-
tion chamber pressures, temperatures, cooling channel velocities, heat fluxes and propellant
type.

Fuel Pc Uch q Tb Tw K a b c d e f g m n
MPa m/s MW/M2  K K

C2H6 13.7 6-30 420-810 0.00538 0.80 0.4 -0.125 0.242 0.193 0.395 -0.024 1 0
3-12.4 15-45 0.3-16.4 120-395 0.00545 0.90 0.4 -1.1 0.23 0.27 0.53 0 1 0
7-13.8 30-60 3.1-18.2 230-300 230-810 0.0280 0.80 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.00696 0,88 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1.0
CH 4 27-34 55-238 2.6-139 146-275 0.0220 0.80 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.45

27-34 55-238 2.6-139 146-275 0.0230 0.80 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.57
7-13.8 30-60 3.1-18.2 230-300 230-810 0.0230 0.80 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0230 0.80 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.80
0.0230 0.80 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

RP-1 7-13.8 30-60 3.1-18.2 230-300 230-810 0.0440 0.76 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
7-13.8 30-60 3.1-18.2 230-300 230-810 0.0068 0.94 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.0056 0.90 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 7: Coefficients for Nusselt --correlations coolant side heat transfer

These coefficients should describe the influence of the entry conditions of the flow, cool-
ing channel geomery and any changes, curvature effects, catalytic surface reactions, influence
of the strucutral heat flow, thermodynamic (real gas, cryogenic conditions, vicinity to the
critical point, varying fluid properties), fluid mechanic (turbulence, stratification) or chemistry
(pyrolysis). It worth mentioning that all these coefficients are the result of experiments which
surely are influenced by the experimental setup, the sensors applied and the general operating
conditions of the test [ 13, 14].

Film cooling provides protection from excessive heat by introducing a thin film of coolant
or propellant through orifices around the injector periphery or in the chamber wall near the
injector or chamber throat region. This method is typically used in high heat flux regions and
in combination with regenerative cooling. A sample correlation for film cooling prediction is
given below:

T1 - Tw9 = exp( - ag (11)

T. - TcO Fc Pr7c

Sample engines where film cooling is applied are the SSME, F-1, J-2, RS-27, Vulcain 2,
and the RD- 171 and RD- 180 with the latter two being the only ones where an additional cool-
ing film is generated near the throat [3].

Transpiration cooling, which is considered a special case of film cooling provides gaseous
or liquid coolant through the porous chamber liner wall at a rate sufficient to maintain the
chamber hot gas wall to the desired temperature. A typical correlation to determine the cham-
ber wall is given in equation (12) [3]:

T1w-T- = [I + ,18(Reb)°I1 - 1}-YJr '  with Y=e (1) (12)T-Tc

This technique was applied to cool the injector faces of the J-2 and the RS-44, as well the
SSME. However, the method has to date never been used to cool the chamber liner. The ma-
jor reason might be that transpiration cooling in combination with a metallic porous structure
doesn't offer a big advantage compared to conventional cooling since the maximum wall
temperature will not change much and the continuous adjustment of the coolant mass flow
rate to the local thermal loads is difficult to achieve.
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With ablative cooling, combustion gas-side wall material is successively sacrificed by

melting. vaporization and chemical changes to dissipate heat. As a result, relatively cool gases 3
flow over the wall surface, thus lowering the boundary-layer temperature and assisting the
cooling process. Ablative cooling may be applied either to the entire combustion chamber
liner or to the throat section alone. Typically all solid rocket boosters have ablative cooled 3
nozzles. Sample chambers with partially ablative cooled throat sections are the Viking or
more recent the RS-68. Although successfully applied this cooling method has a major draw-
back since it doesn't allow for modifications of the engine bum time.

A radiation cooled chamber transmits the heat from its outer surface, chamber or nozzle
extension. Radiation cooling is typically used for small thrust chambers with a high-
temperature wall material (refractory) and in low-heat flux regions, such as a nozzle exten-
sion. An example of an entirely radiation cooled thrusters is the RS-21 Mariner/Viking Or-
biter spacecraft, RL lOB or similar upper stage engines have radiation cooled ceramic nozzles
[1,3].

2.3.3.2 Combustion chamber life

Cyclic fatigue of the liner material is one of the life limiting factors for a rocket engine. i
During the start-up process the liner is first exposed to liquid hydrogen which causes the ma-
terial to shrink and, since the inner copper alloy liner cools down faster than the outer nickel
shell, the fins of the cooling channels are exposed to severe thermal stresses. At the end of the

cool-down the entire chamber inner shrinks

I about half the size of the cooling channel
wall (Vulcain dimensions). After success-
ful ignition, the temperature and pressure in

the combustion chamber increase very fast
and the copper wall will expand accord-
ingly. Now, the nickel closeout is cooling

by the liquid hydrogen and thus still at
cryogenic temperatures. Hence, the copper
has to react to the thermal expansion alone
which poses additional thermal stresses to
the material. With plastic deformation ex-
ceeding 3-4% a typical chamber has a life
of less than 20 cycles. Figure 15 shows the

Figure 15: Chamber liner with typical longitu- liner of the Vulcain engine with its typical
dinal failure failures at the cooling channels.

The methods available to predict cyclic life of a combustion chamber are highly based on 3
experience and experimental data. One reason is still missing detailed enough initial material

properties and their behaviour under oper-
1 disk ating conditions. Aside the above men-

-flexion tioned thermal stresses the liner material is
fl compr.-tension exposed to additional loads which will

___Manson-Coffin have an impact on material properties.
O' 0,1 First, mechanical loads such as static pres-

sure or pressure fluctuations or mechanical
vibrations of various sources, second, ma-

Z0 terial weakening by hydrogen embrittle-
0,01 ment, third, high temperature fatigue or

0,1 1 10 100 1000 1 QoooC creep, and last but not least a chemical at- U
Cycles number N to rupture tack at the surface by OH or other radicals

Figure 16: Cyclic material failure law or a simple oxidation through exposure to
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oxygen-rich gases. Anyone of these phenomena is difficult to access quantitatively in separate
experiments and, even more important there is no clear understanding about the interaction of
these phenomena.

A typical approach for cyclic life prediction would be to determine the hot gas side and
coolant side heat transfer and then calculate the thermal field and the resulting stresses and
strains in the material iteratively. Then, based on the predicted strains coming from one cyclic
load case the number of cycles to failure is determined applying typical material failure rela-
tions derived from experiments, see figure 16 [15].

Quite often the thermal and mechanical analyses are performed in 2D and for a stationary
thermal field, however recent investigations have shown that 3D calculations and especially
transient thermal analyses are important for reliable cyclic life predictions. The numerical
prediction of total number of cycles to failure is and will be for quite a while still out of reach
for practical applications.

2.3.4 Nozzle

The nozzle uses the pressure generated in the combustion chamber to increase thrust by
accelerating the combustion gas to a high supersonic velocity. Commonly used nozzles are
bell-shaped with a parabolic contour which is either a truncated ideal or a thrust optimized
one, see figure 17. While all Russian rocket engines have nozzles with an ideal contour,
American, European and Japanese engines fly a thrust optimized nozzle design. The latter has
a cross-sectional nozzle area which expands much faster near the throat and thus results in a
shorter nozzle at the same expansion ratio compared to an ideal nozzle. This expansion how-
ever causes the formation of an internal shock and at certain stages during transient start-up

and shutdown a flow phenomenon develops
which is described as restricted shock separa-
tion since the flow separates but reattaches
almost immediately again. Aside severe side
loads, this reattachment of a high speed hot
jet poses high heat loads to the nozzles, too
[16].

3 Nozzle extensions are seldom regenera-
tive cooled more often the much simpler
dump cooling is applied. The most frequentImethod however is ablative or radiation cool-
ing. Materials suited for these applications

--4are C/C or SiC structures, which infiltrated
with poly-aromatic hydrocarbons and addi-

Figure 17: Typical bell-shaped nozzle tionally incorporated additives are decom-

posed in an endothermic reaction route.
Radiation cooling requires appropriate high temperature materials which often have a pro-

tective coating to prevent oxidation. Only small thrusters for satellite applications have metal-
lic nozzles build from refractory metals such as Tungsten, Rhenium or other refractory metals.
A design follows based on:

q =eoTwg4  (13)

with e, the emission coefficient, a , the Stefan-Boltzmann radiation constant and Tg , the
maximum hot gas side wall temperature. It is worth mentioning that in case of radiation cool-
ing, the engine itself, its supply lines and especially sensors and cables have to be protected
against high heat loads.
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The key problem of

Ideally adapted main stage engines with
onle .. long burn times is illustrated

450----------------- -----------.. demonstrated in figure 18
which shows the change in

X. . .. . .. specific impulse as a func-
-- tion of flight altitude for an

350/--- --- ...... -engine with two different
~expansion ratios c, and 62.

In order to avoid flow sepa-

ration and induced heavy
250 .......- ........................ ........ .. .. ... .. .. ... sid e lo ad s d u rin g th e first

flight phase engine I is de-

10 30 50 altitude [kmi signed with a short nozzle i
Figure 18: Potential Ip penalty of main stage engines and thus has a relatively

high impulse then. How-
ever, this advantage wears out soon and in the later phases of the launch the impulse penalty
may exceed 15%. Engine 2 is designed for high impulse in the later flight phase and thus suf-
fers from an impulse penalty during the first flight phase. Anyhow, however the nozzle design
may be sooner or later the impulse will be less than possible.

2.3.5 Design Methodology

Current engines design techniques are based on a design methodology with load factors m
and safety factors determined on more than four decades of experience, and are commonly
gathered under the heading of deterministic design. A deterministic structural analysis means
that first, a load or condition is solely based on a set of design points and load factors which
account for some variability in the specific load in order to be sure that the maximum load
ever before will be accounted for, second, that values for minimum material strength or al-
lowable fatigue are taken that ensures variations in material properties are taken into account,
and, third, a safety factor is worked into the design which will cover all the remaining un-
knowns in analysis, loads, fabrication or even human error. Finally, the product of the design
load, limiting factors, and safety factors must always be less than the strength or allowable
fatigue to assure safe operation. Usually, designs have to meet different conditions such as
strength, fatigue, creep, deflection, buckling or burst and therefore a typical design approach
applies during the analysis maximum loads and minimum strength conditions [17].

In typical design analyses, load factors are based on previous hardware failures that were
initially, analyzed by this same method - with factors that specified that none of the hardware 3
was to fail. Taken all component and sub-systems of an engine this approach is conservative
one and usually yields part which are over-designed. However, since the methodology aims at
a no-failure design, there is no way to avoid a partial over-design. Numerous design reviews, 3
audits and quality checks during the entire process of development are aimed at identifying
analysis or manufacturing mistakes or integration, operation or load conditions errors. How-
ever, extensive ground testing is still necessary since any new design may yield load condi- m
tions and resulting failures that were unknown until the test [ 17, 18].

3. Advanced Concepts

Any new concept or design has to show the capability to improve reliability, performance
or cost effectiveness of the system or component and in recent years reliability and cost be-
came dominating. Hence, current developments deal with low cost approaches such as the I
RS-68 or Vulcain X design studies. In the following chapter a series of new concepts and a
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novel design methodology approach are discussed and their potential contribution to the
above mentioned drivers will be shown.

3.1 Advanced ignition devices

An ignition system is designed to meet the requirements of the mission, sea level, vacuum
or multiple ignitions and accounts for further boundary conditions such as propellant phase
and temperature as well as geometric and power constraints. Any improvement will have to
account for these conditions and will most likely be mission specific as well.

The simplest form of system improvement is a reduction of complexity by reducing the
number of parts. This may be combined with a reduction of component weight. An example
could be to use the original propellants instead of additional ones. For re-ignitable engines a
simple pyrotechnic system isn't sufficient and another form has to be used. Quite often gase-
ous pressurized propellants are applied which are send to an ignition chamber at the appropri-
ate mixture ratio and than injected into the combustion chamber. Multiple ignitions require a
sufficient amount of propellant and thus large enough tanks. The entire system including
valves ignition chamber a.s.o. may be omitted if another system with similar reliability be-
comes available. Although not yet used in cars yet, the automotive industry currently develops
igniters for their internal combustion engines which apply semi-conductor lasers as we al-
ready use in our MP3 or CD players [19]. A change from continuous wave to pulse mode op-
eration allows for a considerable increase in optical power. A laser-based ignition system of-
fers the capability of distributed ignition, the energy for ignition initiation can be delivered
almost everywhere. This allows for an ignition at places where unburned premixed propel-
lants may accumulate, i.e. lifted flames, recirculation areas within injectors. Hence, this
method offers a potential for risk reduction towards initiation of combustion instabilities.
Nowadays, glass fibres are common for optical signal transmission. The combination of pulse
mode semi-conductor lasers optical fibres allows for a safer placement of the more sensitive
parts of the lasers and the above mentioned distributed ignition. This development seems
worth considering since the operating conditions in a car are demanding and the required reli-
ability is extremely high.

There has been some effort at
various places to develop this
ignition technique. NASA has
considered laser-based ignition as
the appropriate ignition method
for the individual thrust cells of
the XRS-2200, the engine for the
X-31 vehicle. Laser-based plasma
generation and ignition of single
injector cryogenic propellants was
investigated for example at DLR

Figure 19: Laser-based ignition of a LOX/H 21 spray Lampoldshausen [20]. Figure 19
shows on its left side on top the

OH emission and below a Schlieren image with the dark spot just above the dark jet the resul
thigh temperature foot print of the generated plasma directly fter the laser shot. On its right
side, the top picture shows 800 microseconds later the OH emission of the developing flame
front and below the corresponding Schlieren image. It can be seen that the flame develops
within the shear layer around the oxygen jet before moving towards the injector face plate. At
JAXA studies are underway which apply a laser to heat a target in the chamber sufficiently
fast so that the target glows and initiates ignition of the propellant. The system might be im-
proved if the surface of the target is activated to act as a catalyst or the target is infiltrated
with a liquid which when evaporated reacts hypergolic with one of the propellants.
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3.2 Advanced injection techniques

High precision fabrication, qualification inspection and testing, high precision mounting
and quality assurance procedures for injector are time consuming and costly. There are two
possible ways to alter the procedures mentioned above, first, a reduction of the precision re-
quirements through a simpler injector design or, second, a reduction of the number of injec- I
tion elements through an increase in the injector mass flow rate.

3.3.1 High thrust/element injectors

An increase of the thrust per injection element requires improved atomization and mixing
in order to maintain similar combustion performance. In order to achieve a better atomization
the area of interaction between the gas and the liquid has to be increased. An improvement of
the shear coax injector with the liquid in the centre is the tri-coax injector which has a gas jet
in the centre, an annual gap for the liquid and another annular gap for the remaining part of
the gas. The RD-170 and RD- 180 already have the hot oxygen-rich pre-burner gases in the
centre and the kerosene in the annual gap
around it. Examples of high thrust elements, a
cross coax and tri-coax injector, which are pres-
ently under investigation at Astrium are shown
in figure 20 [21]. A closer look at the thrust per
element figures for different engines, see table
6, reveals that engines such as the SSME reach a
thrust/element of 3.8 kN out of a mass flow rate
per element of 0.9 kg/s compared to 1.6 kN out I
of 0.53 kg/s of the Vulcain 2 engine. Maintain-
ing the performance and increase the flow rate
per element to SSME values would cut down Figure 20: High thrust elements
the number of elements by about 40%. a) cross coax b) tri-coax

3.3.2 Low precision injectorsi

An entirely different approach compared to the high precision requirement coax or tri-
coax injectors is an approach with a porous face plate through which all the gaseous propel-
lants are fed into the combustion chamber and large number of small LOX injectors. The ad-
vantage of this approach is that the dimensions of each element are so small that deviations
from the required dimensions are tolerable since each element delivers something in the order
of 0.1% of the total oxygen mass flow rate to the chamber and deviations affect only negligi-
ble parts of the combustion chamber volume.

It is worth mentioning that the atomization process with this kind of injector is different
compared to the one with conventional shear coax injectors. Distribution of the gaseous fuel
all over the face plate considerably lowers the hydrogen velocity which in turn reduces the
available aerodynamic forces available for atomization which makes this approach less attrac-
tive. However, a closer look at the local conditions reveals that these are not that far away
from typical atomization conditions in an internal combustion engine where the liquid is in-
jected at high speeds into an almost stagnant air. Porous face plates have already been con- e
sidered for the HM7B and have been tested in the J2 and SSME engines and have been flight
proven with the RD-0120 although the face plate might not be consider porous since it has
more than 15000 holes of less than half a millimetre in diameter. However, all these engines
still have conventional shear coax injectors.

2
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Recently, DLR performed a series of sub-
scale test campaigns with LOX/GH2 and
LOX/GCH 4 applying a porous sintered metal-
lic (copper as well as stainless steel) and a
rigimesh face plate, see figure 21, with a large
number of LOX posts made of cheep pipe ma-
terial. The holes for the LOX posts were sim-
ply drilled into the porous plate and the LOX
posts itself were electron beam welded into the
LOX dome.

The results were promising insofar as com-
r 2bustion efficiency determined by chamber

Figure 21: Sub-scale injector head with pressure measurements turned out to be almostSporous rigimesh face plate negligible. Furthermore, heat transfer data in-
dicates a more uniform heat release without any heat transfer problems to the face plate itself.
Currently, investigations are underway with aim to replace both the metallic face plate and the
metallic LOX post with ceramic materials and have an entire ceramic injector head.

3.4 Advanced thrust chamber technologies

As already stated earlier, the two approaches to improve current technologies, one driven
by cost reduction constraints and the other driven by performance considerations. Improve-
ments which increase engine reliability may be considered as cost reduction related. Any ad-
vanced thrust chamber technology will be related to heat load management, i.e. protective
coatings, improved cooling, new materials or fabrication techniques with increased cyclic life
behaviour, high temperature heat transfer, cooling and related component life [22-24]. It is
also worth mentioning that regenerative cooling reaches its application limits when local heat
fluxes exceed 80 MW/M2. Typical high pressure engines apply as already mentioned a com-
bination of regenerative and film cooling. Another method to reduce the temperature gradient
across the chamber wall is deposit a thin thermal barrier coating, usually Y203-stabilized
ZrO2 on the hot gas side surface. In any case, the implementation of new materials and con-
cepts requires the adaptation of existing design rules and tools, the determination of material
properties and behaviour laws, appropriate failure detection techniques and predictive tools
for failure propagation, and, first of all, reliable and reproducible material production itself.

Among the different methods which are proposed in order to meet the cooling and life re-
quirements three approaches are worthwhile to be considered in more detail. Two more con-
servative approaches which maintain the concept of regenerative cooling, one which still
keeps the standard combustion chamber liner material CuAgZr but protects this liner with a
thermal barrier coating employing extreme thin ceramic top layers combined with appropriate
metallic bond coats and another one which replaces both the conventional liner material and
fabrication method by forming the liner via vacuum plasma spraying of CuCrNb powder and
a more advanced approach which combines the advantages of a high temperature, low density
and porous carbon-fibre reinforced carbon (C/C) based combustion chamber liner with the
concept of transpiration cooling using liquid hydrogen without regenerative cooling [25-33].
While the first two techniques allow for a reduction of the thermal loads of the chamber liner
and therefore aim at an increase of chamber life, which may always be traded if necessary in
reduced requirements for the turbopump by a reduction of the necessary cooling pressure
drop, the latter approach has almost three goals in parallel, increase of cyclic life, considerable
reduction of engine weight and improved production cost.

An intermediate approach where conventional regenerative cooling is combined with non-
conventional fabricated hybrid liner structure, fibre reinforced ceramic matrix composites
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such as C/C or SiC/SiC, were coated applying different deposition techniques with thin metal-
lic layers (copper, rhenium coated with tantalum) are already under investigation [25]. 3

As has been shown earlier, main stage engines with long burn times usually suffer from an
almost continuous mismatch of the nozzle expansion ratio to ambient pressure. Taking into
account that none of the various plug nozzle concepts which aim at a continuous adaptation of I
the expansion ratio to altitude has made it from development into flight qualification [34, 35]
the only remaining concept is that of a dual bell, an extendable nozzle exit cone or an expend-
able nozzle insert [36]. l
3.4.1 C/C Thrust chamber liner with effusion (transpiration) cooling

In order to fully realize the potentials of CMC materials the final development goal would 3
be an integral thrust chamber with a CMC liner with an outer load bearing carbon-fibre rein-
forced polymer (CFRP) and a CMC injection head. The main challenge of transpiration cool-
ing is the continuous adaptation of the local coolant supply to the varying heat fluxes. At each U
surface element of the liner static and dynamic pressure of both coolant and hot gas have to be
balanced to prevent entrainment of hot gases into the porous C/C structure. A further key
element will be the injector head including the injector elements which have to be different in U
design since the heat pickup of the propellant in the cooling channels will be missing. Espe-
cially the near injector region of the liner may need additional protection against a potential
chemical attack by oxygen molecules or OH radicals. I

The principle of effusion cooling bases on the following two mechanisms: Passing
through the porous wall the coolant absorbs the heat conducted into the solid material of the
wall. In this way, the porous wall may be considered as a counter flow heat exchanger. Heat
conducted into the wall from the hot gas side is transported backwards into the hot gas. The
coolant having passed through the porous wall forms a fluid film on the hot gas side wall sur-
face and will act as a typical cooling film. Hence, a part of the convective wall heat flux is
absorbed by this film. The heated coolant at the film surface is transported downstream by the
momentum of the hot gas flow, partially entrained into the main flow and continuously re-
placed with new coolant coming out of the wall.

The porous CMC is a carbon-fibre reinforced carbon (C/C) which has a high temperature
resistance of about 2500 K. The porosity can be adjusted to the application needs altering ei-
ther the fabrication procedure or the raw material. Another advantage of C/C is its almost neg-
ligible thermal expansion which makes it resistive to thermal shocks or thermal cyclic fatigue.
Typical high pressure rocket engines require a sufficient high Reynolds number in the cooling
channels to assure the necessary cooling efficiency and to keep the wall temperatures below
critical values. Pressure losses to assure sufficient cooling typically may even exceed 10 MPa
while for an effusion cooled liner less than 0.5 MPa will typically be sufficient to keep the
inner liner wall at tolerable temperatures. This possible pressure potential can be traded within
the system for a reduced turbopump discharge pressure, lower gas generator mass flow rates.
an increased engines performance or reliability or simply to enlarge the system margins.

DLR has been active for years to develop the fundamental and technological basis for this
approach [37]. Material and cooling technology have been verified in different test
campaigns. Key objectives were thermal cyclic fatigue tests at typical temperatures and 3
pressure levels between 0.5 and 1 MPa, high temperature failure tests which exceeded 2500 K
and sub-scale tests at P8 with typical mixture ratios and chamber pressures up to 10 MPa. One
of the development goals was to overcome a potential disadvantage of this cooling concept, I
the loss in specific impulse. The part of the propellant which is used as coolant will enter the
combustion chamber along the liner to the throat with continuously decreasing pressure and
subsequently will contribute less and less to the overall thrust. i
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Figure 22: Operating regime of a transpiration cooled C/C liner
rates can be kept below a

limit of 0.7% of the total mass flow rate. Figure 22 shows the surface temperature of the C/C
as a function of the coolant mass flow rate and reveals that the material allows even for flow
as low as 0.5 % and still keeping the temperature threshold of 2500 K.

3.4.2 Thermal Barrier Coating (TBC)
There exist various methods to build up protective layers for thermal protection. Among

them the following techniques have been demonstrated successfully that they are suited for
copper alloy substrates typical for liquid rocket engine applications: electron beam physical
vapour deposition (EB-PVD), vacuum plasma spraying (VPS) and solution plasma spraying
(SPS) [38-41]. A segmented sub-scale model combustor with a EB-PVD zirconia TBC was
tested successfully under representative operating conditions at DLR [42].

The functional principle of a TBC, illustrated in figure 23, is to increase the hot gas side
wall temperature Tw. This is achieved by applying a ceramic top layer, i.e. partially Yttrium

stabilized Zirconia (PYSZ), onto the
T thermal barrier coating ubstrate copper wall. The PYSZ ceramic of-

T c .- XTC - -- fers a thermal conductivity X of about

T--- 1.5 W/(m K). In order to prevent a
ATq 2 - 0 coating overheat (> 1500 K) coating

thicknesses of less than 50 pm are

TI,r ----- - - - ----. - required. These high hot gas side wall
3 -re temperatures compared to the 800 K

8C ,ng 0 maximum temperature of the un-

T coated copper wall the convective
I I <AU < X.6.., y wall heat flux is reduced remarkably.

Figure 23: Functional principle of a thermal barrier There are several reasons for an
coating application of a TBC to the liner of a

combustion chamber, to provide a
protective layer against chemical attack of oxygen or OH radicals and hydrogen embrittle-
ment and to protect the copper liner from high temperatures and thermal shocks. With such a
protective layer, the application range of existing regenerative cooling thrust chambers can be
enlarged towards higher combustion chamber pressures or an increased thrust chamber life. In
general a TBC acts as an insulator to the inner liner, reducing the wall heat flux into the cop-
per base material.

3.4.3 New materials and processes for conventional regenerative cooled chamber lines
Within the last years near net-shape formation of thrust chamber liners or nozzle throat

sections has been discussed intensively in the literature. Aside tungsten or rhenium which
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were proposed for satellite or apogee application only recently high temperature [43, 44] high
strength alloys such as CuCrNb are proposed and developed which seem to be able to replace 3
the standard CuAgZr material. This material attracted increasing interest all over the world
and in the meanwhile the technology and the material seem to be ready to be applied for thrust
chamber applications [45, 46]. However, as far as the open literature shows only sub-scale
level or component level testing of thermal spray formed hardware have been performed yet
[47, 48]. Results about test campaigns of high thrust engines are not available in open litera-
ture. One of the reasons may be that the problems of identification, quantification and detailed
control of all the process parameters which may have an impact on key material properties
such as elasticity and strength, resistance to annealing or creep may not be solved yet. Fur-
thermore, most of the engineering design tools which are used to predict the low cycle fatigue
and failure of thrust chamber liners have to be adjusted to this new material.

3.4.4 High area ratio cooling channels
The basic idea behind high aspect ratio cooling channels is to enhance the heat transfer

and thus influence the temperature gradients [49, 50]. A reduction in channel width will allow
a larger number of channels and longer fins and both effects will increase the heat transfer
area. Furthermore, narrower cooling channels allow for thinner liner walls, see figure 24. The
limits for the liner walls thickness are given by the finite non-homogeneities of the liner mate-
rial and by the requirements of conventional milling tools. To date thicknesses of less than 0.6
mm are hardly achievable.

Low aspect ratio design High aspect ratio design

Figure 24: Sketch of a conventional and high aspect ratio cooling channel I
DLR recently build and hot-fire tested a modular, sub-scale combustion chamber which had
incorporated in one segment with four different aspect ratios of cooling channels to determine 3
the effect of different aspect ratios on the heat transfer and especially on the temperature of
the hot gas side liner [51 ].

3.4.5 Advanced nozzles concepts I
As already mentioned in chapter 2.3.4. any

rocket engine with a bum time considerably
higher than that of a standard booster engine
(-150 s) will suffer from an off design penalty of
its nozzle due to the changing ambient pressure
conditions during ascent. The dual bell nozzle
concept, see figure 25, aims at a reduction of this
performance losses. During sea level pressure
conditions the flow separates at the contour in-
flection of the nozzle and only the first part of it,
the base nozzle experience fully attached flow
conditions. During accent of the launcher, the
ambient pressure decreases and at a certain alti- Figure 25: Dual bell nozzle
tude the flow jumps from the end of the first bell 3
to the end of the nozzle extension, the second bell. The full flowing dual bell nozzle now
works under high altitude conditions. The period of transition is sensitive to outer pressure
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field fluctuations and therefore of special interest. Figure 26 below demonstrates the advan-
tage of a dual bell in comparison with conventional bell nozzles with different expansion ra-
tios. The light blue curve shows the specific impulse of a booster engine with an expansion
ratio of 32, while the green, black and red curves show that of engines with expansion ratios
of 45, Vulcain 2 (60), and 100, respectively. In dark blue the specific impulse of a dual bell
nozzle, designed with an expansion ratio of 45 for the first bell and of 100 for the second bell
are shown. Although the specific impulse drops considerably due to the jump from first to the
second bell this drawback is overcome later into the flight.

The experiments per-
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Figure 26: Specific impulse of nozzles with different expansion effect insofar as jump and

ratios back-jump don't occur at
the same nozzle pressure

ratio. While the jump with increasing pressure ratio at a certain value, the back-jump at de-
creasing pressure ratios is delayed to a considerably lower value [52]. This stabilizing effect
increases the sensitivity of the nozzle against ambient pressure fluctuations and thus enlarges
the design margins of the nozzle and the nozzle operating conditions. However, the estab-
lishment of safe jump conditions during ascent require an active control of the nozzle pressure
ratio by throttling of the engine.

Within the last 10 years the European FSCD consortium which features CNES, DLR,
EADS, ESA, ONERA, SNECMA, Volvo Aero Corp. investigated various nozzle contours in
order to identify and quantify the physical sources of flow separation and side-loads and to
establish reliable criteria and models to be implemented in engineering design tools [53, 54].

3.4.6 Advanced design methodology
A clear alternative to the deterministic approach briefly described in chapter 2.3.5, is a

probabilistic design approach which considers the uncertainties of material properties, operat-
ing conditions and loads in a more structured manner. In the probabilistic approach, design
variables are neither seen as single values nor are they weighed to an upper or lower bounds.
They are instead represented by the actual distribution or variation of the parameters. A distri-
bution is a histogram of discrete values of the parameters or a mathematical model that repre-
sents a smooth description of the variation. When the area under the histogram or curve is
normalized to a value of one, the function is called the probability density function. The pa-
rameters are termed random variables. The distribution functions, then, are used to determine
the probability of occurrence of a given value of the random variable. A typical structural
model for both static and dynamic analyses bases on nominal hardware geometry. Resulting
displacements, loads and stresses are then compared to the material data, i.e. cyclic fatigue or
ultimate strength. The material data are taken as lower bound values of the available material
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test data. The ratios between the data and the predicted values have to be within the specified
safety margin. The predicted distributions show the probability for a failure and not a value or
safety. The sensitivity of each variable to failure which is part of the result and this informa-
tion helps the designer to get a better feeling for the impact of a variable. It is essential to be-
come knowledgeable of inherent risk of failure and assess it, identify the mayor causes and
minimize them within the design constraints.

A typical design process can be divided into conceptual design, preliminary design, de-
tailed design and development testing. The conceptual design process is performed in the
classical deterministic way and includes defining operating characteristics and configurations
and the use of simplistic design guidelines for definition of configuration. Initial sizing is
based on deterministic analysis for primary loads and the design features incorporate the es-
sence of the load-carrying features of the hardware. Many details are ignored at this stage and
will be handled later and whenever appropriate, simple approximations are utilized. The pre-
liminary design typically entails a deterministic design analysis, analyses of failure modes and I
a list of critical items. In a probabilistic design methodology, it is at this point that the initial
decisions are made as to which variables are crucial; an initial quantification of uncertainty is
also determined. In addition, the design must be critically reviewed to define possible failure
modes and how they relate to the uncertainty of variables. Typically the detailed design will
still make use of deterministic analysis with maximum loads, minimum properties and associ-
ated deterministic models and failure techniques. Each element of a design requires a reliabil- I
ity estimate. Non-critical items where reliability is easily obtained, a simple reliability estima-
tor will be utilized. Critical items however require a detailed probabilistic analysis which con-
siders component load distributions, geometric tolerances and variations, material property
unknown or uncertainties, failure model characterization such as ultimate load, buckling or
fatigue, and allowances for human error, model error, fabrication and assembly. Using this
detailed evaluation, loads, responses and damage assessment will be quantified as a compo-
nent reliability that has considered the sensitivities of the hardware and uncertainties.

Generally, all probabilistic methods are approximate and the most common of the ap-
proximate methods is the Monte Carlo simulation or a variation of it. Repeated numerical
experiments are performed that represent the total spectrum of the population of the problem.
The method has an accuracy problem when small probabilities are involved. The mean value
is adequately represented with a reasonable number of simulations. Sufficiently accurate solu-
tions are with increasing numbers of simulations (less then 10,000) and the method delivers
perfect answers when 20,000 to 100,000 simulations can be done in a reasonable amount of 3
computer time. Obviously, the method has problems if each takes too time consuming which
quite often happens for large finite-element analysis.

Finally, important results from probabilistic analysis are the sensitivity responses which i
allow for a quantitative ranking of different design variables relative to the deviation in the
response of the structure. The probabilistic approach identifies areas where tolerances might
be loosened with negligible effect on reliability as well as areas where additional data is re-
quired to improve reliability. Although probabilistic analysis requires more computational
effort, the method provides much more information than deterministic design and it is better
suited to include uncertainties such as scatter in material data, variations in thermal, mechani-
cal, chemical static or dynamic loads tolerance in production precision. Furthermore, it is a
tool which allows for risk identification. 3
4. Conclusions

Based on a description of the basic components and features of rocket engines areas have
been identified and the physical and technological limitations given in order to pave the wayfor a discussion of possible improvements. The topics of gas generator or pre-burner as well
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as were not included in the areas where potential advancements were proposed although some
of the techniques proposed for thrust chambers, ignition systems or injector should be appli-
cable as well for other combustion devices.

The concept of an advanced laser-based ignition system was discussed and the current
status given. Additionally, an injection system design which aims at a much cheaper design
with negligible impact on performance with simple LOX posts and a porous face plate was
proposed and sample results were given. Various possibilities to improve thrust chamber cool-
ing techniques involving new materials such as CuCrNb, ceramic matrix composites or effu-
sion cooling were explained, the different aspects shown. Additionally, the advantages and the
basic features of an advanced nozzle concept for a main stage engine, the dual bell nozzle was
described and the current statues of technology explained. Finally, a novel design methodol-
ogy, the probabilistic design approach was briefly described.
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Abstract

During last twenty years, a large effort has been undertaken in Europe, and particularly in France, to
improve knowledge on hypersonic air breathing propulsion, to acquire a first know-how for components
design and to develop needed technologies.

On this scientific and technology basis, two families of possible application can be imagined for high-
speed air breathing propulsion: reusable space launcher and military systems.

By combining the high-speed air breathing propulsion with a conventional rocket engine (combined cycle
or combined propulsion system), it should be possible to improve the average installed specific impulse
along the ascent trajectory and then make possible more performing launchers and, hopefully, a fully
reusable one. A lot of system studies have been performed on that subject within the framework of
different and consecutive programs. Nevertheless, these studies never clearly concluded if a space
launcher could take advantage of using a combined propulsion system or not. Further works are under
progress to design more efficient vehicle concepts taking all advantages of the air breathing operation
while preserving the mechanical efficiency of the vehicle airframe.

Different possible military applications can be proposed:
tactical missile when penetration is the key factor or when pure speed is necessary against critical
time targets,

* high speed reconnaissance drone with improved mission safety and response time capability,
* global range rapid intervention system based on a large body airplane, equipped with high-speed

very long range drones and missiles controlled by an on-board analysis/command team.

Considering required technology level and development risk for these both applications, it appears
clearly that military application could be developed more rapidly.

Development of operational application, civilian or military, of the hypersonic air breathing propulsion
depends of two key points: development of needed technologies for the fuel-cooled structure of the
propulsion system, capability to predict with a reasonable accuracy and to optimize the aero-propulsive
balance (or generalized thrust-minus-drag balance).

The most part of the technology development effort can be led with available ground test facilities and
classical numerical simulation (thermal, mechanics ... ).

On the contrary, before any operational application, it is mandatory to flight demonstrate the capability to
predict the aero-propulsive balance, providing sufficient margins to start a costly development program.

R&T effort led today in France should allow better estimating advantages provided by high-speed air
breathing propulsion and building a coherent development capability including methodology, facilities
and adapted technologies.

On the basis of already existing and expected results of current R&T effort, some system studies have
been re-started and provide very promising results for the space launcher application.

Copyright © 2007 by MBDA France. Published by the Von Karman Institute and RTO, with permission.
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Introduction

The ramjet/scramjet concept constitutes the main air breathing propulsion system which can be
used in a very large flight Mach number range up to Mach 10/12.

During last twenty years, a large effort has been undertaken in Europe, and particularly in
France, to improve knowledge on hypersonic air breathing propulsion, acquire a first know-how
for components design and develop needed technologies.

On this scientific and technology basis, two families of possible application can be imagined for
high-speed air breathing propulsion and will be discussed hereafter.

But, prior to the development of such operational applications, it is mandatory to solve two key
technology issues which are the accurate prediction of the aero-propulsive balance of an air
breathing vehicle flying at high Mach number and the development of high-temperature
structures for the combustion chamber, able to withstand the very severe environment generated
by the heat release process while ensuring reliability and limited mass.

Ramjet/scramjet principle

In a ramjet engine, the initial compression is directly operated inside the air inlet which, by
slowing the flow, raises the pressure without any compressor, so that there is also no need for a
turbine. This turns to be a very simple system, avoiding all kind or turbo machinery, and
associated limitations. Nevertheless, such process becomes really efficient only when the natural
compression provided by the inlet is sufficiently high, i.e. approximately to Mach 1,5/2.
Therefore, every ramjet-based system needs some additional propulsion for initial acceleration.
As soon as the starting point is reached, the ramjet engine is able to provide performance which
improves up to Mach number 3.5/4, due to the higher temperature and pressure obtained in the
combustion chamber, providing better combustion conditions.

In a conventional ramjet, the airflow is slowed from supersonic speed down to subsonic speed
(Mach -0,3) through the shock system created by the forebody and the compression ramps of
the air inlet, simultaneously raising the air temperature. Low speed and high temperature
provide very favourable conditions for injecting, mixing, and burning the fuel.

However, the shock system is also a source of entropy losses, which increase with the strength
of the shocks, in direct connection with the increase of the upstream Mach number (Minf).
These pressure losses reduce compression efficiency. In the same time, the temperature level
becomes very high at the entrance of the combustion chamber, causing two related problems:
* internal structures are exposed to high thermal loads, even before the combustor,
0 heat addition to an already hot air stream becomes less efficient.

The decrease of efficiency of ramjet performance starts around Mach 5 conditions, so that its
potential operation is very limited above Mach 6 or 7.

To overcome this limit, a good solution lies in decelerating the upstream flow but still
maintaining supersonic conditions (Mach 2 or 3 for example), thus limiting the pressure losses,
allowing an efficient heat release by combustion and lowering the thermal loads on combustor
walls. Considering that the residence time at such supersonic speed is something like one
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millisecond, the problem is to organise efficient injection, mixing, ignition and heat release
before the fuel can escape non-burnt to the nozzle. If so, we obtain a supersonic combustion
regime, and the engine is called a supersonic combustion ramjet, or scramjet.

M inf

Compression by forebody and inlet shock system
Flow slows down from Minf to M2 (M2<1 or M2>1)

Figure 1. Scheme of ramjet/scramjet (DMR) system

A Dual Mode Ramjet (DMR) is a ramjet engine which can be operated in both subsonic and
supersonic combustion mode. DMR operation can be obtained using a fixed geometry if the
overall Mach number range is not too wide (i.e. Mach 4 to 8). Extension of this Mach number
range, and particularly towards lower Mach numbers, implies variable geometry for the air inlet
and/or the combustion chamber. Nevertheless, different solution can be envisaged in order to
obtain satisfactory operation of a DMR in the range Mach 2 to 12 within a single integrated
engine.

Performances achievable by the ramjet/scramjet in term of specific impulse are illustrated by
figure 2 in the case of hydrogen fuel.

Specific Impulse (sec)
Isp= Thrust

5000 Fuel mass flow rate x g

turbojets
4000 ramjets

3000 scramjets

2000 Rocket

1000
Liquid fuels

0 - IMach
0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Figure 2. Achievable performance with ramjet/scramjet
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Possible application

Considering the previous elements, two families of operational application can be imagined for
high-speed air breathing propulsion:

combined air breathing/rocket propulsion for space launcher,
military systems, mainly missiles and drone.

Space launcher application

By combining the high-speed air breathing propulsion with a conventional rocket engine
(combined cycle or combined propulsion system), it should be possible to improve the average
installed specific impulse along the ascent trajectory and then make possible more performing
launchers and, hopefully, a fully reusable one.

A lot of system studies have been performed in France on that subject within the framework of
different and consecutive programs (Ref [1]). Nevertheless, these studies never clearly concluded
if a space launcher could take advantage of using a combined propulsion system or not.

As a matter of fact, past studies were performed sometimes by different teams with different
tools and hypothesis, sometimes for particular purpose. For example, the purpose of system
studies led in the framework of the National PREPHA program (Ref [2]) was not to assess the
feasibility of a fully reusable Single-Stage-To-Orbit (SSTO) space launcher but only to
determine some general technical requirements for the study of a scramjet system.

By another way, these studies used systematically a very conservative approach in term of
vehicle airframe configuration and it is doubtable that the best trade-off between air breathing
propulsion mode needs and the mandatory low dry mass for the vehicle and its propulsion
system was obtained with the considered vehicle concepts.

What could be the individual impress or opinion one can have (Ref [3]), it has to be noticed that
a large worldwide effort is still under progress for developing the high-speed air breathing
propulsion technology in USA, in Japan, in Australia, in Russia, in India, In China but also in
France (Ref [4] to [10]).

In that context, a brief review of some of the main design issues of a future space launcher using
combined propulsion leads to propose a focused approach for further new system studies which
could take into account the progress made these last years in the related technologies.

SSTO

A large part of the past system studies were focused on SSTO application. As a matter of fact, it
is clear that the ultimate goal must be the development of a SSTO to finally make the access to
space a daily routine with corresponding low cost and, then, to develop new unexpected markets.

It is generally accepted that a fully pure rocket powered SSTO is not feasible with an achievable
dry mass. By comparison, studies performed during the PREPHA program led to the conclusion
that the combined propulsion could largely improve the feasibility of a SSTO if the air breathing
mode can be efficiently used on a very large flight Mach number range (i.e. from Mach 1.5/2 to
Mach 10/12) (Ref [11]).

Nevertheless, for such application, the payload mass is a very limited part of the total take-off
mass and the remaining uncertainties related to air breathing mode performance and to
achievable vehicle dry mass are of the same order of magnitude, making impossible to conclude
on the real feasibility of such a SSTO launcher.
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By another way, due to the extreme sensitivity of the payload mass for a SSTO launcher, the
development of an operational vehicle integrating a completely new and very complex
propulsion system would correspond with an unacceptable development risk level.

TSTO

On the contrary, it seems to be relatively easy to develop a Two-Stages-To-Orbit (TSTO)
launcher with an air breathing first stage.

Remark : it would be also possible to place the air breathing mode on the second stage. But in
this case, a large part of the problems related to the SSTO would remain (for example : heavy
propulsion system placed into orbit, atmospheric re-entry of an air breathing vehicle) and would
combine with the difficulty one can encounter for the flight back to the launching pad of a rocket
powered first stage

First studies led in France were considering different kinds of combined propulsion systems, for
the first stage, with an air breathing mode limited to Mach 6/6.5. They showed that a combined
propulsion system was feasible but they also showed that this propulsion system did not improve
the overall performance: the better average specific impulse being compensated by the increase
in dry mass. Moreover, the pure rocket second stage remained not so easy to develop.

Other studies were performed to assess the interest of an extended air breathing mode by
considering a TSTO with a first stage operating up to Mach 10/12 by using a scramjet mode.
Obviously, such a solution largely eases the development of the second stage. But, it corresponds
with a very complex first stage vehicle.

For all the previous studies, the staging was very close to the end of the air breathing mode.
Some complementary studies showed that it would be very interesting, from the point of view of
payload mass/gross weight take-off to fix the staging Mach number largely beyond the end of
the air breathing mode (Ref [12]). Nevertheless, that would correspond with an even more
complex first stage vehicle.

In any case, one can assume that a TSTO would be feasible with pure rocket mode on the two
stages (even if it can be necessary to add a limited speed air breathing system to allow a direct
and safe flight back to the launching pad for the first stage). Then, even if the combined
propulsion can increase the performance in term of payload mass/total take-off mass, it would
not avoid, and if fact it would reinforce, the difficulties related to the development and the
operation of two complex vehicles. In these conditions, the development of a completely new
propulsion system cannot make sense.

Near Earth Orbit

On the base of previous discussion, it appears that further system studies should address the
concept that could be called "Near Earth Orbit"" (NEO) (Ref [13]).

Indeed, the use of a very limited expendable upper stage just avoiding to really place into orbit
the vehicle can largely increase the payload mass (Fig. 3). For example, the generic mission for
the SSTO studied within the PREPHA program was to reach a circular orbit at 500 km. 8 metric
tons of propellants were needed to circularize the vehicle orbit and, then to de-orbit. In the case
of a NEO, the most part of this mass could be complementary payload improving the
performance or could be considered as design margin reducing the development risk.

Even if the NEO is not a real SSTO, it would be design as a SSTO and would take into account
all the requirements related to the flight outside the atmosphere (attitude control for example)
and to the atmospheric re-entry. Then, considering that the number of reusable space launchers
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will be limited and that these vehicles will remain some kinds of prototypes, it could be possible
to integrate step by step some performance to finally reach the real SSTO mission.

Remark : It has to be noticed that the design of the vehicle could take into account the possibility
to really place the vehicle without payload in orbit in order to make possible the capture of a
payload in orbit before returning on ground.

2 5 0 0 0 -.. .... .. .. . ... . .. .. ... .. ..

Take off mass 412 tons PREPHA reference 11 O
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3 15000 - -

3 ~ 10000 _
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Fig. 3 -Effect of staging Mach number on payload for a TSTO
using a low performance second rocket stage (Isp = 340 s and dry mass = 12% of total mass)

Such concept appears very attracting and is currently studied within MBDA France. A few
specific information elements are given on that study in the last part of the present paper.

Military application

Nevertheless, considering following points, it appears clearly that military application and more
specifically missile application could be developed first:

o The space application draws maximum benefit from air breathing propulsion when using it
up to Mach 10-12, in order to optimize the staging of the different propulsion modes. On the
contrary, the military interest of high speeds can be reached significantly below this domain.
Mach 8 should not be very far from the upper limit for missile applications, and the Mach
domain to be addressed through the related studies is then reduced.

e In its whole flight envelope, the space launcher has to provide a very large acceleration,
which is one of the key parameters to provide sufficient payload performances into orbit. A
cruising military system has naturally less needs in terms of acceleration capability at high
speed.

* Test facilities, developed in the frame of PREPHA, were designed to test components of the
propulsion system of a launcher at much reduced scale and in a limited Flight Mach number
conditions range (up to Mach 7.5 when operational engine would have to operate up to Mach
10/12) but they nearly enable to test a missile engine at full scale. This situation contributes
to reduce the uncertainties remaining after ground tests to get to flight tests. Scale effects will
necessary have to be addressed for space application first by numerical simulation and then,
may be, by combining step-by-step demonstration vehicles.

* Finally, it is clear that if a flight demonstration was made using a vehicle whose size would
have been chosen minimal for together preserving the demonstration interest of the operation,
and limiting the cost, this minimal size would probably be not very far from the size of a
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missile (4 to 6m). Consequently, the success of the flight demonstration would validate the
methodology used to develop the experimental vehicle, so that this methodology would also
be applicable for any kind of vehicle of similar size and level of integration. With this basis,
the development of an operational vehicle could be started with sufficient design margins and
limited technical risk. On the contrary, even if such a demonstration would add a lot of credit
for general use of dual mode ramjet, space launcher application would still require further
developments before an operational vehicle program can be started.

Then, different possible military applications can be proposed (Ref [14]):
" tactical missile when penetration is the key factor or when pure speed is necessary against

critical time targets,
" high speed reconnaissance drone with improved mission safety and response time capability

(Ref [15], [161),
* global range rapid intervention system based on previously mentioned missiles and drones,
* global range military aircraft or UCAV,
* short response time space launching system.

From an European point of view, it is clear that a global range military aircraft is out of
possibilities (at least largely beyond the first quarter of the XXIst Century). In the same way, the
development of a specific military space launcher can not be foreseen in the first half of the
Century. Nevertheless, one can dream that before this time a fully reusable space launcher,
mainly developed for civilian missions, will be able to provide rapid access to space for military
operations (unpredictable flight over hostile zone, refurbishment or repairing of damaged
satellites...).

On the contrary, it is probable that missiles and drones could appear within the two next decades.

In any case, it is clear that military application of high-speed air breathing propulsion
corresponds with high value armament systems which can not be supported by only one
European Nation. In the same time, related possible mission correspond with a large and direct
involvement of political people. By this fact, the use of high-speed air breathing propulsion for
military purposes in Europe does not just need a large, but achievable, technology step. It needs
also an important, but maybe feasible, progress in European integration for Foreign Affairs and
Defence issues.

Recent French background

During last fifteen years, a large effort has been undertaken in France, to improve knowledge on
hypersonic air breathing propulsion, acquire a first know-how for components design and
develop needed technologies.

MBDA France and ONERA brought major contributions to this effort by participating in
different Research and Technology programs: PREPHA, WRR, JAPHAR, PROMETHEE...

Within the scope of the French National Research and Technology Program for Advanced
Hypersonic Propulsion - PREPHA, they acquired a first know-how in scramjet and dual-mode
ramjet components design (inlet, combustor, injection struts, nozzle) and hypersonic air
breathing vehicle system studies (definition and performance evaluation for space launchers
(Fig. 4), missiles and experimental flight vehicles) (ref [17], [2]). They also improved their test
facilities and numerical means (Ref [ 18]) and started some activities on flight experiments.
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Fig. 4 - PREPHA - Generic SSTO vehicle and its air breathing propulsion system

From 1995 to 2000, and with a partial support of French Administration, MBD)A France has
been leading a cooperation with the Moscow Aviation Institute (MAI) to develop and test at
ground a wide range ramjet dual mode ramjet (Mach 2-12), with fully variable geometry, and
using kerosene and hydrogen (ref [19] to [22]). MBDA France has also been leading a
cooperation with the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics (ITAM) from Novosibirsk
to develop variable geometry air inlet able to operate in a very large Mach number range (2 to 8
or more) (Ref [23] to [25]- Fig.5).

MBDA France is also working with Astrium Space Transportation to develop fuel-cooled
composite structures. First achievement of this cooperation was the development on a C/C
hydrogen-cooled injection strut (ref [26]). Partners are now developing an innovative
technology for C/SiC endothermic fuel-cooled or hydrogen-cooled structures of a complete
combustion chamber (ref [27] to [30]).

In parallel, from 1997 to 2001, ONERA led an in house program in cooperation with its German
counterpart DLR. This program, named JAPHAR, aimed at pursuing the basic studies engaged
during PREPHA by studying a hydrogen fuelled dual mode ramjet, able to operate in the range
Mach 4-8, and by developing a methodology to demonstrate the in flight aero-propulsive
balance of an experimental vehicle which would use this engine (ref [3 1 ] to [37] - Fig.6).

By another way, ONERA was cooperating with SNECMA (ref [38]) to develop a composite
materials technology for endothermic fuel-cooled structures in the frame of the A3CP program.

Fig.5 - Mach 21Mach 8 variable geometry Fig.6 - JAPHtAR - generic experimental vehicle
air inlet tested in ITAM wind tunnel
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In 1999, French MoD started the PROMETHEE Program. This program, led by MBDA France
and ONERA, aims at studying the main difficulties associated to hydrocarbon fuel dual mode
ramjet in order to acquire a first know-how in the design and operation of a propulsion system
capable of powering a hypersonic cruise missile, and taking directly some operational constraints
into account (ref [39] to [41]). To federate these studies, the application to a long range air-to-
ground generic missile is considered (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7- Generic Air-to-Ground missile

Key technology issues

The feasibility of previously described application mainly depends of two key technology issues:
" capability to predict with a reasonable accuracy and to optimize the aero-propulsive balance

(or generalized thrust-minus-drag),
" development of needed technologies for the propulsion system as a low weight, high

robustness fuel-cooled structure for the combustor.

Aero-propulsive balance sensitivity

For an air breathing propulsion system, the net thrust (i.e. the thrust which can effectively be
used for compensating the drag and accelerating the considered vehicle including the propulsion
system) is the difference between the thrust provided by the exit nozzle (momentum of
accelerated hot gas coming from the combustion chamber) and the drag due to air capture by the
inlet. As a matter of fact, atmospheric air has initially no speed. During capturing process, some
energy has first to be paid to accelerate the incoming air in the upstream direction up to 40 to 75
% of the vehicle speed. On the contrary, hot exhaust gas must be ejected through the nozzle in
the rear direction at a speed exceeding flight speed (in vehicle reference).

This fact can be illustrated as follows:
9 at flight Mach number 2, a net thrust of 1 is obtained by producing a thrust of 2 by the nozzle

which compensates an air capture drag of 1,
* at Mach 8, a net thrust of 1 is obtained by a nozzle thrust of 7 while air capture drag is 6,U at Mach 12, a net thrust of 1 is obtained by a nozzle thrust of 12 while air capture drag is 11.

Then, the higher the flight Mach number, the more sensitive the net thrust. At Mach 8, for
example, an error of 5 % on nozzle performance leads to a reduction of 35 % in net thrust. At
Mach 12, the same error will result in 60% net thrust reduction.

Then, it is more and more mandatory to optimize the integration of the propulsion system into
the vehicle airframe, and vehicle and propulsion system components are operating in a much
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coupled way which would require testing the overall system to determine the global
performance.

But, the higher the flight Mach number, the more difficult to simulate right flight conditions with
on-ground test facilities. Generally, in such test facilities, air is heated up to total temperature
before being accelerated through a nozzle to enter the test section at the right Mach number.
What ever the heating process may be, that generally leads to the creation of radicals, and very
often some pollution into the incoming air, which can globally change the combustion process.

This problem is largely increased when heating process is based on pre-combustion (hydrogen,
gaseous or liquid hydrocarbon fuel) and oxygen completion. In this case, chemical nature and
thermodynamic characteristics of the incoming air are modified, that creates change of ignition
delay and modification of thermodynamics into the propulsion flow path.

By another way, for large and very large vehicles, some scaling effects are difficult (or
impossible ?) to solve. Then a specific development methodology has to be defined by
combining large scale partial tests (possibly corresponding with very large, then expensive test
facilities) and numerical simulation in order to be able to ensure design margins for the
development of an actual full scale system ; the only one validation of this methodology
accessible prior to the full scale development being acquired by numerical simulation.

Propulsion system concept

As already mentioned, past studies performed in France demonstrated that combined propulsion
could have an interest for space launcher only if the air breathing mode can provide a significant
part of the total speed increment.

For a TSTO, a limited part of the total speed increment given by the air breathing mode will not
make the launcher unfeasible but will not improve the performance (payload mass/total take-off
mass) by comparison with a full rocket system : reduction in needed fuel mass being
compensated by the complementary dry mass of the air breathing engine.

For a SSTO, it is clear that the complementary dry mass corresponding with the air breathing
mode and its integration into the vehicle will directly reduce the possible mass of payload. Then,
the benefit provided by the air breathing mode in term of specific impulse improvement must be
sufficient to compensate all these negative terms:
* large Mach number range of operation,I high installed specific impulse allowing good acceleration level in the whole air breathing

mode,
* low dry mass.

Different types of air breathing combined cycles were considered for the system studies
performed within the framework of the PREPHA program (Ref [I] and [II]). These studies
showed that the use of turbo machinery is not pertinent by comparison with systems based on
ramjet. As a matter of fact, one can only take advantage of a turbine based combined cycle in
term of specific impulse on a limited Mach number range (maximum up to Mach 6) while it
corresponds with a very important increase of dry mass:
* the engine by itself is heavy,
o its combination with a ramjet/scramjet system is very difficult and leads to complex and

heavy air inlet consecutively ensuring the supply of a large air mass flow to two different air
ducts.

At the contrary, a ramjet/scramjet (dual-mode ramjet DMR) system can be used on a large Mach
number range (up to Mach 12) and corresponds with more simple system using a single air duct,
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avoiding complex transition phase within the air breathing mode and more limited induced dry
mass addition.

Moreover, such a ramjet/scramjet system is more capable to integrate some improvements like
in-flight oxygen collection or extension to higher Mach number by adding an Oblique
Detonation Wave mode or major evolution like MHD by-pass or other heat release principle
which could be developed and validated during the development or the in-service life of the
vehicle.

A large effort has been led, mainly in USA, on the RBCC (Rocket Based Combined Cycle)
concept. Some system studies have been performed in France on that concept (particularly in the
framework of the PREPHA program). It has never been confirmed that such integration of the
rocket mode into the air breathing duct can improve the global performance. As a matter of fact,
in order to obtain a ramjet effect at low Mach number (between 0 and 1.5/2) and then improve
the specific impulse, one must reduce rapidly the thrust of the rocket mode (very rich propellants
mixture). But, this action dramatically reduces the global thrust and then the vehicle specific
impulse (acceleration capability). Then, it appears preferable to use the rocket mode at full
power (eventually without any ramjet effect) up to the minimum Mach number for which the air
breathing mode is able to provide alone a sufficient thrust to obtain an improved vehicle specific
impulse. By another way, if one tries to integrate into the air breathing duct the rocket engines
ensuring the final acceleration, that leads to strong integration constraints limiting the achievable
performances for the air breathing mode, particularly at high Mach number (supersonic
combustion), and generates new difficulties related to the thermal sizing of the air breathing
combustion chamber. Finally, such RBCC system make more complex the attitude control
during the flight outside the atmosphere, rocket engines thrust being not easily directed to the

*vehicle centre of gravity.

Need of a variable geometry concept

As a very large flight Mach number range must be considered for the dual-mode ramjet (i.e. 1.5
to 12), a variable geometry is mandatory to provide the best acceleration capability of the air
breathing mode.

A fixed geometry combustion chamber associated to a variable capture area air inlet was
considered (Fig.8). But, due to the fixed minimum section of the air inlet (equivalent to the fixed
section of the combustion chamber entrance), the thrust was limited at low Mach number
because of the blockage of incoming air. Moreover, if one tries maintain the air inlet capture area
within the bow shock up to the maximum Mach number of the air breathing mode, the air inlet
size is limited and consecutively the available thrust reducing the vehicle specific impulse.

SIUPERSONICCHAMBIER SBOI HME

1 FIXED GEOMETRY

HIGH MACH POSIMON

FUIEL INJECflON

Fig.8 -fixed geometry concept of PREPHA engine
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A different concept has been developed with the Moscow Aviation Institute. This concept, called
WRR has a fully variable geometry -air inlet + combustion chamber (Fig.9). Then, performances
can be increased by comparison with the previous concept as it is shown in Ref [42].
Nevertheless, this concept has the same limitation as the PREPHA concept (i.e. fixed minimum
section of the inlet). Then, one cannot take all the benefit of the complexity related to a fully
variable geometry system.

Caisson sup*ieur (External Chamber)

... _ Chambre de

combustion . -

Mit d'injection Accroche-flammes

Fig.9 - variable geometry WRR engine

Other concepts have been studied, which consist in modifying in the same time the minimum
section of the air inlet and the geometry of the combustion chamber by using a simple movement
of the engine cowl. PROMETHEE program is focused of a rotating cowl concept (Fig. 10), while
PIAF studies, performed with MAI, are focused of a translating cowl (Fig. 11).

RSIL NECTION1I __ 10CMBUSTION CHAMBER,
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/ TOTALMOVABLE GEOMETRY
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Fig. 10 - variable geometry PROMETHEE engine

Fuel Injection:
kerosene, H2

Fig. I I - variable geometry PIAF engine

For such concepts, having at disposal a variable minimum section for the air inlet avoid the need
of a large variation of the air inlet capture area (i.e. increase when the Mach number increases).
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Then the limitation of engine size due to the bow shock is reduced and air breathing engine can
be larger at low Mach number providing high thrust level and then better vehicle specific
impulse. In these conditions, it is possible to switch to air breathing mode earlier increasing
subsequently the overall performance.

Air breathing engine integration

Dual-mode ramjet has obviously the drawbacks of its advantages: a low specific thrust
associated with a high specific impulse. The size of the required engine is then quite big, and its
weight is about 1000 kg per square meter of air inlet capture area (a benefit of 30 % can be
expected by using ceramic composite materials (Ref [43])).

Most of the current launchers projects have quite conventional shapes and the need to integrate a
large air breathing propulsion system leads to very low structural efficiency for the flat airframe
which is mainly a pressurized fuel tank.

However, other concepts could be studied to try to ensure better trade-off between air breathing
propulsion system needs and airframe structural efficiency (Ref [13]).

The first example of these possible vehicles consists in twin axi-symmetric fuel tanks, which are
linked by a large 2 D air breathing propulsion system while the rocket engines are placed on the
base of cylindrical fuel tanks (Figure 12).

This configuration lends itself a very large, fully variable geometry air breathing system, which
has no limitation at low Mach number and then can provide a very high level of thrust. The
upstream position of the air breathing mode make possible an inversed SERN nozzle that
contributes to the lift at low Mach number rather than increasing the apparent weight. This said,
the problem of large base drag created by the two rocket engines still remains and the re-entry
phase (air inlet closed of-course) is questionable.

IJ

Figure 12: Twin fuel tank concept

Another concept can be proposed as shown on Figure 13. It is based on a double cone fuselage,
which corresponds with a very good structural efficiency. The air breathing engine is semi-
annular and takes advantage of a very large air capture section provided by the cone. It can be
considered as a series of relatively small modules, which could be more easily tested on ground.
The rocket mode can be integrated in the external part of the SERN nozzle. The wing is designed
to provide protection of the propulsion system during the re-entry phase (1800 vehicle turn
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before re-entry). Telescopic aerodynamics could provide performing pre-compression while
allowing a large nose radius during the re-entry phase.

A completely axi-symmetric concept can be also proposed as shown on Figure 14. This concept
will be a little bit further discussed hereafter.

Fig. 13 - double cone airframe concept Fig. 14 - Fully axi-symmetric concept

Rocket engines are placed in the downstream cone, which constitutes the external part of the
SERN nozzle. It is then very easy to control the vehicle including during the flight outside the
atmosphere while taking advantage of maximum expansion. The movable cowl of the air
breathing engine can be moved upstream to the maximum diameter of the fuselage in order to
create a circular wing on the back of the vehicle, allowing to land horizontally after re-entry and
deceleration phases (already designed for very large thermal loading). Such a concept leads to a
very large engine (2 to 2.5 times larger than that of PREPHA for the same vehicle size). Then the
air breathing phase is very efficient and can be performed with a high slope angle, which
dramatically reduces the duration of the atmospheric flight (Mach 0 to 12 in 250 seconds instead
1100 seconds for the PREPHA generic vehicle) and then improves the overall efficiency and
maybe relaxes the constraints for the sizing of the thermal protection system.

Development methodology

The here above described extreme sensitivity of the aero-propulsive balance on one hand, and
the corresponding limited capability of ground test facilities to represent right flight conditions
on the other hand make mandatory the definition of a specific on-ground development
methodology coupling very closely experimental and numerical approaches.

In such a methodology, the in-flight performance can be predicted only by a nose-to-tail
numerical simulation. Then on-ground test facilities will be used to performed partial test of
vehicle and propulsion system components separated or coupled one to the other.

These tests have different goals:
* to allow components design tuning and verify a minimum performance,
* to verify, step by step, the ability of numerical simulation to predict accurately performance

in conditions as close as possible to the actual flight,
" to acquire a minimum knowledge related to coupled operation of components.

Obviously, such methodology is very challenging. So, before starting any operational
development, it must be demonstrated that applying this approach will give an accurate value of
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the performance, allowing to guarantee design margins and to identify properly right directions
for optimizing system design. That is why; a flight experimental program is a mandatory step
towards future operational developments.

First approaches for a flight test program

In 1993/1995, a first flight test program was performed with system Kholod developed by the
Central Institute of Aviation Motors from Moscow (CIAM). But, this program was based on a
hydrogen fuelled axi-symmetrical engine placed on top of a Russian SA6 missile during the
whole flight (Fig. 15 - Ref[43]).

I/

Fig. 15 - Kholod system developed by CIAM

A successful test was performed at Mach 5.7. A new test aiming at flying at Mach 6.3 had a
failure. Nevertheless, engine configuration was considered having low interest for future
application. Moreover, due to the engine/booster integration it was not possible to establish a
clear thrust-minus-drag. Then it was decided to stop this cooperation which has been pursued by
CIAM with NASA for a complementary flight.

Beyond this first experiment and in the framework of the PREPHA program, an analysis of flight
test needs allowed evaluating the capacity of a large set of typical experimental vehicles to
comply with these requirements (Ref [44]). This study resulted in the demonstration of the
mandatory need of testing an autonomous vehicle to assess the aero-propulsive balance. It also
demonstrated that a small and simplified vehicle would be sufficient for this essential
demonstration even if it would not give right answer to some others flight experimental needs.

Assuming obtained results, ONERA and MBDA France sketched a few self-powered
experimental vehicles (Ref [45]).

In 1997, ONERA and DLR started the already mentioned JAPHAR program. This program
aimed at defining a development methodology and at designing a flight experimental vehicle
allowing validating this methodology by flying between Mach 4 and Mach 8. The propulsion
system size - height of engine entrance section equal 100 mm - led to a relatively large vehicle
(- 11 meters long) which corresponds with a cost largely exceeding possibly available budget in
France (and Europe up to now).

Finally, MBDA France had a limited participation in the HyShot experiment led by the
University of Queensland - Australia and QinetiQ (Ref [46]).
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The LEA flight test program

Beyond all current technology development works mentioned here above, and on the base of
previous acquired results, MBDA France and ONERA started a flight test program, called LEA,
in January 2003 with the support of French Administration (Ref [47] and [48]). In order to limit
the cost, this flight test program would be performed with a 4 meters long experimental vehicle
having no technology demonstration purpose (use of existing technologies as often as possible)
(Fig. 16). In the same view this vehicle would be non- recoverable, then non-reusable.
Specifically addressing the aero-propulsive balance, this flight test program is supposed to be
performed in cooperation with Russian organizations.

Today, different possible configurations are still considered for the launching and accelerating
system and corresponding Russian partners. Nevertheless, an air-launched experimental system
would be preferred because it gives some flexibility and reduces range clearance problems.

The test principle consists in accelerating the flight experimental vehicle specimen thanks to an
air-launched booster up to the given test Mach number, chosen in the range 4 to 8. Then, after
booster separation and stabilization, the experimental vehicle will fly autonomously during 20 to
30 seconds. During this flight, the air breathing propulsion system will be ignited during about 5
seconds with a fuel-to-air equivalence ratio variation (Fig. 17).

The vehicle would be specifically instrumented to give a precise evaluation of the aero-
propulsive balance with and without combustion and to determine the contribution of each
propulsion system component to this balance. All measured parameters will be transmitted to
ground by telemetry and recorded with an on-board data recorder which will be recovered after
the crash of the vehicle.

The program should result in 6 flight tests, planned between 2010 and 2012 for exploring Mach
4 to Mach 8 Mach number range. As explained previously, and beyond a detailed understanding
of the aero-propulsive balance, such a flight test program will give the opportunity to define,
implement and validate a development methodology applicable to any future operational
development.

For this experimental vehicle, the airbreathing propulsion system concept has been chosen by
taking into account all results acquired during engines developments performed these last years.
The finally selected concept is a variable geometry one using a simple translation movement of

the engine cowl, like PIAF engine (Fig. 11) but with a thermal throttling. Nevertheless, as each
flight test will be performed at a quite constant Mach number, a fixed geometry engine will be
used on board of each LEA test vehicle, this engine configuration being representative of the
selected variable geometry concept at the tested flight Mach number.

Fig. 16 - CAD view of LEA vehicle
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Fig. 17 - LEA flight testing sequence

A parametric study has been performed on the possible technology for the combustion
chamber.The finally selected solution is based on metallic heat sink solution with a high
temperature low thermal conductivity coating.

The fuel has also been chosen. The most part of French experience in supersonic combustion is
related to Hydrogen. But, considering the very low density of Hydrogen, it is preferable to avoid
this fuel in order to limit the size of the tank, then the size of the vehicle and consecutive
difficulties to find a possible acceleration system complying with the needs (integration
constraints, needed total energy release...).

On the other hand, liquid hydrocarbon fuel could be considered. But, our experience is very
limited with such a fuel and it would be difficult to ensure a robust ignition and a good
combustion efficiency without previous reforming in a regenerative cooling system (simplest
technology used on board of the experimental vehicle).

Finally, a mixture of gaseous Methane and gaseous Hydrogen has been selected. By using this
mixture, it is possible to increase the fuel density then limit the fuel tank size. It will be also
possible to vary the H2/CH4 ratio during the flight to ensure a robust ignition and control the
heat release along the combustor.

Some specific works have been performed to adapt used computation codes to this particular
fuel. These codes have been validated thanks to basic experiments led in updated ONERA
LAERTE test facility. Moreover, ONERA ATD 5 test facility has been updated to allow future
CH4/H2 tests for the LEA engine. By waiting, a first test series has been performed with already
existing JAPHAR combustion chamber to acquire a first experience with such a fuel.

The forebody has been specifically studied. Some parametric studies have been carried out in
order to determine a set of design parameters allowing a satisfactory pre-compression while
complying with technology constraints.

On the base of an air inlet design and corresponding performances, a first design of the
combustion chamber has been realized thanks to ID, then 2 and 3D computation. On this basis, a
full scale mock-up is under manufacturing for future test in ATD 5 ONERA test facility.
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Due to the particular configuration of the afterbody/nozzle, a specific effort is still under
progress to well understand the interaction between the propulsive jet and the external flow to
accurately determine the effect of propulsion on external aerodynamic (Fig. 18).
Aerodynamic behaviours of the LEA vehicle and of the Flight Experimental Composite
constituted by LEA and its booster have been evaluated by computation for preparing future
aerodynamic tests.

Finally, a large effort has been dedicated to the development of Nose-to-Tail computation tools.
Thanks to this, two approaches - NtT computation by blocks or integral NtT computation - are
available and daily used to evaluate and optimize the aero-propulsive balance of the vehicle
(Fig. 18).

NtT by blocks
..- :. . : Mach 7.5

\ ) Wall pressure distribution

Integral NtT

M 7Heat flux distribution

Fig. 18 - Some example of Nose-to-Tail computation results

All the previous elements have been used in a detailed flight simulation in order to obtain a first
evaluation of reachable maximum LEA/booster separation conditions. This flight simulation
allows simulating a complete flight test sequence including LEA/booster dropping from air
carrier, acceleration on booster, separation, descent trajectory of booster, LEA autonomous flight
up to final crash.

Other activities have also been carried out to chose the basic technologies used for the LEA
vehicle and its propulsion system and a preliminary design has been performed and validated by
a Preliminary Design Review (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 19 - LEA vehicle Internal layout

By another way, a general approach for on-ground testing has been defined but it still remain to
be refined and confirmed. Indeed, as Fig.20 shows and on the base of previous studies [49], a
large part of the on-ground testing program should be realized in the S4Ma wind tunnel located
in ONERA Modane test Center in the French Alps.

F W A. I (6h . 1 5)DC CWS4M a

(scale 1/5) S4 Ma (sae1)

S4MMa

SWMa

Fig. 20- general approach for on-ground testing

It is intended to upgrade this test facility in order to take advantage of the existing alumina
pebble bed heater which allows to perform test with air non vitiated by water vapour up to Mach
6.5 conditions (1800 K). Thanks to a complementary pre-burner or to an updating of the pebble
bed heater, tests corresponding to Mach 7.5/8 flight conditions should be also easily feasible.
Detailed design studies, as for example free jet test configuration (Fig.21), have been performed
to verify the feasibility of such an upgrading and evaluate preciselv the correspondin cost.

Fig. 21 - Study of LEA free-jet test installation
in S4Ma ONERA testfacility
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Combustion chamber technology

IThe combustion chamber technology covers different aspects which contribute to ensure the
thermal and mechanical strength:S- variable geometry needed to optimize the performance on the overall flight Mach

number range,
- fuel used as coolant for combustion chamber structure,

* fuel-cooled structure itself.

Variable geometry

I Some developments have already been performed in the scope of the WRR program led by
MBDA France in cooperation with MAI. Corresponding technologies (cooled hinges, high
temperature sealing system between movable and fixed walls.. .Fig.22) have been tested
separately, then reused in the PIAF combustion chamber which have been successfully tested at
MAI in the Mach number range from 2 to 7.5.

I
I
I

r fFig. 22 - WRR Prototype with removed lateral wall

IEndothermic fuel

The cooling capacity of the hydrocarbon fuels is less than hydrogen one, and cannot easily
ensure the cooling of the combustion chamber of the dual-mode ramjet, which is absolutely
mandatory at high Mach numbers first to ensure thermal resistance of the combustion chamber
and second also to improve mixing and combustion process (gaseous fuel with radicals
promoting ignition - see Fig.23) and maximize the net thrust (by re-injecting heat lost along
combustor walls into the propulsive thermodynamic cycle).

Fig.23 - example of ignition delay for a
hydrocarbon mixture representing .

fuel reforming products

I I /I,A '
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In order to obtain sufficient cooling capability, one way is to use the endothermic effect which is
produced by thermal reforming of the liquid fuel into lighter components. Figure 24 shows how
the decomposition of the fuel can significantly increase the thermal absorption capacity.
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Fig.24 - Endothermic effect

In order to analyze and get to a better understanding of the different thermo chemical
mechanisms associated to fuel reforming process inside the cooling system, a pilot system has
been developed (Fig.25). The pilot system is organized around a tube which is placed inside a
thick copper bloc. The block is heated by electrical resistances progressively, and it then operates
as a heat capacity when the fuel flow is started into the tube. This system aims at studying, for
different mass flow rates and heating conditions, the evolution of the composition of the products
at the exhaust of the tube.

Acquisiion

I°
KII

Air, K, N2 Chromatography

Fig. 25 - Pilot system in operation at ONERA

Complex reactions are located in the cooling circuit elements. The design of a combustion
chamber cooled by this method requires perfect mastering of the following points:
* thermal loads evaluation, along the whole flight trajectory
* structural design of an integrated cooled chamber
* fuel thermal reforming processI fuel injection system capable of managing the different situations encountered during the

flight (variable mass flow rate, thermodynamic state of the products, different location of the
injection points...)

Some works are led in cooperation with CNRS to be able to simulate the complete operation of
the cooling circuit (Ref [501 and [51] - Fig.26) taking into account in the same computation the
reforming process (Fig.27)
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Fig.26 - Example of computation in Fig.27 - Endothermic fuel conversion

Ptah-Socar cooling circuit as function of residence time

At the beginning of the flight, the wall of the combustion chamber is not necessarily hot enough
to reach the conditions where decomposition of the fuel is obtained. The tuning of the engine has
to be made, especially for a certain part of the flight trajectory, using at least partially liquid fuel.
On the contrary, when the missile is flying at very high speed, the fuel can reach a very high
level of decomposition. Its chemical composition becomes complex, and the combustion
parameters of this hot multi-component fuel is no more like the combustion of the original cold
liquid fuel.

However, it is not easy to tune the engine using a technological chamber (integrating cooling
system), and it also very difficult to produce appropriate mass flow of appropriate composition
with external devices. Then the problem becomes to ensure sufficient similitude for the
combustion using more convenient and available fuels.

Combustion chamber fuel-cooled structure

From the point of view of materials, the major technological difficulty for the development of
hypersonic air breathing vehicles, powered by dual-mode ramjet or scramjet, is to design and
realize the structure of the combustion chamber. As a matter of fact, the combustion chamber
and the fuel injection and/or flame stabilization systems, possibly placed in the flow, must be
able to sustain a rarely so severe thermo-mechanical environment.

Moreover, in the case of variable geometry combustion chamber, it is necessary to ensure a
sufficiently controlled geometry to ensure tightness between movable and fixed surfaces of the
chamber.

These elements lead to consider combustion chamber technologies based on the use of thermo-
structural composite materials cooled by the fuel. By comparison with metallic solutions, such a
technology should give large design margin and should correspond with relatively low cost
systems while ensuring good reliability and safety characteristics.

In this field, very limited works have been performed by EADS Space Transportation (now
Astrium ST) and SNECMA during the PREPHA program and led to basic test, performed at
ONERA (Ref [2]). In parallel, MBDA France and Astrium ST led in house development of
hydrogen or hydrocarbon fuel-cooled injection strut (St ELME) (Ref [52] - Fig.28).
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Fig.28 - H2 cooled CIC injection strut

By another way, the cooperation led by MBDA France and MAI for developing a fully variable
geometry dual-mode ramjet was also an opportunity to acquire a large know-how in the field of
fuel-cooled structures. More than 30 concepts of cooled panels have been developed for
protecting the fixed and movable combustion chamber walls.

Most of these studied cooled panels were based on metallic structures. Then, in order to maintain
the temperature of the hot wall under the relatively limited capacity of the steel alloys it is
necessary to use:
* 3D configurations, in particular multi-layer architectures,
* heat exchange enhancement systems in the cooling channels.

Each of cooled panel has been tested in MAI test facility, in which hydrogen fueled scramjet
combustion chamber is used as high temperature gas generator. The tested cooled-panel
(l00x200 MM 2) is placed at the scrainjet chamber exit (Fig.29). A wedge is facing the tested
panel in order to create a shock wave whose interaction with the tested panel increases the heat
flux, which can reach 3 MW/M2 .

I

Fig. 29 - Cooled panel testfacility at MA

Today, MBDA France and Astrium ST are focusing their in house effort on the development of a
low cost, highly reliable and effectiveness technology for the fuel-cooled composite material
structure, particularly usable for the walls of raJet/scraiJet combustion chamber. This
technology, called PTAH-SOCAR, takes advantage of the Astrium ST know-how in the field of
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pre-form manufacturing and particularly of its mastery for weaving the fibrous structure (Ref
[53] to [56]).

By comparison with more classical solution, this know-how enables us to create a C/SiC
structure, which has the following advantages:

* It avoids any bonding system (brazing, gluing...), which constitutes a weakness for classical
systems for sustaining the high pressure of the internal cooling flow and implies limitation of
maximum temperature in the bonding region.

* It enables us to obtain a complete combustion chamber structure in one part. That led to:
a limit the connecting problems to one inlet and one outlet connection,
m avoid any problem generally encountered with classical plane cooled panels for

realization of the corners of a 2D combustor,
0 increase the reliability by limiting the possible leakage problems.3 It considerably reduces the part of the cooled-structure wall, exposed to the hot heat flux,

which is not directly in contact with the coolant fuel.
• It avoids to machine internal channels and, by this way, makes easier the integration of

specific systems like injectors, injection struts or flame-holders.

Moreover, this technology can be easily adapted to other applications as injection struts or
cooled nozzle expansion ramp.

A first test series has been performed with PTAH-SOCAR cooled-panels densified by CVI
process (Fig.30). Tests were performed with nitrogen and kerosene as coolant. By reducing step
by step the coolant mass flow it has been possible to obtain the maximum temperature on the hot
wall which would be reached in an operational application (Fig.31).
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Fig.30 - PTAH-SOCAR panel in test at MAI Fig. 31 - Hot wall temperature evolution

A key point for using composite materials for fuel-cooled panels is their natural porosity which
could generate safety hazard and reduce the performance (with natural porosity, the total injected
fuel would completely leak through combustion chamber walls and no fuel would reach the
injection system). It is then very important to master the permeability of the material. However, a
preliminary study indicates that a small leakage to the combustion chamber side could be
interesting from the point of view of performance. As a matter of fact (Fig. 32):

If the porosity is too large, an important part of the fuel mass-flow will leak out through the
combustion chamber wall. Then, specific impulse will decrease (no combustion of the
corresponding mass of fuel) or it will create thermal overloading on the wall (in case of
partial or total combustion of the fuel damaging the wall).
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If the porosity is limited, the fuel leaking out through the wall will reduce skin friction losses
while the main part of fuel will burn normally resulting in an improved specific impulse by
comparison with a perfectly fuel-tight material.

In order to solve this problem, but also to reduce the production cost, the PTAH-SOCAR has
been adapted to liquid infiltration by using the LSI process developed by Astrium ST Germany).
This new version has already been tested at component level (mechanic and thermal
characterisation and cooled panel). After several iterations, this technology present today the
permeability needed to ensure an optimum fuel leakage in the case of a propulsion system for a
missile.
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Fig. 32 - Fuel leakage effect on specific impulse

On the basis of these technology development works, a demonstration part constituting a portion
of cooled combustion chamber, called PSD, has been designed, manufactured and successfully
tested in 2006 at ONERA test bench ATD 5 (Fig. 33 - Ref [57]).

II
Im1i

Fig.33 - PTAH-SOCAR PSD demo tested at ONERA ATD 5 test bench
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Further works

Beyond the works already in progress, the test facility, developed by MBDA France and ROXEL
in their Bourges Subdray test centre in the framework of PREPHA program (Ref [49] - Fig.34),
is under upgrading. The new test facility, called METHYLE, will allow to perform long
endurance test in representative conditions to pursue and reinforce technology development by
using a modular water-cooled dual mode ramjet combustion chamber able to integrate different
kind of testing parts as for : element of variable geometry, sealing system, fuel-cooled structure,
measurement techniques, engine control system...) (Fig.35).

Fig.34 - Hypersonic test bench in Bourges Subdray test centre

Fig.35 - METH-YLE test facility (under development)
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Further possible development

The LEA flight test program constitutes a very important first step in the definition and the
validation of a development methodology for hypersonic air breathing vehicles. Nevertheless, if
we consider the possible application of high-speed air breathing propulsion to future reusable
space launcher, it is clear that the air breathing phase will have to be extended up to Mach 10/12.

In that view, a minimum R&T program has been proposed (Ref [58 ]). It includes an extension
of the flight domain of the LEA vehicle (LEA +) thanks to the upgrading of the present
acceleration system or by selecting another one with higher capabilities. At least, taking into
account the corresponding background and associated working partnership, it should be possible
to define the most efficient flight test program (in term of scientific and technological return to
financial investment).

It has to be noticed that such extended flight experimental program could take advantage of other
already existing experimental systems and programs as, for example, the HyShot program which
could be used to perform partial technology flight validation for LEA vehicle and propulsion
system or for instrumentation.

But, the budget which could be potentially available in Europe within the next years for such a
flight test program will be limited. By another way, the on-going LEA flight test program
between Mach 4 and Mach 8 has to be first performed. That is why, considering these two
points, a proposal has been submitted to ESA regarding a preliminary and less ambitious flight
test program, called EAST for European Advanced Scramjet Test, which could be performed by
2010.

The EAST program would consider a subscale (-1/4) twin engines configuration derived from
LEA vehicle (Fig.36). EAST would not be a simple supersonic combustion experiment within an
academic combustor but would consist in testing the system forebody / air inlet / combustion
chamber / partial nozzle during a captive flight on top of a booster derived from a sounding
rocket system (Fig.37). The EAST experiment would be fixed on the booster thanks to a strut
equipped with a thrust measuring system.

Such a program, dealing with an integrated propulsion system, would allow extending the
already defined development methodology by taking into account new ground test possibilities
as, for example, high enthalpy short time wind tunnels F4 at ONERA Fauga or HEG at DLR
Gottingen and to acquire a first flight validation. By another way it would be possible to take
advantage of the quite complete propulsion system configuration to flight test the needed
improvements of LEA technology to sustain higher flight Mach number conditions.

Fig. 36 - EAST configuration

Fig. 37- EAST on top of the sounding rocket
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Beyond these technology development efforts, the need was also clearly identified to restart
system studies taking advantage of recent progress made regarding knowledge, tools and
technology and focusing on more innovative airframe/propulsion system concepts enabling
better trade-off between structural efficiency and propulsion system performance.

In that field, a fully axi-symmetric configuration has been considered for a reusable micro-space
launcher (10 kg payload). The vehicle, based on a double cone fuselage providing good
structural efficiency, is constituted by a main stage powered by air breathing propulsion,
combined or not with liquid rocket mode. A "kick stage", powered by a low performance solid
rocket engine provides the final acceleration (NEO concept) (Fig.38).

The air breathing engine is annular and can also be constituted by a series of modules, each
easily testable on ground (in any case corresponding to a limited scaling effect by comparison
with possible ground testing). This engine has fully variable geometry one using a concept
derived from the LEA engine. Taking advantage of the translating movement of the cowl, the
rear part of the engine can be closed to ensure a safe re-entry on the back using the aerospike
nozzle as blunt nose providing the needed thermal protection.

New configuration studies for NEO concept to improve the trade-off
Propulsion performance o Vehicle dry mass

very large engine
very large launcher Isp
small duration: Mach 12 in less than 200s

axisymetric fuel tank

I translating cowl (LEA type)

rocket engines placed in the nozzle
(aerospike - possibly CDWRE)

Fig.38 - Axi-symmetric NEO concept

A preliminary design has been performed for different variants : one using a separated booster
and a purely air breathing main stage, a second one using a booster and a main stage combining
air breathing and rocket mode, a third one without separated booster, the main stage ensuring the
initial acceleration in liquid rocket mode and a complementary acceleration phase in rocket mode
beyond the air breathing propulsion system operation (Fig.39).

On this basis, performance assessment has been carried-out thanks to trajectory simulation. The
main conclusions are the following :

* The very large air breathing engine delivers a very large thrust level.

* This thrust level provides a very high acceleration capability and then a very good
launcher specific impulse.
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9 It also allows starting the air breathing mode very early (at about Mach 1.5) reducing the

needed on-board oxidizer mass then the corresponding tank mass.

* The acceleration capability allows to reach Mach 12 in less than 200s (to be compared
with 1000 to 1200 s needed with an airplane-like vehicle (PREPHA vehicle for example).

o Then the air breathing mode, and consecutive trajectory in the atmosphere, doesn't lead
to thermal protection oversizing.3 The large air breathing engine corresponds with a limited dry mass increase as it is
mainly constituted by a short annular cowl.

* All the previous elements lead to the feasibility of a reusable main stage with a staging at
Mach 14.5 corresponding to a 8.5 m long, 3.0 m diameter vehicle with a gross take-off
weight of about 4.5 metric tons, able to place in a 250km circular orbit a payload of 10 kg
+ 30 kg of avionics.I Finally, there will be a clear advantage in replacing the liquid rocket engine of this third
variant by a continuous detonation wave rocket engine for which integration will largely
easier and more efficient (including a very simple way to control the thrust vector and to
close the engine for the re-entry phase).

Fig. 39 - Axi-symmetric NEO micro-space launcher - internal layout

Conclusion

The ramjet/scramjet concept constitutes the main air breathing propulsion system which can be
used in a very large flight Mach number range up to Mach 10/12 and then could allow
developing future fully reusable space launcher and military systems.

Beside international activities, mainly in USA and Japan, a permanent Research and
Technology effort has been pursued in Europe since twenty years. Today, the effort led in
France aims at addressing the two key technology issues which are the accurate prediction of the
aero-propulsive balance of an air breathing vehicle flying at high Mach number and the
development of high-temperature structures for the combustion chamber able to withstand the
very severe environment generated by the heat release process while ensuring reliability and
limited mass and should allow to conclude on the feasibility and interest of the two possible
application within the next five to six years (2012/2013).
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